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40 Right-Sizing the Reference Collection
The authors detail a large and busy public library branch’s 
method for weeding the reference collection and interfiling it with 
circulating material.
r o s e  m . f r a s e  a n d  b a r b a r a s a l i t- m i s c h e l

45 KnowItNow
Ohio’s Virtual Reference Service
Ohio’s virtual reference service, KnowItNow24X7, is a world leader 
in real-time online reference, with more than 175,000 questions 
answered to date.  Now in its third year of operation, its success is 
due to the collaborative efforts of the three managing libraries and 
the support of the Ohio Library community.
h o l ly c a r r o l l , b r i a n  l e s zc z , k r i s t e n  p o o l , a n d  t r ac y s t r o b e l

54 Going Mobile
The KCLS Roving Reference Model
 Why wait for patrons to approach the desk? Shouldn’t staff seek out 
and serve customer’s information needs anywhere in the building? 
This article shows how the King County (Wash.) Library System 
implemented Roving Reference in order to provide the best possible 
customer service to its patrons.
b a r b a r a p i t n e y a n d  n a n c y s l ot e

69 Reference Desk Realities 
What they didn’t teach you in library school—Decker Smith and 
Johnson’s practical article aims to help equip librarians for the reali-
ties of day-to-day public library reference work. 
s a l ly d e c k e r  s m i t h  a n d  r o b e rta j o h n s o n
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Readers Respond
More on Guest Presenters: Timely Payment
Kathleen Kelly Macmillan’s article, “The Care and Feeding of Guest 
Presenters,” (Public Libraries, Sept./Oct. 2006) omits one of the 
most annoying aspects of being a presenter for a public library or 
for many library associations in my experience—namely, getting 
paid and reimbursed in a timely manner. At the least, I think an 
honorarium check should be presented the day the person com-
pletes the requested presentation, and what out-of-pocket expens-
es there are should be reimbursed promptly. I have paid interest on 
credit cards more times than I can count because of slow payment 
from libraries for related expenses. I have now learned the hard 
way to ask the library inviting me to purchase the plane tickets 
themselves and also to have any hotel bills go directly to them. 
This is especially galling when the presenter is another profes-
sional librarian or LIS academic who may be doing this as much 

Editor’s Note
What is the state of your library’s reference services? Are you 
able to deliver the information your patrons need, when they 
need it? Is it time to kick things up a notch? This theme issue 
of Public Libraries is focused entirely on reference services. 
So, if you are looking for ways to improve or even just tweak 
your library’s reference services, the articles and columns in 
this issue will provide you with lots of ideas and tips. 

“Right-Sizing the Reference Collection” explores the 
process and the results of interfiling reference titles with 
circulating materials. “KnowItNow—Ohio’s Virtual Reference 
Service,” details how several libraries worked collaboratively 
to plan and implement statewide 24/7 virtual reference. In 
“Going Mobile,” the King County (Wash.) Library System’s 
Roving Reference model is explored, and in “Reference Desk 
Realities,” the authors provide a down-to-earth look at the 
everyday realities of staffing the reference desk.

You’ll also want to check out all of our regular columns 
for their take on this subject; be sure take a look at Book 
Talk, which features an interview with Jim Collins of Good 
to Great fame. We hope the information and tools avail-
able in this issue will help you take your library’s reference 
services from “Good to Great.” 

Thanks for reading!
Kathleen Hughes
Editor

Kathleen is reading The Real Charlotte by Edith Somerville 
and Martin Ross and Suite Française by Irène Némirovsky.
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Po Bronson to Keynote 
PLA Spring Symposium 
Luncheon
Bestselling author Po Bronson will 
present the keynote address at the 
2007 PLA Spring Symposium Author 
Luncheon. The 2007 PLA Spring 
Symposium will take place March 1-3 
in San Jose, California, at the Fairmont 
San Jose. The author luncheon will be 
held on March 2 from noon to 1:30 p.m. 

Bronson’s What Should I Do With 
My Life? was a New York Times best-
seller and remained in the paper’s 
top ten list for nine months. Bronson 
travels the country recording the sto-
ries of real people who have struggled 
to answer life’s biggest questions. He 
has published five books and writ-
ten for television, magazines, and 
newspapers, including the New York 
Times and the Wall Street Journal, and 
for National Public Radio’s Morning 
Edition. Currently he is writing regu-
larly for Time and for The Guardian in 
the United Kingdom. 

The 2007 PLA Spring Symposium 
will also feature six 1.5-day work-
shops targeted toward a variety of 
public library professionals and an 
opening general session with des-
sert reception for all attendees. The 
author luncheon and library tours are 
available for an additional fee. PLA 
thanks Random House for their sup-
port of the author luncheon.

To learn more, visit www.pla.org. 

Every Child Ready to 
Read® @your library® 
Wiki Goes Live
PLA and the Association for Library 
Service to Children (ALSC) are 

proud to introduce the Every Child 
Ready to Read® @ your library® 
wiki, which can be found at http://
wikis.ala.org/ecrr. The wiki allows 
new and current users of the Every 
Child Ready to Read® @ your 
library® program to share innova-
tive ideas and best practices.

PLA and ALSC jointly developed 
the Every Child Ready to Read® @ 
your library® program to provide 
public libraries with vital tools to 
help prepare parents for their criti-
cal role as their child’s first teacher. 
Based on research from the PLA/
ALSC Early Literacy Initiative, the 
three Every Child Ready to Read® 
programs target parents and care-
givers of children ages 0–2 years 
old (Early talkers), 2–3 years-old 
(Talkers), and 4–5 years-old (Pre-
readers). Since the program’s train-
ing and materials were introduced 
in 2004, hundreds of libraries have 
held programs for parents and 
caregivers to prepare them to help 
children get ready to read. To learn 
more about the program, please 
visit www.ala.org/everychild.

To order Every Child Ready to 
Read® materials, visit www.alastore.
ala.org. For more information on 
Every Child Ready to Read® @ your 
library,® contact the PLA office at  
1-800-545-2433. ext. 5PLA, ALSC 
office at ext. 2164, or visit www.ala.
org/everychild. 

More PLA Wiki News
PLA is contemplating putting  
together a wiki. In an age  
where wikis are sprouting up like 
weeds, we’re looking to create some-
thing unique, useful, and inviting.

The current, nascent concept 
entails building a living, breathing 
encyclopedia of public librarianship 
(not so much a wiki of or about PLA 
as much a wiki sponsored by PLA), 
building on content from the service 
responses and ensuing discussion, 
and other information, then setting 
it free to the Internet wild, where 
public librarians can grow and prune 
the wiki as necessary with current 
content contribution. As the spon-
soring organization, PLA would be in 
charge of creating guidelines, style 
guides, and overall general manage-
ment and monitoring.

So our questions to you are:

n As a public librarian, a 
graduate student, a patron, an 
administrator, a friend of the 
library, or even just an onlooker 
seeking information specifically 
about public libraries and 
librarians, would would you be 
looking for in an encyclopedia/
almanac/pathfinder of public 
librarianship? 

n What kind of information about 
public libraries and librarianship 
would you seek that you can’t 
readily get your hands on now? 

n What about Wikipedia, which 
is powered by the MediaWiki 
software, do you like or dislike? 
Is it easy or hard to use? What do 
you think would be better?

n As an editable encyclopedia 
where you can search, navigate, 
and edit content, what do you 
like or dislike about Wikipedia? 
We’re looking for comments on 
the layout and usability, not a 
discussion of judgments about 
Wikipedia itself.

news from pla
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Visit www.plablog.org to view and 
participate in the discussion, as well 
as check out a list of other wikis on 
libraries and librarianship.  You can 
also visit http://plablog.org/con-
tact-us to email us your thoughts.—
Andrea Mercado, PLA Blog Manager

Mark Your Calendar! 
PLA Events at the 
Upcoming ALA Annual 
Conference 
The 2007 ALA Annual Conference 
will be held in Washington D.C., 
from June 21–27, 2007. The exhibits 
will be held June 23–26, 2007 in the 
Washington Convention Center, 
located at 801 Mount Vernon Place, 
NW. PLA will host several programs 
during the conference as well as pre-
conference programming that will 
take place on Friday, June 22, 2007. 
Preconference programs require a 
separate registration fee, to register 
visit www.ala.org. PLA Preconference 
programs are as follows: 

The Fun and Facts of Early 
Literacy: Communicating 
with Parents and Caregivers 
Through Storytime. 
Organizer: Pamela Martin-Diaz; PLA-
LS, Services to Preschool Children 
and their Caregivers Committee. 
Storytimes are an excellent oppor-
tunity to promote the joy of read-
ing while modeling and explaining 
behaviors that parents and caregiv-
ers can use to develop early literacy 
skills in their children. Learn how to 
present dynamic storytimes while 
incorporating proven techniques 
and activities that parents and 
caregivers can use to help children 
master critical prereading skills. 
Take away research and informa-
tion you can use to make a case to 

library administrators, staff, com-
munity partners, and funders about 
the importance of early literacy 
programs. Bring one storytime book 
and a written outline of a favorite 
storytime for some hands-on prac-
tice. Additional speakers include 
Saroj Ghoting, early childhood 
literacy consultant. One-day pre-
conference. Tickets: Advance: PLA 
Member: $125; ALA Member: $180; 
Non-Member: $230. Onsite: PLA 
Member: $175; ALA Member: $230; 
Non-Member: $285 

Extreme Makeover: 
Redesigning Your Library 
to Promote Usage and 
Circulation.
Organizer: Bonnie Young; PLA-
LD Marketing Public Libraries 
Committee. Four representatives 
from public libraries in New Jersey, 
New York, and California will discuss 
their library makeovers. Such topics 
as self-checkout, cafés in libraries, 
and bookstore design will be dis-
cussed, as well as managing change 
and securing staff buy-in. Half -day 
preconference. Speakers include: 
David Genesy, Redwood City (Calif.) 
Public Library; Joan Bernstein, Mt. 
Laurel (N.J.) Library; Peter Magnani 
and Ruth Herzberg, Queens Borough 
(N.Y.) Public Library. Tickets: 
Advance: PLA Member: $65; ALA 
Member: $120; Non-Member: $165. 
Onsite: PLA Member: $115; ALA 
Member: $170; Non-Member: $215

Recruit Teens to Work  
for Your Library— 
Now and Later.
Organizer: Hedra Packman; PLA-IC 
Recruitment of Public Librarians 
Committee. Use positive youth 
development techniques and  

IMLS-funded library careers and 
skills curriculum to recruit and 
retain teen workers for your library. 
Discover how they can enrich the 
present and help shape the future of 
library services, staffing, and com-
munity connections. Presented by 
a panel of teen workers and library 
professionals. One-day preconfer-
ence. Other speakers include: Doris 
Ann Sweet, Simmons College Library 
in Boston; Theresa Ramos, Free 
Library of Philadelphia; Virginia 
Walter, University of California 
Los Angeles-Graduate School of 
Education and Information Studies; 
Melanie Zibit, Simmons College 
Library; and teen volunteers. Tickets:  
Advance: PLA Member: $125; ALA 
Member: $180; Non-Member: $235. 
Onsite: PLA Member: $175; ALA 
Member: $230; Non-Member: $285

Other Special PLA Events  
at Annual Conference 

The Insider’s Guide to Capitol Hill
Monday, June 25, 2007, 8 a.m.–noon

The PLA Legislative Committee 
will lead an insider’s tour of Capitol 
Hill and surrounding environs 
designed to demystify the halls of 
government and remove some of the 
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PLA Spring Symposium
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San Jose, Calif.

ALA Annual Conference
June 21–27
Washington, D.C.



 intimidation that may keep some 
ALA and PLA members from attend-
ing National Library Legislative Day. 
The plan includes a guided tour 
through the House and Senate Office 
Buildings, the Capitol, and other 
government buildings in the Capitol 
complex. This fun and entertaining 
trip will include a stop at a congres-
sional office, a look at a committee 
room, and stops for refreshments at 
the cafeterias in the bowels of the 
Capitol complex. Tickets: This event 
is free but has limited availability 
and requires registration. Visit www.
ala.org to register.

PLA President’s Program and 
Awards Presentation
Monday, June 25, 2007, 5–6:30 p.m. 

Save the date for this perenni-
ally popular event! Visit www.pla.
org for speaker information and 
other updates regarding the PLA 
President’s Program.

Candidate Slate for  
2007 PLA Election
President/ 
Vice-President Elect
Karen Danczak-Lyons, Chicago 
Public Library (Ill.)
Carol L. Sheffer, Queens Public 
Library (N.Y.)

Cluster Steering Committees
Two will be elected for each Cluster 
Steering Committee, one from each 
pair of candidates.

Library Development Cluster 
Steering Committee
Sara Dallas, Southern Adirondack 
Library System (N.Y.)
John Moorman, Williamsburg 
Regional Library (Va.)

Irene Blalock, Birmingham Public 
Library (Ala.)

Lynn Wheeler, Carroll County Public 
Library (Md.)

 
Issues and Concerns Cluster 
Steering Committee
Jeanne Goodrich, Jeanne Goodrich 
Consulting (Ore.)
Rivkah Sass, Omaha Public Library 
(Okla.)

Michael Golrick, L.E. Phillips 
Memorial Public Library (Wisc.)
Marcia Warner, Grand Rapids Public 
Library (Mich.)

Library Services Cluster Steering 
Committee
Audra Caplan, Harford County 
Public Library (Md.)
Barbara Gubbin, Jacksonville Public 
Library (Fla.)

Betsy Diamant-Cohen, Enoch Pratt 
Free Library (Md.)
Lillian Snyder, Montgomery County 
Public Library (Md.)

news from pla
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Visit Argentina in April

The Buenos Aires International Book Fair is extending a generous invitation to U.S. librarians to attend this 
annual event. Already on its thirty-third year, it is one of the oldest book events in the Spanish-speaking world 
that gathers more than one million book lovers. The book fair’s professional days are April 16–19, 2007.

The invitation includes four hotel nights with breakfast included, special discounted airfare, ground trans-
portation to and from Ezeiza airport and to and from the fairgrounds, and free registration.

Fair Director Marta Diaz noted that book prices offered at the Buenos Aires fair are the lowest available any-
where. She is eager to make an excellent collection development opportunity available to U.S. librarians and 
promises a great visit to Argentina.

Preceding the fair on April 14–17, librarians from throughout the Spanish-speaking world will meet for the 
2nd Iberoamerican Conference on Librarianship to address the role of librarians in an ever-changing  
information world. The registration fee for the conference is U.S. $250 by March 25, 2007 and $280 onsite. 
More details are available at: www.abgra.org.ar/2congreso.htm

For more information on the Book Fair contact Adan Griego, Green Library, Stanford University, Stanford, 
CA 94305-6004, (650) 723-3150 (voice), (650) 723-9383 (fax), adan.griego@stanford.edu.



SuSan HildretH is 

the State Librarian of 

California; shildreth@ 

library.ca.gov. 

Susan is currently read-

ing The World is Flat: A 

Brief History of the Twenty-

first Century by Thomas 

Friedman and On Agate Hill 

by Lee Smith

Reference 
Services in a 
Flat World
The theme of this issue is reference services; and that is a critical issue 

for libraries, but I wanted to set a somewhat broader context before we 
begin to discuss the specifics of reference. I am busy as you all are, and 

when I spend time reading, it is usually to relax and be entertained. I rarely 
read nonfiction. My day job is the State Librarian of California and, as such, I 
am a member of the Chief Officers of the State Library Agencies (COSLA), an 
austere group to say the least. We had a thought-provoking continuing edu-
cation discussion at our fall meeting that was focused on The World is Flat: A 
Brief History of the Twenty-first Century by Thomas Friedman (Farrar, 2006). 
It is not easy to give state librarians homework assignments, but we all had 
to read this book before our session. I am glad to say that I completed the 
assignment. I was aware of the book and had heard the author speak but had 
just not taken the time to read it. I would encourage any of you who have not 
read the book to read the 2006 edition, if possible. You can also watch a one-
hour presentation by Friedman about the book available at http://mitworld 
.mit.edu/video/266. Friedman describes a flat world as one in which we live 
in a global, Web-enabled playing field that allows for multiple forms of col-
laboration on research and work in real time, without regard to geography, 
distance, or, in the near future, languages. 

This flat world does not support the traditional role of the reference librar-
ian as gatekeeper and dispenser of information. Instead, it would suggest 
that the reference librarian of the twenty-first century would facilitate con-
necting searchers to various information sources, which could be books, 
electronic resources, or even knowledge experts in various fields. 

I have often described the current role of librarians as navigators on 
the sea of the Internet, but even that seems too passive in the flat world. 
Librarians need to help searchers navigate information sources but also to 
make connections between individuals or groups who may have knowledge 
that they can share with each other. Just think about the sharing and collabo-
ration that occurs in creating just one Wikipedia entry!

The COSLA continuing education session was developed and presented 
by Julie Beth Todaro, dean of library services at Austin Community College 
in Texas, and a well-known and well-respected library trainer. She reflected 
on the difference between reference services of the recent past and those 
required in the flat world. I wanted to share those reflections with you. 

n Librarians have provided basic reference services and may have had 
specialty areas but now must be able to provide many kinds of reference 
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in a variety of subject areas and in 
a variety of formats.

n Customers have always needed 
help in finding, analyzing, 
and using resources. But now 
customers need help in discerning 
the validity of resources they 
find as well as being able to 
utilize the variety of equipment 
and modalities through which 
information is provided.

n Librarians have primarily assisted 
customers in person in one-on-
one settings or in small groups. 
But now librarians must provide 
assistance in the traditional and 
virtual methods and settings as 
well as deal with a wide variety of 
levels and styles of learning.

n Librarians counted in-person or 
telephone questions, but now the 
question count includes faxes; 
e-mails; Web-based sources, 
including chat and instant 
messages; and text messages.

n Reference question statistics were 
steady or growing. But now there 
is a national trend of less typical 
reference questions and more 
complex questions as well as 
more interaction with customers, 
assisting or vetting electronic 
information, and aiding in the 
manipulation, storing, or printing 
of that information.

n Librarians were fairly certain that 
the information they found was 
something that their customers 
would want to see. Now librarians 
are never sure what type of 
information or Web sites they may 
encounter. Although evaluating 
information has always been 
part of a librarian’s job, providing 
customers with information 
literacy skills to empower them 
to analyze the diverse world of 
electronic information is an even 
more critical work component 
for librarians in the twenty-first 
century.

I think these reflections demon-
strate that the nature of reference 
services in the flat world has become 
much more complex than in the 
past. Librarians providing these 
services must be as comfortable in 
evaluating Web sites and pushing 
them through a chat environment 
to a virtual customer as presenting 
basic computer skills and informa-
tion sources to a group of new immi-
grants. I believe that the librarian 
serving as information teacher and 
search strategy coach is where we 
need to be for success in the twenty-
first century.

For flat world customers to even 
consider the library as a source for 
information, access to these services 
must be available 365/24/7 and in 
a wide variety of modalities. The 
library world has tried to respond to 
this customer need with virtual ref-
erence services. I believe that virtual 
reference is an absolutely essential 
service that libraries must provide, 
but I also believe that virtual refer-
ence is still in its developmental 
stage. It is difficult to keep up with 
the constantly changing modalities 
of communication and information 
access. It is a tough challenge to 
integrate those modalities into a ser-
vice that is transparent for the cus-
tomer, accessible to library staff, and 
able to be evaluated in any way. The 
jury is still out on this potentially 
powerful service as we have not yet 
found protocols and systems that are 
as user-friendly as they could be.

Although virtual reference service 
has been provided in California for a 
number of years, I am by no means 
an expert on that topic. I asked one 
of my staff members, Rush Brandis,  
a library technology consultant,  
to review information on this  
topic; and I wanted to share with 
you a few good resources for a quick 
primer and evaluation of virtual  
reference. 

n The Virtual Reference Desk: 
Creating a Reference Future, 
edited by R. David Lankes, New 
York: Neal-Schuman, 2006. This 
book contains great articles on 
many important virtual reference 
topics from bringing together 
teens and chat reference to 
establishing performance targets 
for a virtual reference service.

n Steve Coffman and Linda 
Arret. “To Chat or Not to Chat: 
Taking Another Look at Virtual 
Reference,” Information Today 
12, no. 7 Part 1, July 2004; Part 2, 
September 2004, www.infotoday.
com/searcher/jul04/arret_
coffman.shtml, www.infotoday.
com/searcher/sep04/arret_
coffman.shtml (accessed  
Dec. 11, 2006).

n Brenda Bailey Hainer; “Virtual 
Reference: Alive and Well,” 
Library Journal 130, no. 3 (Jan. 15, 
2005), www.libraryjournal.com/
article/CA491140.html (accessed 
Dec. 11, 2006).

n Joann M. Wasik, “Digital 
Reference Evaluation: An 
Overview of the Assessment 
and Evaluation of Digital 
Reference Services Published 
on WebJunction,” November 7, 
2005, www.webjunction.org/
do/DisplayContent?id=11854 
(accessed Dec. 11, 2006). 

n Pascal Lupien, “Virtual Reference 
in the Age of Pop-Up Blockers, 
Firewalls, and Service Pack 2”, 
Information Today 30 (July/
August 2006), www.infotoday.
com/online/jul06/Lupien.shtml 

There are two leaders in the vir-
tual and electronic reference field 
and I would recommend reading 
their publications: Joe Barker, librar-
ian at the University of California–
Berkeley, and Joe Janes, associate 
dean, at the Information School 
at the University of Washington–
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Readers Respond continued from page 2

Seattle. There is a lot of information 
and conversation on the library 
blogs about this topic, so if you 
have not visited any of them, this 
would be a good opportunity to do 
so. Check out Jessamyn West’s blog 

(http://librarian.net), Jenny Levine’s 
blog (http://theshiftedlibrarian.com) 
and Sarah Houghton’s blog (http://
librarianinblack.typepad.com). I 
think virtual reference is critical but, 
unlike our usual “last to adopt” posi-

tion, I think libraries are serving as 
early adopters for this service. I hope 
that we will reach the nirvana of vir-
tual reference available in all flavors 
and modalities in the near future!  

for extra money as out of a desire to serve the profession. 
Assuming independent wealth on the part of presenters 
is a dubious assumption at best, and it is particularly 
nice when this financial courtesy is given and does not 
have to be requested by the presenter. —Mary K. Chelton

Delaware Public Libraries  
and Nov/Dec PL
In Delaware, we’re reading the November/December 
issue of Public Libraries with great interest—Delaware 
is implementing a statewide balanced scorecard for all 
Delaware public libraries. And A Whole New Mind by 
Daniel Pink (mentioned in the November/December 
Editor’s Note) is the fifth book in our program, If All The 
Delaware Library Community Read The Same Book. Dan 
came to Delaware in December 2005 for our library town 
meeting. It’s nice to affirm we’re on the right path, and 
even out in front! —Anne E. C. Norman, Director & State 
Librarian, Delaware Division of Libraries/State Library 

Another Perspective on Use of 
Collection Agencies
The perspectives in “Are Collection Agencies the Answer” 
(Public Libraries, Nov./Dec. 2006) demonstrate that 
librarians misunderstand overdue and lost book fines.
The greatest benefit of an overdue or lost book is the 
insight that is gained into the customer’s use of the 
library. Rather than asking what the occurrence of a 
fine says about how people want to use the library, the 
librarians in the article devote their energy to penalizing 
their customers and ultimately discouraging library use. 
Library customers must be truly devoted because no 
matter how the profession obsesses about overdue and 
lost fines, our customers keep coming back.

Rampant cases of overdue fines are an indicator that 
the library needs to review its lending periods on materi-
als to make sure they satisfy their customers. Thomas 
Pynchon’s new book is more than 900 pages long. 
Librarians should ask themselves if it is fair to have loan 

periods that treat materials all the same regardless of 
their length. Is it realistic to have the same loan period 
for a ten-DVD set as it is a single DVD? One parent at my 
library suggested that the loan period on children’s vid-
eos should be synchronized with the story hour schedule 
so that she didn’t have to make an extra trip to return her 
videos on time. Makes sense to me.

Overdue fines also offer insight on collection develop-
ment. Fines are relevant to the demand for a book. If the 
demand for a book merits the imposition of a punitive 
fine, perhaps the library should consider if it has enough 
copies of a book to satisfy demand. I would rather pur-
chase more books than hire a collection agency.

Overdue fines also offer insight into how easy the 
library is to use. Are there convenient ways to return 
materials to the library? I know of one library that real-
ized fewer overdue materials once it allowed patrons 
to return videos and books on tape in the book drop. 
Are the book drops outside the library locked when the 
library is open? How easy is it to renew books? Can it be 
done online? And how easy is it to locate online renewal 
from your library’s Web site? Does your library allow 
people to renew books over the phone, and if so, is there 
a limit? Can your patrons inquire about an overdue book 
on the phone, but not renew books? One could surmise 
that from the customer’s perspective it is easier to pay 
an overdue fine than it is to return a book in a timely 
manner or renew it. What does it say when multimillion-
dollar circulation systems can initiate a reminder to the 
customer only when their materials are overdue. Most 
businesses remind you thirty days before a bill is due.

Management expert Peter Drucker states that a busi-
ness can only be understood when it is viewed from the 
outside. When librarians ignore the insight that can be 
gained from asking why overdue and lost books occur, 
they lose an important opportunity to improve their 
library and how it is perceived. Let’s stop obsessing and 
ask ourselves what overdue and lost books can tell us 
about our customers. —Seth Stephens, Director, Jefferson 
Township Public Library, Oak Ridge, N.J. 
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The Future of 
Reference

Public library reference has changed so much that the two of us decided to 
write a new textbook to respond to these changes. We were both working 
in public libraries, and one of us was teaching reference in a local library 
school. The following is adapted from our book, Reference and Information 
Service in the 21st Century (Neal-Schuman, 2006).

Librarianship in the twenty-first century is evolving at a rate that would 
have been unimaginable to Samuel Green when he first proposed the 
notion of a reference department, much more than a century ago. 

Should we fail to take the mutations of our environment into account, we 
will relegate our libraries to obsolescence. While we cannot do without some 
specific guesswork, it is more important that we learn to recognize the direc-
tion in which we are traveling, anticipating not just particular changes, but 
also the fact of change as such. Change does not, however, entail an outright 
rejection of all that has come before. In this article, we will attempt to map 
the winds of change even as we recognize some of the rocks that stand firmly 
amidst them.

Many have sought to provide us with a view of the future of reference. 
David Tyckoson identified features of libraries that will remain constant 
and those that will change. He said that the constants were the service the 
libraries provide to their community, the four basic functions outlined by 
Samuel Green in 1876 (instruction, answering questions, readers’ advisory 
services, and promotion), and the personal service that librarians provide. 
The changes Tyckoson foresaw were newer and better tools as a result of 
technology, an increased demand for instruction, a decrease in the demand 
for ready reference, and a role for librarians in the creation of information as 
well as in its conservation.1 

In another study, Joseph Janes suggested that librarians should continue 
to work in areas where their strengths lie. These, he suggested, are 

concerns about evaluation and quality of information sources, 
sophisticated tools and techniques for searching, understanding the 
nature of users, their communities, their needs and situations, compiling 
and organizing and packaging information resources for their use, helping 
them to understand how to help themselves and how to use and evaluate 
information.2 

Janes also envisioned a future that focuses “less on the answers to specific 
questions and more on providing assistance and support to people with 
more detailed, more demanding, more comprehensive information needs of 
all kinds. . . . ”3 
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Providing New Materials 
and Formats
Though books will always remain 
part of the reference picture, digi-
tal versions of print titles and new 
materials in digital formats only have 
flooded the market. Slowly, refer-
ence titles available only in print are 
receding while digital titles multiply. 
Although this seems like a wonderful 
world for the library user, it is actu-
ally a complex world that is not easy 
to maneuver. In fact, the user often 
turns to Google or  Yahoo! assum-
ing equal quality rather than to the 
library’s databases because the search 
engines are more user-friendly. 

Libraries have taken many 
approaches to encourage use of their 
online bibliographic and full-text data-
bases from online tutorials and path-
finders to bibliographic instruction 
and marketing. They have added new 
software to aid users. The article linker 
software, for example, makes it pos-
sible for a user to find the full text of an 
article in another database owned by 
the library when there is only a biblio-
graphic citation. Federated searching 
makes it possible for users to search 
across several databases on a topic 
rather than having to identify which 
database should be used.

 More access to online databases 
needs to be available beyond the 
library so users can access databases 
at home, in their offices, or elsewhere. 
Improved access results in making 
it easier for the user who finds it 
inconvenient to visit the library dur-
ing its hours of service. The library’s 
Web site provides access not only to 
the databases leased or owned by the 
library but also to other information 
gathered by the library, such as a list 
of reliable Internet sites.

Providing New Services
Face-to-face reference service 
declined during the last few years, as 

the Internet became a more promi-
nent part of users’ lives. Libraries 
also noted the decline in the number 
of ready reference questions and 
an increase in more complicated 
questions. Users only consult the 
reference librarian after trying 
unsuccessfully on their own to find 
the information on the Internet. 
Libraries have reached out to new 
user groups to compensate for this 
decline in face-to-face reference. 
Through e-mail, chat, and instant 
messaging (IM) reference, librar-
ians have reached a mobile and 
diverse user population. Librarians 
also provide access through the Web 
to the library and its resources to 
reach users wherever they are. This 
calls for continual upgrades to the 
library’s technological infrastructure 
and designing systems that are  
user-friendly. Libraries must find 
ways to present high-quality infor-
mation to their users. It also is 
important to tailor the information 
to the user’s needs. 

 Librarians now spend more 
time on information literacy. 
The complexity of the library’s 
resources—especially the online 
databases—makes it imperative that 
users receive assistance. Information 
literacy instruction may be one-to-
one at the reference desk or in an 
e-mail or chat session, or it may be a 
one-shot class to get users started.

 Librarians have surveyed their 
users through paper and online 
questionnaires and focus groups to 
get a better idea what their commu-
nities needed and wanted. This feed-
back resulted in many of the changes 
seen today in reference service. 
Librarians continue to develop ways 
to market services to their users. The 
number of library resources and ser-
vices available online makes it more 
imperative to find ways to bring 
them to the attention of library users 

because those who are not aware of 
these resources and services often 
turn to Google or another search 
engine.

Does Reference Have  
a Future?
While libraries are certainly subject 
to change, we need not fear their 
dissolution. As libraries grow both 
more complex and more open, it 
increasingly seems certain that refer-
ence service is here to stay. Far more 
productive, then, may be to ask how 
that future should be approached. 
James Rettig suggests that libraries 
must respond to their users’ values, 
which are “immediacy, interactivity, 
personalization, and mobility.”4 As to 
immediacy, libraries’ use of chat ref-
erence and IM speak to the attempt 
to meet this user need as well as the 
attempt to provide reference 24/7. 
Chat and IM both respond to inter-
activity. The library embeds person-
alization in its attempt to provide 
ways for users to personalize the 
library’s Web site to their own needs 
by choosing the version of the home 
page they want or by developing a 
MyLibrary site with only the infor-
mation that users select. Libraries 
respond to mobility by making their 
Web sites and resources available 
wherever the user is and at any hour. 
Rettig also challenges librarians to 
become “expert anthropologists 
of our user communities” to serve 
them well.5 Reference librarians’ 
roles will change as reference con-
tinues to evolve. Their new roles will 
be multifaceted and require more 
proactivity than in the past. They will 
work to design better systems that 
meet their users’ needs, which will 
be more personalized.

The future of reference is best 
summed up as high tech and high 
touch. Libraries will continue to 
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upgrade technology to better serve 
their users. They will also continue 
to develop personalized services for 
each and every user, whether that 
user asks for service face-to-face at 
the reference desk, by telephone, by 
e-mail, or by chat. 

The complexity of the avail-
able information services must be 
matched by support for the indi-
vidual users.6 Reference service will 
be integrated and seamless to the 
extent that it will match users’ needs, 
no matter where they enter the 
library’s sphere. The personal aspect 
of the library’s service will continue 
to distinguish it from other institu-
tions and will separate it from its 
competition and fill the needs of its 
users.   
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PL Seeks Editor for Bringing in the Money Column

Public Libraries is looking for an editor for the Bringing in the Money 
column, which Stephanie Gerding will finish editing in the March/April 
issue. (Thanks for the hard work, Stephanie!) 

Please mention this opportunity to any of your outstanding Friends 
group members or others who have experience and enthusiasm to 
share on the subject of grants and fund-raising. 

If you, or someone you know, is interested in the position, please 
contact Editor Kathleen Hughes at khughes@ala.org.
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By the 
Numbers
In the last quarter of 2005, it seemed likely that the Morris County (N.J.) 

Library (MCL) would finish the year with the same number of questions 
(75,000) that its reference desks answered in 2003 and 2004. But that 

was counterintuitive given our expanded and refurbished facility, wireless 
access, jump in electronic reference, and generally expanded programs. 
Had library use truly not grown? So we looked to our sampling procedure. 
Was the detailed question form (subject area, county of residence, ready or 
extended reference, and so on) that we’d used for nearly fifteen years entirely 
accurate, or was it burdensome for staff, thus susceptible to underreporting? 
Thirty-one days of simple hash marks at the reference desk in October 2005 
suggested a 12 percent undercount in our old system, so we introduced new 
sampling this year.

 By August 2006, we sampled 202 hours of service in children’s, circula-
tion, reader services, reference, and music and media. Across the library, the 
average was 53.8 questions per hour, a daily rate of one question for every 
ten patrons entering the building. The traffic at each service desk mirrors the 
findings of our 2004 service survey, in which we learned those points visible 
from the front door had far greater use than the departments around corners 
or upstairs. (New signage had been one of the outcomes of the last bien-
nial service survey.) That the circulation desk handles 67 percent of patron 
queries (of all kinds) would be a concern were the staff not so highly trained 
and well-regarded by the public, who consistently give them top marks for 
“helpfulness” and “friendliness.” Patron satisfaction with the outcome of 
their library visits indicates that the library’s nonprofessional staff can be 
trusted to be the public’s first contact. Music and media, whose staff includes 
professional musicians with degrees from Juilliard and the Manhattan School 
of Music, are handling only 13.3 percent of hourly reference questions. This 
simply underlines the need to move that service desk out from behind the 
stacks, where it was unfortunately consigned in our 2001 expansion. The 
now-documented summer spike in queries at the children’s desk could be a 
basis to hire either a summer intern in the department or a shift in staff from 
other departments to help handle the seasonal bump.

 Staff at the reference desk, the samples tell us, handle a range of one 
question every six to eleven minutes, for 69 hours a week—in addition to 
department assignments. (Reference maintains the library Web site, per-
forms electronic reference, runs the book clubs, teaches public classes, and 
handles the New Jersey history and government documents collections.) 
Time analysis of reference traffic proved that we could reduce staffing at the 
desk before 11 a.m. It also reminded us of the service impact of one less body, 
as phones went on hold and patrons queued during staff summer vacations.

 Per capita reference is a figure we look at to see if the library has ade-
quately publicized itself as an information resource. The New Jersey state 
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librarian, in her 2004 report to the 
legislature, advised that 7.8 million 
questions had been asked by 8.6 
million residents: .91 questions per 
person. The Morris County consor-
tial figure in 2004 was a similar aver-
age, .96 question per person, but the 
range among our thirty-seven public 
libraries was .08–4.6 (median .56). 
Unsurprisingly, the highest rates, 
without exception, were recorded 
by downtown libraries with easy, 
walkable access. We know from our 
service surveys that out of sight may 
be out of mind, as respondents told 
us the number one way they learn 
about MCL is driving by it. Were it 
not for our persistently high Web 
hits from corporate IPs, we’d have 
inadequate documentation of the 
local business community’s heavy 
and silent reliance on our resources. 
Library visits countywide averaged 
7.4 per resident, with reference at 
fewer than one question per person. 

 Though use of our electronic 
reference service surged during the 
last two years, it is still well below 
our ability to assist more users. 
Only one in two hundred people 
visiting the library Web site leaves 
a reference question. We surmise 
that one-half of the people we “see” 
hit the e-ref page simply use it for 
the service desk phone numbers. 
An aggressive 2005 campaign of 
increased metatagging of Web pages 

and placing a library business card 
at all service desks clearly increased 
Web traffic (up 36.2 percent in the 
first seven months of 2006 compared 
to 2005), but has not emphatically 
grown e-reference (up 16.5 percent). 
Rather, we are seeing migration from 
phone and in-person to electronic 
information seeking. The ratio of our 
extended reference (written up for 
work and call back) to electronic ref-
erence has dropped from 3:1 to 1:1 
during the past two years. Regular 
reference patrons are adapting to 
the newer format, but we have not 
significantly broken through to a 
new patron population. However, 
we have learned to be patient in 
regard to our cyber-identity. It has 
taken nearly two years, but we now 
see more than one-quarter of MCL’s 
Web visits coming from Google and 
Yahoo! searches on some permuta-
tion of the library name or from our 
aggressively publicized (2005) virtual 
domain, http://mclib.info. 

 MCL quickly dropped a two-
month experiment in time-tracking 
electronic reference when it became 
apparent that just twenty minutes 
was the difference between good 
and excellent. Only the occasional 
query moved the median e-mail 
turnaround time off by thirty to forty 
minutes. This measure will now only 
be spot-checked from time to time. A 
better gauge of our grasp of both the 

patron’s question and our resources 
is the number of answers sent back 
for every question received. Even 
with reiterative genealogical queries 
in the mix, the departmental ratio 
runs 1.3–1.6 answers per question. 
Patron thanks and return use sug-
gest satisfaction with the electronic 
reference service. Finally, last year 
we began calculating database unit 
costs (per retrieval, the most consis-
tently reported vendor data). Higher 
costs (more than $2 per retrieval) 
may signal a need for more patron 
instruction or, in one recent case, a 
use so low as to cause us to drop the 
product.

Some reference numbers can be 
painful to contemplate, but public 
stewardship requires we consider 
the good, the bad, and the ugly. The 
information is an important element 
in deciding what reference services 
and products to continue, change, 
or drop. Our new sampling thus far? 
The daily average multiplied by 330 
work days (2005) estimates an addi-
tional 10,322 questions—12.1 per-
cent more than last year’s estimated 
reference transactions.  

Resources
US Bureau of the Census,  

American Community Survey,  
http://factfinder.census.gov 

Statcounter, www.statcounter.com



Haines Borough PL  
Partners with Local Public 
Radio Station to Tackle Drug 
and Alcohol Education

The Haines Borough Public 
Library (HBPL) and Lynn Canal 
Broadcasting-KHNS have joined 
forces to increase drug and alcohol 
education and awareness in their 
community. This two-year program 
is funded by the Partnership for a 
Nation of Learners grant cospon-
sored by the Institute of Museum 
and Library Services and the 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting 

The Voices Project is bringing the 
community together in new ways 
through collaborating with local 
organizations and agencies, airing 
radio diaries created by community 
members, broadcasting forums 
addressing different issues, provid-
ing mentoring on radio writing and 
production, as well as other activi-
ties such as art shows, concerts, and 
movie nights.

“One of the reasons we decided 
to take this on is because everyone 
in our community has some kind of 
relationship with this issue, even if 
they have never consumed alcohol 
or used drugs,” says Library Director 
Dan Coleman. “When a person dies 
in a drunk driving accident or a child 
is born with effects from drinking 
or meth use during pregnancy, it 
touches all of us.”

Sharing stories and getting people 
to talk about how drugs and alcohol 
have touched their lives in a safe, 
nonjudgmental environment is at 

the heart of the program. “We’re 
already seeing the results of our 
efforts,” says Project Coordinator 
Tania Danielski. “At the ‘Voices and 
the Visual Arts’ opening, the contrib-
uting artists shared their stories. To 
be part of a dialog where a mother 
and daughter—for the first time 
ever—discuss what it was like to 
live with an alcoholic and abusive 
man and then finding compassion 
for whatever caused his anger was a 
powerful, moving experience for all 
who participated.”

The Voices Project is being devel-
oped as a model program that can 
be adapted by other libraries and 
public radio stations. For more infor-
mation, visit the Web site at www.
voicesproject.org. 

Saint Paul PL offers  
Rosetta Stone Language 
Learning Software Online

Due to a generous gift to the Friends 
of the Saint Paul Public Library, the 
library now offers help in learning 
English and Spanish through their 
Web site. The Rosetta Stone online 
software will allow anyone with a 
Saint Paul Public Library card and 
Internet access to learn English or 
Spanish at their own pace. Several 
levels are available for each lan-
guage.

Rosetta Stone programs help 
users develop everyday proficiency 
naturally, the way people learn 
their first language—by associating 
new words with real-life meaning. 
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“Tales from the Front” is a collection of news items and innovative ideas 
from libraries nationwide. Send submissions to the contributing editor.
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Rosetta Stone’s Dynamic Immersion 
method uses thousand of real-life 
color images to convey the meaning 
of the spoken and written phrases in 
the program. Its carefully sequenced 
structure, use of native speakers, 
and ability to provide instant feed-
back teaches new language without 
memorization, translation, or gram-
mar drills. 

Rosetta Stone was founded in 
1992 on two core beliefs—that the 
natural way people learn languages 
as children remains the most suc-
cessful method for learning new 
languages and that interactive tech-
nology can replicate and activate 
that immersion method powerfully 
for learners of any age.

For more information on the 
Saint Paul Public Library’s English 
and Spanish language lessons, call 
(651) 266-7400 or visit the Web site at 
www.sppl.org.

Library Showcases Its  
Martial Arts Collection

The Salt Lake-Moanalua Public 
Library, Honolulu, Hawaii, officially 
opened its special collection of mar-
tial arts DVDs and books recently in 
grand style

The Wah Ngai Lion Dance 
Association performed a variety of 
lion dances and kung fu demonstra-
tions, accompanied by the pounding 
of Chinese drums and percussion 
instruments.

This four-hundred-title DVD col-
lection features instructional videos 
of all the major Chinese, Japanese, 
and Korean martial arts styles, as 
well as an expanded section of mixed 
martial arts, including the Ultimate 
Fighting Championship, World 
Fighting Alliance, International 

Fighting Championship, King of 
the Cage, Superbrawl, Pancrase, 
and Rumble on the Rock. In addi-
tion, this collection contains clas-
sic Chinese kung fu and Japanese 
samurai cinema, along with movies 
of current action stars, such as Jet Li, 
Jackie Chan, and Steven Seagal.

A comprehensive martial arts 
book collection of four hundred 
titles complements this special DVD 
collection. For more information, 
call the library at (808) 831-6831 or 
visit the Web site at www. 
librarieshawaii.org/Default.htm.

Partnership Promotes  
Online Help for Students

The County of Los Angeles 
Public Library has teamed with 
ClearChannel Radio and Azusa 
Pacific University to promote Live 
Homework Help, an online service 
that connects students with expert 
tutors (tutor.com). 

Live Homework Help is geared to 
assist students in grades 4 through 
12 and at the community-college 
level. Students can link with their 
tutors in math, science, English, 
and social studies from any Internet 
computer anywhere—in the library, 
at home, or any other location 
with an Internet connection. The 
Web site, www.librarytutor.org, is 
open every day from 1 p.m. to 10 
p.m. in English, and Sunday through 
Thursday, from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. in 
Spanish. Students need a county 
library card to log on. Cards are 
free at any library operated by the 
County of Los Angeles Public Library.

Azusa Pacific University plans an 
online, on-air, on-site educational 
initiative to promote this effec-
tive educational resource, reflect-

ing the university’s long-standing 
commitment to education and 
community support. The initiative 
will be conducted in conjunction 
with ClearChannel Radio. During 
a twenty-week period, the promo-
tion will feature more than three 
hundred spot announcements on 
ClearChannel’s eight radio stations. 
In addition, morning show hosts on 
ClearChannel stations will interview 
librarians about the benefits of the 
service. As a further promotional ele-
ment, Azusa Pacific University and 
ClearChannel Radio will add Live 
Homework Help to their Web sites 
with streaming audio and page ban-
ners. Posters and bookmarks com-
plete the outreach effort.

The county library launched 
Live Homework Help in 2005. Last 
year, the library provided more than 
twenty thousand tutoring sessions. 
Student use increases each month. 
But, there are thousands of students 
in Los Angeles County who don’t 
know about this effective educa-
tional tool. The partnership wants 
to reach those students and share 
the information on this popular 
resource.

“The County Library is pleased 
to partner with ClearChannel 
Radio and Azusa Pacific University 
to spread the word about Live 
Homework Help,” states Margaret 
Donnellan Todd, Los Angeles 
county librarian. “We know this 
program is effective. Through the 
University’s outreach activities and 
the ClearChannel Radio messages, 
more students will learn about Live 
Homework Help and use the service 
to improve their school achieve-
ment.” 

For more information, contact 
Nancy Mahr at (562) 940-8415 or  
e-mail nancym@gw.colapl.org.  



The Art of 
Finding Things
What constitutes good reference service? Certainly the collection: an 

extensive collection in an array of formats, up-to-date or histori-
cally deep as needed. Certainly the location: electronic resources 

easily accessible inside or outside the building; ergonomic and comfortable 
seating in a well-lit and pleasant reading room, open at convenient times. 
And not least the staff: a real person who is able to discern quickly what the 
user seeks and is able to tailor the response to the user’s needs. 

 This issue’s Perspectives contributors use high-tech and low-tech means 
to respond to user requests. They remind us that good reference service has 
user satisfaction as its goal. 

From Our Side of the Desk

Amy Appelt And diAne Stine, Adult ServiceS reference librAriAnS, WArren neWport public librAry, 
Gurnee, ill.; AAppelt@Wnpl.info And dStine@Wnpl.info

There is no such thing as an ignorant question, Trent. Ignorance is 
not wanting to know. And I’m a reference librarian. It’s my job to have 
the answers.—Ruth Harrison, reference librarian in A Prairie Home 
Companion’s “Librarian Script,” available at http://prairiehome.
publicradio.org/programs/2006/01/28/scripts/librarian.shtml

Warren Newport Public Library (WNPL) is a medium-sized library located in 
the far north suburbs of Chicago. We serve a diverse population with varying 
degrees of computer literacy. From the comfort of their homes and offices, 
our customers can search our catalog and place holds on materials, renew 
items and check the status of their holds, set up their own interlibrary loan 
accounts and order materials, access our online databases, and read about 
our programs and register for them. We offer cardholders two new digital col-
lections of audiobooks and e-books with hundreds of titles to choose from 
including fiction, nonfiction, youth, and classics. We are about to introduce 
e-video as well. Although we are well-funded and on the cutting edge of 
library technology, we do have customers who require and prefer more per-
sonal service. 

nann Blaine Hilyard 

is Contributing Editor and 

Director of the Zion Benton 

Public Library, 2400 Gabriel 

Dr., Zion, IL 60099;  

nbhilyard@zblibrary.org. 

Nann is currently reading 

Truck by Michael Perry 

and The United States of 

Arugula: How We Became a 

Gourment Nation by David 

Kamp.
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“Perspectives” offers varied viewpoints on subjects of interest to the 
public library profession.
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The people who stop at the refer-
ence desk and call in are seeking 
information at a very basic level. 
Often they are not comfortable with 
computers and would rather com-
municate with us directly than take 
advantage of the many self-service 
links on our Web page.

Most of the questions we respond 
to are directional in nature. They 
involve basic reference (“Where can 
I find a book about . . . ?”). We affec-
tionately call what we do “reference 
triage,” fixing broken computers, 
reuniting lost children with their 
parents, and finding just the right 
book a patron is looking for but 
couldn’t locate on the shelf. We have 
found that the most valuable skills 
in providing good customer service 
are remaining calm, keeping a sense 
of humor, feeling empathetic toward 
our customers, and listening to peo-
ple’s concerns.

Our library prides itself on pro-
viding quality customer service. 
Although Diane has worked in librar-
ies for many years, this is her first 
experience with adult reference. 
During her first week on the job at 
WNPL, the library had a staff devel-
opment day devoted to customer 
service. She was impressed that all 
staff attended and were encouraged 
to implement this training library-
wide.

Amy is a relatively new librarian 
who has worked at the reference 
desk for a little more than a year. 
One thing that she observed is that 
though technology changes rapidly, 
many people are slower to adapt. 
We offer many different kinds of 
reference services, including e-mail, 
with instant messaging (IM) coming 
soon. However, the majority of our 
customers, particularly those who 
are older, aren’t comfortable or con-
fident with these innovations. Some 
hesitate to use the online catalog 

and prefer to ask us to look up titles 
and place items on hold. We provide 
bibliographic instruction and hold 
classes on basic computers and 
searching the Internet. Many cus-
tomers enroll in these courses, but 
there are some who have no interest 
in doing it for themselves.

 Although WNPL has excellent 
signage, we’ve found out that even 
the terms “fiction” and “nonfiction” 
are not universally understood. The 
Dewey Decimal System can be a 
mystery to the nonlibrarian. When 
we give a customer a call number, 
if we notice any hesitation on their 
part, we ask if they would like us to 
get the item for them, even going 
out to the bookmobile to retrieve 
it. We take advantage of teachable 
moments to point out such things as 
where the different collections in the 
library are, how fiction is arranged 
by author’s last name, biography is 
arranged by the subject, and  
so forth. 

We also spend a lot of time assist-
ing customers with basic computer 
help. For our Internet stations, we 
have an automated reservation 
system. Even with onscreen instruc-
tions, many people need help to 
simply reserve a computer. Many 
of the computer users are jobseek-
ers. These customers are not aware 
of the new technology available to 
them (that is, flash drives, Yahoo! 
briefcase, and so on). They may need 
help with such basic functions as 
typing resumes, setting up an e-mail 
account, saving, printing, attaching 
documents, and so on. Most employ-
ers are now requiring applicants 
to fill out online applications and 
attach a resume. For a novice com-
puter user, this can be overwhelm-
ing. Our reference staff members 
help them with these tasks.

 Every day we get calls from peo-
ple who are at home without com-

puter access. Often they are looking 
for phone numbers, directions to 
places, names of doctors, and sup-
plementary information about topics 
they heard about on the radio or TV. 
We have some “regulars” who some-
times provide the greatest challenge 
to our detective skills.

Library school and previous 
library jobs have taught us the lat-
est in library technology and how to 
use reference sources. What we’ve 
learned at WNPL is that reference is 
more than finding facts and materi-
als for people. Our combined refer-
ence experiences have taught us that 
understanding customer needs and 
relationship-building are essentials 
for success. Over time, our custom-
tailored approach has resulted in 
loyal customers who are delighted 
with our services. 

Are We Helping the 
Information Have-Nots?

tom cooper, director, WebSter GroveS (mo.) 
public librAry; tcooper@WGpl.lib.mo.uS

At Webster Groves Public Library we 
answer far fewer reference questions 
than we did five or ten years ago. 
With each passing year the reference 
function is drifting into cyberspace. 
During the past decade, as technol-
ogy has encroached on our tradi-
tional professional function, we have 
come to use the term “information 
have-nots” to refer to people without 
access to the Web and to give our-
selves a renewed mission—providing 
access. But merely having access 
to a computer no more makes one 
expert in its use than having access 
to a kitchen makes one a chef. If we 
understand that information have-
nots can also be people who have 
access to the Internet, but don’t 
know how to use it well, we have 
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a basis for greatly enhancing the 
importance of the reference librarian.

In the old days, if a patron 
approached a reference desk in a 
public library and asked “Where’s the 
reference room?” we would never 
just point and say, “Over there.” We 
took that as the starting point for a 
reference interview. “The reference 
room is right there. Is there some-
thing I may help you find?” If the 
patron bypassed us completely, or 
shunned our assistance, at least we 
knew the books on the shelves in the 
reference room were timely, accurate 
sources we purchased with appro-
priate collection criteria in mind. 
Perhaps patrons would not find the 
needed information, but we had 
done what we could to guard them 
against finding incorrect information.

When people approach the refer-
ence desk these days they are usually 
asking to use the Internet. We sign 
them in and direct them to a termi-
nal—the digital equivalent of point-
ing at the reference room and saying 
“over there.” We have not helped the 
patron, and we have done nothing 
to guard against the incorrect, out-
dated, and incomplete information 
that teems throughout the Web.

There are several steps we can 
take to correct this situation.

When patrons ask to use the 
Internet, we must always ask if 
there’s something we may help them 
find, even patrons who routinely 
refuse our help. There was once a 
woman who used our computers 
every day and repeatedly declined 
my offers of help. Finally, one day 
she reluctantly asked if I would help 
her find a map of Korean War battle-
fields. She was working on an article 
about her father’s service during 
that war, and the research was not 
going well. I helped her find several 
good sites, showed her where to 
find books on the Korean War, and 

even helped her identify reference 
materials at another library. Now she 
frequently begins her research by 
bringing questions to me.

 We know that younger students 
plunge fearlessly into the online 
world and will settle for whatever 
information they turn up. They also 
tend to use wildly broad search 
terms, such as searching “American 
West” to find biographical informa-
tion on Sitting Bull (a real example). 
We must learn (or relearn) to 
intervene and offer help to these 
students. Once we help a student 
structure a proper search query and 
evaluate the reliability of a few sites, 
we can also recommend a book or 
two that might help. 

 It’s no secret that many people 
assume that the person sitting at 
the computer sign-in desk is “the 
computer person,” and not to be 
approached with anything so trivial 
as a request for help with a ques-
tion. It is our responsibility to cor-
rect this mistaken impression by 
being forthcoming, helpful, and 
even aggressive in marketing why 
we’re really sitting there.

For this to work well, we must 
develop and maintain our own 
skills when using online resources. 
Rather than complain that most 
people are just here to check e-mail, 
take a few minutes and set up a 
Yahoo!, Hotmail, or other popular 
e-mail account to learn how one 
works. Do this every six months or 
so to keep abreast of changes in the 
sign-up procedures. We’ve found it 
very helpful to be comfortable with 
Yahoo! Maps or MapQuest, so when 
people ask for directions some-
where, we can hand them a map to 
their destination in an instant. Use 
such important sites as Medline 
Plus (www.medlineplus.gov), GPO 
Access (www.gpoaccess.gov), IRS.
gov (www.irs.gov), or the state’s gov-

ernment sites, so when people need 
to use them, the librarian can assist. 
Practice printing, saving, or e-mail-
ing information. Know how to list a 
Web site in a bibliography. The more 
we know, the less likely it will be that 
we will hesitate to assist patrons, 
and the more likely it is that they will 
seek our assistance.

Finally, be careful about choosing 
technologies that remove us even 
more from the reference equation. 
Lately I’m receiving a lot of advertis-
ing for software that allows patrons 
to log themselves in and out of 
public access PCs, an idea that staff 
members love. At last, they don’t 
have to deal with the problem. I 
don’t like the idea. I see it as a final 
surrender to the hegemony of the 
Internet, a hegemony that further 
insists we have no role. If we don’t 
intermediate when patrons sign in 
to use the equipment, we will never 
intermediate. So despite all the 
glowing descriptions of how much 
time and effort this sort of software 
will save, I want to focus on our 
core mission and how it fits into 
that. Is our core mission to provide 
easy access to the Internet, or is it 
to provide informed, professional 
assistance to people who have come 
to use this valuable tool? If it’s the 
former, then I’m sorry, we may as 
well rent the terminals to people and 
spend our time learning to make 
lattés. But if it’s the latter, then we 
have a lot to learn, and a great future 
ahead of us.

Beware! Needy,  
Know-it-all Loner on Duty

brendA tAlley, reference librAriAn, north richlAnd 
hillS (texAS) librAry; ilililunA5@yAhoo.com

Whether by e-mail, Virtual Reference 
Desk (VRD), phone, or face-to-face, 
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a successful reference transaction 
focuses on the patron and involves 
determining an information need, 
finding sources to satisfy the need, 
and making sure the sources can be 
used. I learned this in library school, 
taught it as a staff trainer, and still 
believe in following these simple, 
straightforward steps. However, after 
years of working public library refer-
ence desks and reading many library 
electronic discussion lists, I know 
this process can easily be corrupted 
by The Know-it-all, The Needy, or 
The Lone Wolf, resulting in unsatis-
fied patrons and decreased staff 
morale.

I am The Know-it-all. Yes, yes, 
I am aware that there are tons of 
print, electronic, and community 
resources, but why should I rely 
on them when I already know the 
answer? I vaguely remember from 
library school being told to “cite the 
source,” but why waste someone’s 
time when I am an infallible source 
unto myself? When someone asks a 
medical question, I draw from my 
own experience and that of relatives. 
When someone is unsure of which 
tax forms to use, I gladly state my 
recommendations and send them 
on their way. If I have an advanced 
degree in horticulture, even though 
I am not paid by the city to work as 
a horticulturist, I freely give off-the-
cuff advice about organic gardening 
without once consulting another 
source. I am a Know-it-all because 
of arrogance; I cannot imagine any-
one knowing more about anything 
than me. I refuse to admit that the 
first five letters of reference spell 

“refer,” and I provide subpar ser-
vice to patrons because of my ego. 
Coworkers seem threatened by my 
vast knowledge, and I view them, 
as well as patrons, with disdain. It 
is fortunate that the city has such a 
formidable information source on 
staff; it is just a shame that so much 
money is wasted on reference works 
I will never deign to use.

I am The Needy. I will do any-
thing to please a patron, regardless 
of how ridiculous the request, and 
call it good customer service. “Will 
you type up and edit this resume?” 
Certainly. “Will you program my cell 
phone because I don’t want to read 
the manual?” With pleasure. “Will 
you change the oil in my car?” Just 
as soon as I finish babysitting this 
toddler, whose mother, I’m sure, 
will return from her errands in a 
moment. I have no self-esteem and 
live to hear others say, “Thank you so 
much,” “I couldn’t have done it with-
out you,” “You’re so much smarter 
than me.” Coworkers occasionally 
give me dirty looks as they juggle 
ringing phones and lines of patrons 
while I focus on one. What other staff 
members don’t realize is that I need 
that warm fuzzy thanks at the end 
of an unprofessionally lengthy refer-
ence encounter because, deep down, 
reference is all about me; why else 
would I be an underpaid, unappreci-
ated, barely extant reference librar-
ian? So bring me your unfinished 
homework, your unbalanced check-
books, and your unsolicited sexual 
advances. And please, please, please, 
bring me your thanks, because I 
am so very insecure and needy, that 

without them I might cease to exist.
I am The Lone Wolf. I have no 

need to belong to a pack. I am quite 
territorial. When someone asks me 
a question, I will handle it. Alone. I 
am highly intelligent and understand 
the theory of two heads being bet-
ter than one, but any coworker who 
offers assistance will learn that my 
bite is worse than my bark. I never 
share knowledge with other staff 
members, nor do I expect them to 
share with me. So, drawing solely 
from my own knowledge base, I 
adroitly find correct answers to most 
questions. If an information request 
falls outside my frame of reference, 
I simply reshape the question and 
make it fit my breadth of knowledge, 
even when I know the answer is not 
completely satisfactory. I sometimes 
glimpse other librarians wanting to 
help, but they know to keep their 
distance. What others do not rec-
ognize is that while I am supremely 
capable in many ways, there are two 
sentences I am incapable of uttering: 
“I don’t know,” and “I need help.” 
Without access to those simple state-
ments, I have no choice but to be a 
Lone Wolf. Deep-seated uncertainty 
in my own abilities, the desire to 
appear competent even during those 
moments when I am not, and a gen-
eral distrust of unsolicited advice, 
all reinforce my Lone Wolf status. If 
a patron leaves in frustration, I’m 
glad to see the door close behind 
them. When a staff member’s mouth 
opens, then closes, without offering 
aid, I am relieved. Reference, for me, 
is not about collaboration, for I know 
it is a dog-eat-dog world. 

“”

We sign them in and direct them to a terminal—the digital 
equivalent of pointing at the reference room and saying  
“over there.” 
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Reference styles vary greatly, 
but these three caricatures can be 
poison for staff morale and, worse, 
poison for patrons. The Know-it-all 
exudes such arrogance that many 
patrons refuse to return while other 
staff members pine for that luxury. 
The Needy, unable to set profes-
sional boundaries, creates unrealistic 
expectations for a visitor’s future 
encounters and necessitates that 
others reset previously overstepped 
boundaries. The Lone Wolf’s atti-
tude kills a sense of teamwork and 
often ends in frustration for patrons 
who get inaccurate or incomplete 
answers and leaves staff members 
with bloodied tongues from biting 
back their natural desire to lend 
assistance. 

We all have moments of being 
needy, know-it-all loners, but refer-
ence is never about us. It is about 
leaving our egos at home, chasing 
warm fuzzies after work, and learn-
ing to play solo on our own time. 
Within the framework of profes-
sional boundaries, in a collabora-
tive environment, with respect for 
the knowledge of coworkers, we 
should determine a need, find 
sources, and make sure the sources 
can be used, for that is the best 
way to provide accurate, consistent 
service to all patrons while building 
and maintaining the morale of a 
reference team.

Reference on the Edge

holly hibner, reference librAriAn, SAlem-
South lyon (mich.) diStrict librAry; hhibner@
SAlemSouthlyonlibrAry.info

Salem-South Lyon District Library 
(SSLDL) is a technology hotspot! 
The staff and librarians welcome 
new ideas and adapt to change quite 
well, and our reference service has 
evolved along with technology. 

 We recently added a seven-inch 
touchpad LCD screen to the refer-
ence desk. It sits on the reference 
desk, facing the patron. It is con-
nected to the librarian’s computer 
and shows what is on the librarian’s 
computer screen. Patrons can follow 
along while librarians execute the 
search, without requiring the lat-
ter to turn their monitor around so 
both parties can see. The touchpad 
feature allows patrons to enter their 
library card number and personal 
identification number (PIN) to enter 
holds. They appreciate the comfort 
that this setup affords, and librarians 
are freed from having to turn their 
monitors around to face the patron 
side of the reference desk repeatedly 
throughout the day.

 In 2003, we integrated tablet PCs 
into our reference routine. Tablet 
PCs allow librarians to have the 
library catalog, databases, and other 
Internet tools with them while they 
are helping patrons in the stacks. 
Librarians carry them around (the 
upgraded model, purchased in 
August 2006, weighs two pounds), 
and the wireless network gives us 
instant access from anywhere in the 
library. Patrons can be helped wher-
ever it is most convenient for them. 
Librarians don’t have to go back and 
forth from the patron in the stacks 
to an open computer station (or 
back to the reference desk), so each 
patron gets one-on-one assistance 
without broken contact. Reference 
service has never been more efficient 
for both the librarian and the patron.

 Voice over Internet Protocol 
(VoIP) is another feature that SSLDL’s 
network administrator, Derek Engi, 
made possible for our reference 
service. When librarians are doing 
roaming reference with tablet PCs, 
they can use VoIP to contact each 
other throughout the library facility. 
They use VoIP to call a tablet PC, and 

the librarians can hear and speak 
through the tablet itself or through a 
headset with microphone that they 
wear while roaming. This allows 
librarians to be easily accessible for 
reference service, no matter where it 
is needed.

 Virtual reference is a hot topic, 
and we have embraced chat technol-
ogy to help our patrons. Librarians 
have free AOL Instant Messenger 
(AIM) accounts, and we put our AIM 
handles on our business cards. We 
also market our handles on posters, 
flyers, newsletters, and any other 
public relations materials we publish 
to let people know we are available 
through chat. Some librarians have 
even added Yahoo! Messenger, MSN 
Messenger, and ICQ accounts, which 
they access through one software 
interface called Trillian. Trillian 
allows librarians to be logged in to 
all of their chat accounts at once and 
to chat with patrons regardless of the 
type of chat software the patron is 
using. Virtual reference is especially 
popular with teen patrons, and this 
service increases the library’s rel-
evance to their lives.

 SSLDL is a wireless hotspot. We 
provide reference service to people 
where it is most convenient to them. 
Tablet PCs, roaming reference, and 
the ability of patrons to use their 
own equipment to look for informa-
tion are all made possible through 
wi-fi. In a community with relatively 
few hotspots, this service brings 
people to the library who might not 
come otherwise. While they are in 
the building, they often ask reference 
questions, get a library card, and 
check out materials.

 New technology at the library 
reflects new technology for consum-
ers. The reference questions we are 
asked are increasingly technology-
related. We have adapted our refer-
ence philosophy to accommodate 
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more troubleshooting questions. We 
believe that librarians don’t get to 
choose what kinds of questions they 
will or will not answer. As informa-
tion professionals, it is our job to 
give the best answer we can to any 
question, regardless of the subject. 
When patrons want to know how 
to download an audio book to their 
MP3 players, we do our best to fig-
ure it out with their hardware. When 
patrons need to learn how to copy 
and paste in a word processing doc-
ument, we teach them. When they 
want to know how to save a file to a 
flash drive, we help them. We pro-
vide whatever help we can—and we 
often learn a thing or two in the pro-
cess. Librarians do not have to have 
all the answers, but we do have to 
provide a path for patrons to get the 
information, whether it is through 
referral, trial and error, or hands-on 
troubleshooting. 

 When we get the same questions 
again and again—especially with 
such technology as MP3 players, 
eBay accounts, digital cameras, or 
Web site design—we connect refer-
ence service to programming and 
try to offer a program on that topic. 
Reference service is connected to 
many other pieces of the library, 
such as collection development, 
programming, and bibliographic 
instruction. We use those connec-

tions to our advantage. When refer-
ence questions point us to materials 
in an emerging field, we can update 
our collection in that area. Recurring 
computer troubleshooting questions 
often get built into existing biblio-
graphic instruction handouts. These 
connections keep the collection 
fresh, the programs well attended, 
and library services relevant.

 While technology has changed, 
one thing has stayed the same: 
customer service. No matter what 
method is used to interact with 
patrons, we pride ourselves on 
providing a positive library experi-
ence. We believe that library service 
should not be limited to time and 
space, but should be available at 
the patrons’ convenience. Our staff 
embraces technology to provide 
services when the physical library is 
unavailable to patrons. Tablet PCs, 
wi-fi, online catalogs, databases, 
VoIP . . . they allow us to be help-
ful to information seekers on their 
terms. There are few limits on how, 
what, when, where, or by whom 
information can be gathered at 
SSLDL.    

Conclusion
It was the well-nigh unanimous 
report at a Conference of 
American librarians, upon the 

subject of “aids to readers,” that 
“nothing can take the place of an 
intelligent and obliging assistant 
at the desk.” This was after a 
thorough canvass of the relative 
merits of the various reference 
books and helps to readers in 
book form. Not only the casual 
reader, and the reader with a 
purpose may be constantly aided 
by the librarian’s knowledge and 
larger experience in the art of 
finding things, but teachers in 
the schools, clergymen preparing 
discourses, and every one seeking 
to know anything, should find the 
librarian a living catalogue. There 
is nothing so effective in the world 
as individual effort.—Ainsworth 
Rand Spofford, A Book for All 
Readers (New York: Putnam, 
1900), 213–14.

 Though the array of formats 
for information storage and the 
means of information retrieval 
have expanded, the constant from 
Spofford’s day to now is the librarian. 
We connect people with information 
to enrich and improve their lives and 
our society. May the “Perspectives” 
editor of 2106 say the same!  
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Great 
Expectations
An Interview with Jim Collins

Jim Collins has authored or coauthored four books, including 1994’s Built 
to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies and 2001’s Good to 
Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap . . . and Others Don’t. Both 

are bestsellers that explore the characteristics of success based on extensive 
research of the business sector. Recently, he released Good to Great and the 
Social Sectors: A Monograph to Accompany Good to Great, which explores the 
Good to Great principles as they apply to the social sector, and, by extension, 
building a meaningful life. The ideas in this companion piece, which states 
upfront that business thinking is not the answer, just might surprise you.

Public Libraries: One of the hallmarks of your work is the thoroughness of 
your research and a commitment to evidenced-based ideas, even when they 
are contrary to accepted beliefs. Yet you’ve published this monograph on the 
social sector without the usual obsessive research into this specific subset. 
Why?

Jim Collins: I was getting inundated with readers from the social sectors 
asking a series of questions about the application of Good to Great ideas 
to their world. They had already established for themselves that the ideas 
applied. This interest came as a delightful surprise—how quickly and exten-
sively Good to Great reached into the social sectors. I had hoped that would 
happen, but I did not expect that it would happen to the extent that it did. 
In fact, I thought it would take hold less in the social sectors than Built to 
Last, because Built to Last is inherently about mission-driven, vision-driven 
organizations, which I thought clearly would appeal to social sector enter-
prises. As I kept getting more calls, cards, e-mail, questions, and invitations, 
I felt that I really owed our readers an attempt to try to answer their most 
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frequently asked questions. So that’s 
where the whole thing really began. 
That and a passion that I have for 
social sector questions; I never 
thought of myself as a business writ-
er. I just happened to use business as 
my starting point.

The second answer is that I stuck 
very close to the Good to Great ideas, 
and I did that because they are 
research-driven ideas. It’s a treatise 
on the Good to Great concepts in 
the context of the social sectors. It 
is entirely possible that, if you did a 
massive research project, you would 
find some additional insight and 
maybe even key concepts that you 
don’t find from the Good to Great 
research. In fact, I would suspect 
that you might. I don’t think they 
would subvert what we found, but 
I think you would find some addi-
tional things. 

In fact, I’ve been very excited to 
see that people in the social sectors 
are taking our research method and 
applying it into their particular are-
nas. Any given study is going to take 
years. There’s only so many silver 
bullets that I have in my life, but I 
can serve as a bit of a thesis adviser. 
So, perhaps the biggest contribution 
that we might be able to make is 
to give people the method and say, 

“You know, you can do this in medi-
cal centers, libraries, police depart-
ments, or in communities.” Because, 
someday I’m not going to be here, 
and I would love the method to be 
left behind as something that people 
can use in their own world. 

PL: Some of the concepts in Good 
to Great and the Social Sectors 
seem almost counterintuitive. For 
instance, the front cover states 
”Why Business Thinking Is Not the 
Answer.” Why isn’t it?

JC: Sometimes well-intentioned 
businesspeople join boards or serve 
as advisers to social sector enter-
prises, and, in an attempt to be help-
ful, bring with them a sense of what 
I would call business parochialism: 
“Let us businesspeople show you 
how to do it because we know how 
to deliver results and you need to be 
more like a business.” But from what 
I’ve seen, that actually is a counter-
productive approach because social 
sector leaders might be put off by 
that attitude. Thus, my first objec-
tive was to speak to businesspeople 
and give them a bridge to say, this 
isn’t about imposing business on the 
social sectors, this is about creating 
a shared language around the prin-
ciples of what separates great from 
good. Then a social sector leader 
and a business leader can both agree 
that what they are trying to do is 
create great outcomes and whether 
those are great sports outcomes, 
crime reduction outcomes, chronic 
homelessness reduction outcomes, 
orchestra outcomes, educational 
outcomes, or whatever, we all agree 
that what we want to do is embrace 
the principles of greatness as distinct 
from feeling like it’s an imposition of 
business on social sectors.

The second is this: It’s just tauto-
logically true that most businesses 

are average. I mean just by defini-
tion. So to say that we’re going to 
export the average practices of 
businesses into the social sector is 
to say that we are exporting average-
ness. Why do we want to do that? 
As it says in the monograph, the 
critical question is not the difference 
between business and social, but 
between great and good. 

PL: Another idea that seems illogi-
cal is that, to achieve greatness, an 
organization must first find the right 
people and put them in the appro-
priate place before it decides where it 
is going. Why is that?

JC: I came in with an expectation 
that what we would find is that to 
take a company from good to great 
you would have somebody who 
would set a vision or a direction and 
would really galvanize people to go 
there. And, that’s just what compari-
son companies did. Our comparison 
companies tended to have people 
who first set the direction and then 
tried to get people to go there. But 
the empirical observations found 
that Good to Great companies did 
not do that. They said, “First, we 
made sure we had the right people, 
and then we figured out where we 
were going to go.” So it isn’t so much 
a point of view as it was an empirical 
finding of the difference between the 
two sets of companies.

That said, you have to stand back 
and puzzle. Well, why would that be? 
Number one, in an uncertain world, 
and that is the world that we live in, 
your ultimate hedge against uncer-
tainty is not your plans but your 
people. 

To use an analogy from climb-
ing, my good friend, Jim Logan, did 
a climb called the Emperor Face on 
Mount Robson (Canadian Rockies) 
in the 1970s. It’s been almost thirty 

Jim Collins
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years since that climb was done, 
and, since then, it has never been 
repeated. I asked Jim, “Why were you 
able to get up this thing?” He said:

Because I knew that above a 
certain point on the climb, 
where no one had ever been, it 
was entirely uncertain what the 
mountain would throw at us. We 
didn’t know how big the cracks 
would be, we didn’t know what 
the ice would be, whether we 
could be hit by a storm. There 
were so many variables that 
we couldn’t possibly plan for 
because we didn’t know what the 
mountain would give us. So the 
most important decision I made 
was picking my partner. I picked 
Mugs Stump. I went up there 
with a great confidence that, if I 
couldn’t do a certain pitch,  
Mugs could. And Mugs had 
confidence that, if he couldn’t 
do a certain pitch, I could. The 
ultimate plan for the route was 
who I climbed with.

Secondly, what really separates 
a great organization from a good 
one is the discipline of being able to 
not only see clearly what needs to 
be done but to actually execute and 
execute well. Therefore, even if you 
did have the right decision about 
which direction to take things, it’s 
not going to make any difference if 
you haven’t populated the bus with 
the right people in the first place; 
they will not be able to climb the 
pitches.

PL: How do you know if you’ve got 
the right people and how do you 
find them?

JC: How do you find them? I’ll come 
to that question second. That’s a 
harder question actually. In terms 
of what makes for the right people, 

obviously, of course, it varies from 
type of industry or type of situation. 
If you were to have a great surgical 
operation, for example, your people 
better know something about  
surgery. 

But, what are some of the generic 
things? 

Number one, they have to be 
someone who fits your core values. 
Not that they’ve learned your core 
values intellectually, but rather they 
have in their DNA a fit with the core 
values. People often ask me, “How 
do you get people to share your core 

values?” The answer is, you don’t. 
You find people who already have a 
disposition to sharing your values, 
and you create a culture that is so 
tight around those values that those 
who don’t share them find them-
selves very uncomfortable and gen-
erally self-eject like a virus. 

Number two is the right people 
understand that they don’t have a 
job; they have responsibilities. Now 
in the social sectors this is even more 
important because a lot of people 
who work in social sector enterprises 
by definition don’t have a job, they’re 

Collins’ Concepts
Throughout Good to Great, Collins coins terms for its main concepts. 
Here are some highlights.

Level 5 Leadership: Level 5 leaders are ambitious for the cause—not 
themselves—and they have the fierce resolve to do whatever it takes 
to make good on that ambition. A Level 5 leader displays a paradoxical 
blend of personal humility and professional will.

First Who . . . Then What: Those who build great organizations make 
sure they have the right people on the bus, the wrong people off the 
bus, and the right people in the key seats before they figure out where 
to drive the bus. 

The Stockdale Paradox: Retain unwavering faith that you can and will 
prevail in the end, regardless of the difficulties, and, at the same time, 
have the discipline to confront the most brutal facts of your current 
reality. 

The Hedgehog Concept: An operating model that reflects understand-
ing of three intersecting circles: what you can be the best in the world 
at, what you are deeply passionate about, and what best drives your 
economic or resource engine.

The Flywheel: In building greatness, there is no single defining action, 
no one killer innovation, no solitary lucky break. Rather, the process 
resembles relentlessly pushing a giant, heavy flywheel in one direc-
tion, turn upon turn, building momentum until a point of break-
through and beyond.

Excerpted from Good to Great and the Social Sectors: A Monograph to Accompany 
Good to Great, by Jim Collins, reprinted here with permission from Jim Collins.
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volunteers. But even in a for-profit 
situation, the same idea applies. You 
need people who think in terms of 
what is my responsibility as distinct 
from what are my tasks. 

Let me underscore, by the way, 
that I’m talking about key seats. 
Obviously, you can’t necessarily get  
a perfect hit rate on all of these  
criteria for every seat on your bus. 
You have to do it for the seats that 
really matter. 

Third is that the right people don’t 
really need to be tightly managed. 
The moment you feel the need to 
tightly manage someone, you might 
have made a mistake. They need to, 
of course, be guided and taught and 
led and all of those things, but tightly 
managed? Probably not. 

Fourth, the right people deliver 
on their commitments; they do what 
they say, which means two things. 
They are very careful with what they 
say, and they don’t fail to deliver 
on what they say they’re going to 
deliver. There is just simply no room 
in key seats in a great organization 
for people who fail to deliver on their 
commitments, just no room. 

And then the last thing I would 
point to is an emerging ability to 
have window and mirror maturity. In 
the Level 5 chapter in Good to Great, 
we write about the window and the 
mirror. The essence of it is this: If you 
are mature with the window and the 
mirror, you point out the window to 
apportion the credit to forces, fac-
tors, and people outside of yourself. 
But when things go badly, and this is 
where the maturity really comes in, 
you don’t point fingers at factors out-

side of yourself. You stand in front 
of the mirror and say, “Yeah, I’m 
responsible. It wasn’t circumstance, it 
wasn’t this, or that, I’m responsible.” 

Now, how do you find those sorts 
of people? The best place to look for 
people for key seats is in your own 
organization. You may have some-
body who has been working in a 
much smaller seat for a while, but 
you look at them and you say, yeah 
they have the core values, they don’t 
need to be tightly managed, they 
seem to understand the notion of 
responsibility, they’ve fulfilled their 
commitments, and you know they 
really seem to have a sense of that 
window-mirror maturity. Maybe 
there is somebody who you can grow 
into that bigger responsibility. That’s 
a much lower risk game because 
they’re a tested quantity; they may 
not yet have the skills, but they’ve 
demonstrated some of the character 
you’re looking for. 

How then do you find people for 
seats, small seats, big seats, volun-
teer, or nonvolunteer, whatever? This 
may sound completely trivial, but 
it’s not. How is your daily calendar 
organized? If you are responsible for 
this bus, are you spending your best 
hours obsessing on the question of 
finding and getting and hanging onto 
and developing the right people for 
your key seats? If you’re not spending 
more than one-third of your time and 
somewhere around two-thirds maybe 
of your best hours on that question, 
you’re not going to succeed at it. 

PL: Given the constraints of an orga-
nization such as a public library—

limited financial resources, diffuse 
power structure and, often, little to 
no control over who “stays on the 
bus”—how can anything like great-
ness be achieved?

JC: Let me give you an example. You 
want to talk about an environment 
full of constraints? Let’s talk about 
underfunded schools with poor kids. 
You don’t have the money you’d like 
to have. You don’t have the class size 
you’d like to have. You don’t have 
the parental involvement you’d like 
to have. You don’t have the ability to 
change the bus because of the teach-
ers union. I mean there are all these 
reasons why you couldn’t deliver 
outstanding results. And yet Juli 
Peach, the principal of Alice Byrne 
Elementary School in Yuma, Arizona, 
is standing up and saying, “There 
are all kinds of reasons why we can’t 
succeed, but we refuse to capitulate, 
and we’re not going to capitulate.” 

She refuses to capitulate on the 
fundamental goal, which is one thing: 
100 percent of the kids are going to 
read by the end of grade 3. She’s a total 
hedgehog: Kids are going to read. 

So then she and her teachers 
make obsessive use of data to track 
each kid, week by week, month by 
month. She got all of her teachers 
involved with the data. She couldn’t 
change the people, but she could 
change the conversation around 
actual results. Then, of course, a big 
chunk of this is the hedgehog focus 
on one thing: The kids are going to 
read, all of them.

If Juli Peach, standing on the 
island of her little school in Yuma, 

“”

. . . what really separates a great organization from a good 
one is the discipline of being able to not only see clearly what 
needs to be done but to actually execute and execute well. 
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Arizona, can basically refuse to 
capitulate to mediocrity on the vari-
ables that matter, then it should give 
all of us hope that we are not impris-
oned by our circumstances. I just get 
so inspired by what she does. That to 
me is, in the end, what our work is 
all about, showing that Juli Peach is 
possible.

PL: How can any of these concepts 
apply to my everyday life when I’m 
not in charge of any big organiza-
tion, I have little power? 

JC: The incredible beauty of the story 
we were just talking about is that, 
sure, you may have even less to work 
with than a small elementary school 
in Yuma, Arizona, but even that’s 
a pretty contained circumstance. I 
always like to say to people, look, 
you have a minibus. It may only be a 
four-seat minibus, but the principles 
of deciding what the standards are 
that you are not going to capitulate 
on and then the discipline to try to 
either change those seats or, if you 
can’t change the seats, to use the 
brutal facts (Stockdale Paradox)  
to begin to engage people in the 
conversation of how do we do a  
better job of achieving those stan-
dards. Those are things that  
can apply. 

Really they can apply down to 
a seat of one. You might be the 
whole bus yourself as an individual, 
although most people have at least a 
small group. 

A good example from my own life 
is when my wife was ill (she’s healthy 
now). Prior to Good to Great, I would 
have focused much more on what 
we should do. But since this hap-
pened after Good to Great, I found I 
focused more on who should be the 
doctors. 

It sounds like something very 
simple, but it’s huge when the 
Stockdale Paradox is an approach 
to life. I mean, life throws curve 
balls. Life can really be a pretty 
awful experience sometimes for 
any number of reasons, and the 
Stockdale Paradox can really make 
a difference. I had a woman come 
up to me yesterday at a gather-
ing and asked me to pass along a 
thank-you to the Stockdale family 
because the Stockdale Paradox really 
helped her get through her son’s 
illness. She said, “We had to have 
faith that we could get through it 
and prevail, but we had to confront 
the brutal facts and not think we 
were going to be ‘out by Christmas.’” 
(James Stockdale maintained that 
it was those people who believed 
they would be out of the prisoner of 

war camp by Christmas—the opti-
mists—who were the ones who “died 
of a broken heart.”) 

It is also helpful in life to think 
about the Hedgehog Concept. What 
are you passionate about? What 
are you genetically encoded for? 
What can you contribute that is of 
economic value? How can you put 
those three things together so that 
you have an economic engine for 
yourself, you’re building off of your 
genetic encoding, and you’re  
doing something you’re really pas-
sionate about? 

Also relevant is the notion of a 
Flywheel —that life is about a con-
sistent building of momentum as 
opposed to looking for the single big 
strike, which is so very American, 
but it’s not generally how great 
things happen. 

These things come back in a lot 
of different guises so I encourage 
people to think broadly about the 
idea because we discovered them 
by studying the difference between 
big corporations in contrast to aver-
age corporations, of course, but that 
doesn’t change the fact that we were 
comparing great to good and that 
can be scaled up as well as down.  
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Increasing 
Patron Traffic 
to Your 
Library’s 
Web Links
It’s a fact. People surf the Internet. Increasingly, the Web is the first and 

most frequently consulted resource in an individual’s quest for knowl-
edge—be it the name of Britney Spears’ new baby or the vibrational 

energy levels of cinnamate 4-hydroxylase. According to Jupiter Research, 79 
percent of those who consult the Internet utilize a search engine to satisfy an 
informational need. Of that number, 63 percent make use of research prod-
ucts and services, and 60 percent seek out local information.1

Despite all this, a common complaint about the Web is its lack of orga-
nization. As information organizers and purveyors, librarians can and do 
help bring order to this chaos. Librarians, for example, scrutinize and deter-
mine the links in their library’s Web collection to be reputable resources for 
information. These intermediations not only provide information seekers 
with a clear path to their goal, but also raise their level of confidence in their 
library’s continued ability to serve the needs of its community. 

Web Collections
Web collections also aid libraries in what Raymond Irwin’s 2003 article, 
“Emerging Issues in Library Web Collections,” calls the “erosion of time-
space barriers” that characterize both the Internet and the Web.2 The Web 
collection is available to patrons in need not only within the walls of the 
library, but also from home and office computers—an availability that 
extends beyond traditional library service hours. A student burning the 
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midnight oil would find the library’s 
recommended links to scholarship 
resources a welcome alternative to 
frantic online searching for collegiate 
financial aid.

Links collections do, however, 
have certain drawbacks. The kalei-
doscopic nature of the Web poses 
a threat to a library’s collection of 
carefully selected sites. Today’s best 
site for a list of local dog parks could 
be tomorrow’s “404 Not Found.” 

There’s also a question of the 
usefulness of a library’s links collec-
tion to the typical Web surfer. Irwin 
notes that even without the benefit 
of library intermediation, much 
material online is available with 
free and unrestricted access. Users 
may find searching more expedi-
tious by simply Googling the needed 
information themselves, raising the 
question of why the library should 
invest staff time and bandwidth on 
building a links collection. In answer, 
Irwin also points out that a library 
can ill afford not to have collection 
presence amidst users familiar with 
existing subject directories such as 
Yahoo!. They must also ensure that 
patrons’ expectations of library ser-
vices will be tailored specifically to 
their needs.

Ranganathan’s Third Law of 
Library Science decrees, “Every 
book, its reader.” Such a well- 
organized Web collection takes 
advantage of new ways to adhere 
to the law, with librarians building 
the collection in order to maximize 
the chance that users will find what 
they need.3

Determining Web 
Collection Use
Reading Irwin’s article got the refer-
ence staff at the Winter Park (Fla.) 
Public Library (WPPL) thinking 
about their own painstakingly cre-

ated and maintained Web collection. 
Were the links, so carefully collected, 
evaluated, and described, being used 
by WPPL’s patrons? Did patrons even 
know that the collection existed? The 
library decided to scrutinize the traf-
fic to WPPL’s Web links collection.

 WPPL, with an annual circulation 
hovering around 475,000, is a small 
municipal library located in Orange 
County, Florida. Its Web collection 
has been online for ten years. The 
links were selected by the reference 
librarians based upon reliability of 
the information’s source, stability 
of the site, and relevancy to patron 
needs. The selected links then were 
placed into main categories as well 
as subcategory headings. A link to 
Woodall’s Camping Directory, for 
example, is housed on the Travel 
Internet Links page under the sub-
heading of “RV and Camping.” Each 
entry also contains a descriptive 
annotation of the link’s contents.

 Patrons wishing to use the 
library’s collection of Web links had 
to click through two other pages 
before reaching their destination: the 
home page and the main “Electronic 
Resources” page. The collection, 
buried in a third-tier page with no 
mention of it on the home page, 
surely was not a way to draw patrons 
from Google searches to the library’s 
neatly collected links. Were WPPL 
patrons aware of this alternative 
to random surfing? If so, were they 
using it with any regularity? 

The first order of business in 
answering these questions was to 
establish a baseline of Web traffic 
through the Web links collection. 
During March, April, and the first 
half of May 2005, use was monitored 
using Webtrends analytical software. 
Total site visitations, both from 
patrons in the library and remote 
users, were noted for each subject 
heading in the Web collection.  

 The results mirrored library staff 
expectations based on the place-
ment of the pages in the library site’s 
hierarchy and the lack of any true 
directional signposts along the way 
to alert patrons to their presence. 
Many of the subject-specific pages 
had no notable traffic from remote 
users and very low traffic from in-
house use. This can be attributed, 
in part, to upkeep of the sites by 
the reference librarians. In-house 
hits for Consumer Information, for 
example, averaged a mere twenty 
per month. Similarly, the Home and 
Garden page had zero remote hits 
for March, April, and the first half of 
May. Clearly, something needed to 
be done to draw patrons to the links.

Promoting the Links 
Collection 
A brainstorming session led to ideas 
about how to promote the links col-
lection. The decision was made to 
take Chandra Prabna and Irwin’s 
advice from Library Journal of using 
a recognizable icon to represent the 
collection as a whole and placing 
this icon on the library’s home page.4 
It was hoped that eventually this 

WPPl’s recognizable icon touts the 
library’s recommended finanical aid links.
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icon would become synonymous 
with a trustworthy gateway to the 
vast amount of information available 
for a patron’s individual needs. The 
library chose as its icon a grayscale 
handprint with the words “@ Your 
Fingertips, from the WPPL” embla-
zoned over the top). The hand would 
be placed on the library’s home page 
as well as at the top of the Web col-
lection page.

The librarians decided that fea-
turing a specific topic of interest 
every two to three weeks also would 
increase traffic. The topic could coin-
cide with certain times of the year 
(for example, hurricane preparation 
links at the beginning of hurricane 
season) or with programs offered 
by the library’s Lifelong Learning 
Institute (such as small business 
start-up links to coincide with 
WPPL’s “How to Start a Nonprofit 
Organization” program). Each new 
topic would be noted by changes to 
the text over the handprint logo on 
the library’s main page (for exam-
ple, “@ Your Fingertips, Hispanic 
Heritage from the WPPL”). This, in 
turn, would take patrons directly to 
the featured links page rather than 
to the collection’s main page, cutting 
down on traffic time.

Another effort to increase the 
collection’s visibility was to create a 
display at the reference desk. Signs 
detailing the topic were paired with 
an appropriate reference book and 
a pathfinder detailing the library’s 
other resources on that topic. It was 
hoped that this type of display would 
catch the eye of patrons who may 
not visit WPPL’s Web site on a regu-
lar basis, but may be motivated to 
go there once they saw the featured 
topic’s display materials.

New Approach Brings  
Increase in Web Traffic
The three-pronged approach of the 
logo, featured topics, and in-house 
display was begun on May 15, 2005, 
with gardening as the first topic. 
Within two weeks, staff noted sig-
nificant traffic increases in the Web 
collection. The remote hits for gar-
dening went from zero for March, 
April, and the first half of May, to 
forty-nine hits in the second half 
of May. Similarly, visits from in-
house computers to the Consumer 
Information page increased during 
the “Identity Theft” feature, from a 
precampaign average of twenty hits 
per month to thirty-four.

In addition to the individually 
featured sites, traffic to the main 
links page also improved dramati-
cally, averaging 174 visits per month 
before the campaign to 215 after. On 
an even bigger scale, the number of 
hits from January to April 2005 to all 
of the Web collection sites totaled an 
average of 1,466 per month. In the 
three months following the launch 
of the “@ Your Fingertips” campaign, 
the average increased to 2,240 per 
month, a 34.5 percent increase in 
only ninety days. Heightened vis-
ibility and patron familiarity with 
the collection and what it offers will 
most likely continue to increase the 
site’s traffic.

Conclusion
The steps outlined previously can be 
easily duplicated even among small-
er libraries that lack the manpower 
and technological resources of their 
larger counterparts. WPPL staff 
believe that the “@ Your Fingertips” 

campaign and other libraries’ simi-
lar efforts are significant in helping 
patrons navigate tricky Web waters. 

The collections refute the idea 
that the Web, as a nemesis to librar-
ies, diminishes their usefulness to 
information-seeking communi-
ties. Rather, Web links collections 
establish libraries and the Web as 
partners in the new century’s ocean 
of information. People do surf the 
Internet, and libraries’ efforts not 
only make the ride easier, but keep 
surfers on that quality wave. For the 
curious, answers to the questions 
posed at the beginning of this article 
can be found using your friendly 
WPPL’s Best of the Web. Look for the 
helping hand.  
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“Bringing in the Money” presents fund-raising strategies for public librar-
ies. Many librarians are turning to alternative funding sources to supple-
ment shrinking budgets. Fund-raising efforts not only boost finances, but 
also leverage community support and build collaborative strategies. 
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Online Book 
Sales for 
Libraries
Turning Discards and Donations 
into Cash

With the advent of the Internet and other technological innovations, 
some have proclaimed gloom and doom for the future of books 
and libraries. Technology has changed the protocols of libraries 

but not their relevance. Technology has also changed the book business, but 
far from making books obsolete, it has made books more accessible to more 
people. Book sales are flourishing, even for those without a conventional 
storefront. This is good news for libraries looking for nontraditional revenue 
sources.

Imagine an additional $20,000–$50,000 per year for your library. That’s 
what the Friends of the Tucson-Pima (Ariz.) Public Library (FTPPL) gener-
ate through the sale of books on the Internet. Translating books into cash by 
selling them online is a fairly easy process. Developing a business around the 
sale of books online takes the commitment of resources—time, computers, 
inventory, and knowledgeable people. 

Here is the process to turn discards and donations into cash: 

 1. Identify potentially valuable books.
 2. Determine actual value of the books.
 3. Select an appropriate online sales venue and list the book.
 4. Communicate with the customer and mail the book to complete the 

transaction.

In fiscal year 1998–1999, revenue from FTPPL book sales was well below 
$100,000. Since then, book sales revenue increased to much more than 
$300,000 in fiscal year 2005–2006. First, FTPPL purchased 14,000 square feet 
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of space to process and sell books 
for the traditional Friends book sale. 
Then, they hired a part-time general 
manager and finally, they embarked 
on a new adventure with the sale of 
books on the Internet. 

The first year, online revenues 
reached $17,000, thanks in large part 
to the marathon efforts of one vol-
unteer. With proof that online sales 
were a viable revenue stream, the 
organization invested in computers, 
a high-speed Internet connection, 
and the development of a knowl-
edgeable volunteer base. This past 
fiscal year revenue from Internet 
sales was almost $60,000. 

FTPPL processes more than 
400,000 books each year; 40 percent 
are library discards and 60 percent 
are donated books. There are 500 
volunteers, and 120 work year-round 
processing, sorting, and pricing 
books in the warehouse. The rest of 
the volunteers work during the three 
traditional book sales. Of the 120 
warehouse volunteers, twenty con-
centrate their efforts on online book 
sales. However, the Friends group 
trains all volunteers in the identifica-
tion of valuable books so there is a 
continuous stream of books avail-
able for sale online.

Before examining the process in 
greater depth, I need to define “valu-
able” in this context. To a Friends 
group processing books for a sale, 
valuable is anything that will bring 
in fifty cents or more. Beyond that, 
value is a matter of degree. Value is a 
relative term and depends upon your 
purpose. For FTPPL, because of the 
extra labor involved in selling books 

online versus selling at traditional 
book sales, a book’s value must 
exceed $20 to be listed online.

It’s important to consider basic 
economics. There are three factors 
that impact the value of a book: 
demand, availability, and condition. 
Demand is the measure of whether 
anyone wants the book. If there is 
no demand, it doesn’t matter that 
the book is old or rare. To create 
demand, a book must have some 
intrinsic importance. Only with 
some acknowledged importance 
will there be consumer demand that 
creates market value, especially over 
time. The availability of a book in 
relation to the demand will impact 
the price in the market. The greater 
the demand and the smaller the sup-
ply, the more the value increases, 
even in the case of a less-than-per-
fect copy. However, limited supply 
alone does not indicate value. 

In the book business, condition 
is a mitigating factor in the supply-
and-demand relationship. The name 
of the game is condition, condi-
tion, and condition. Every bumped 
corner, rubbed cover, torn page, 
or library stamp reduces the value; 
the better the condition, the higher 
the price. Please don’t destroy the 
resale value of books with an exces-
sive number of discard stamps. One 
simple stamp in the corner of the 
end paper is sufficient.

Of the 400,000 books FTPPL 
processes each year, they currently 
have slightly more than 5,100 books 
for sale online. The most expensive 
book currently listed costs $1,700. 
There are three that cost more than 

$1,000, 306 with prices higher than 
$100, 678 between $50 and $100, and 
4,182 at $50 or less. Although true 
gems can be found, the bread and 
butter of the online business consists 
of moderately priced books.

The identification of valuable 
books is both an art and a science. 
There are no hard and fast rules, but 
there are some guidelines that will 
help augment your intuition. These 
guidelines apply whether the book 
is worth $1 or $1,000. Here are a few 
tips for the identification of valu-
able books. 

n Subject: Some subjects have 
more appeal and therefore sell 
better. Look at the title and table 
of conten ts and ensure they are 
interesting. Keep an open mind 
on this. It may not be a book the 
selector wants to read, but it may 
offer an interesting twist. Valuable 
books might have unusual subject 
matter with a limited market area 
or a small number may have been 
printed, which increases demand.

n Focus: Specificity is a key to value. 
Books that focus on one aspect of 
a subject will tend to have more 
value than books that provide an 
overview of the entire topic. 

n Author: As with subjects, some 
authors are always in demand. 
A good starting point can be to 
examine authors whose books are 
frequently listed on eBay auctions. 
An author’s first or second book, 
written before hitting the big 
time, will tend to have more value 
than later works because fewer 
copies were probably printed.

“”

Please don’t destroy the resale value of books with an 
excessive number of discard stamps. One simple stamp in the 
corner of the end paper is sufficient.
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n Illustrator: Pictures sell! Books 
with photos, illustrations, sketches, 
and plates are interesting. Not 
every illustrator is collectable, but 
photos and illustrations can raise a 
book’s value.

n Maker: Those involved in the 
production of the book can 
increase value. This may include 
the printer, binder, designer, or 
typographer. In this category are 
books published by art galleries; 
museums; university presses; 
small, local publishers; or self-
publishers. 

n Limited Editions: This includes 
numbered copies, and often this 
information is in the back of the 
book.

n Production:  Generally, an 
investment is made in the 
production of a book when the 
content has some acknowledged 
value. Look for books with: a slip 
case in good condition; slick, 
dense, heavy paper; headbands; 
decorative boards; leather; 
decorative end papers; and a high 
original price.

n Dust Jacket: A book with a dust 
jacket can increase its value ten 
fold. Dust jackets are becoming 
scarce on books published before 
1940; if one is found, it may be 
valuable.

n Autograph: This refers to 
someone related to the book, 
such as the author, not a gift 
inscription.

n Provenance: Provenance refers 
to the book’s history. This may 
include ownership by a famous 
person, a bill of sale, or related 
letters from the author. 

n Other Formats: Programs, 
posers, pamphlets, maps, 
brochures, booklets, catalogs, 
letters and journals, periodicals, 
photographs, prints, and 
government memorabilia all have 
potential for value.

n Edition. First editions are most 
important in fiction. In fiction, 
the first edition means the first 
printing of the first edition. As 
nonfiction is often sought for its 
content, the edition state may not 
be as important. A later edition 
may be more valuable because of 
new content that resulted in the 
new edition. In technical books 
“edition” refers to all printings of 
the text before a revision, which 
typically represents 10 percent of 
the content.

Determining  
Actual Value
Once the library identifies books with 
potential value, it is time to do some 
research on the Internet to confirm 
speculation. There are many sites to 
use to research the value of books, 
including individual sites that list 
books for sale such as ABEbooks 
(www.abebooks.com), Amazon 
(www.amazon.com), Half.com (www.
half.com), and Alibris (www.alibris.
com). There are also search engines, 
such as Bookfinder (www.book-
finder.com) and AddAll (www.addall.
com), which gather information from 
the individual book sale sites. You 
can determine your direct competi-
tion by using the Web site on which 
you intend to sell the book. The 
limitation with searching only one 
site is that you may not find all the 
books that are for sale. The site you 
have chosen may not be a site your 
competition has selected to list their 
book. If you use one of the search 
engines, carefully analyze the results. 
A search may retrieve twenty-five 
books, but an analysis of those books 
will show duplicates. Many dealers 
list their books on more than one 
site—so in reality, there may only be 
twelve books actually for sale. 

Most search engines have two 
search options. The first will allow 

you to enter only such basic infor-
mation as author and title. The 
advanced search allows users to 
enter more details, including the 
name of the publisher, whether 
the book is hardcover or a first edi-
tion, or whether there is a signature. 
Start with a broad search with a few 
parameters. If there are too many 
results to plow through to find a book 
comparable to yours, add another 
parameter. Searching is an art and 
may require some experimenta-
tion to determine what your book is 
worth in relation to the market. Here 
are some tips for online research.

n Start with a basic search using 
only the title and the author’s last 
name.

n Don’t search by ISBN as it skews 
your perception of the number 
of books on the market; not all 
listings include ISBN.

n Be wary if no books, or only one 
book, is retrieved; you may need 
to double-check your spelling. 

n Make sure you have found the 
right match. When the search 
is displayed from low price to 
high, the low-priced books are 
frequently paperbacks. Make 
sure you are comparing apples 
to apples. Also compare the 
publisher, the dates, and the 
condition of the books.

Sometimes a book does not 
appear on your chosen search site. 
The next step is to expand your 
search. Try another listing site, 
AddAll or Bookfinder, or use Google 
(www.google.com). If googling the 
title doesn’t work, try the author or 
the publisher. It is important to be 
creative and systematic. 

Consider waiting a month or two 
before listing to see what the mar-
ket does. Print your original search 
results, and then compare the book’s 
market value over time. You will be 
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able to determine if any of the books 
sold, if more have been added to the 
market, and what happened to the 
price over time.

In many cases, as a marketplace, 
the Internet quickly establishes the 
true value of a book. However, there is 
a scenario where a false value is cre-
ated. When the first title of a book is 
listed on the Internet, the person who 
lists it may or may not be knowledge-
able about the value of the book and 
merely picked a random price. If that 
person has bills to pay $50 may sound 
better than $20, and $75 may sound 
even better. The second person to list 
may evaluate the book in relation to 
the one listed and give it a higher or 
lower price based on his or her assess-
ment. The third person listing may 
follow suit. If this price is not appro-
priate, the marketplace will eventually 
work its magic and the true value, the 
price at which the book will actually 
sell, will evolve. In the mean time, 
overpriced books are languishing and 
taking up space on your shelf. 

Listing the Book Online 
If the book meets your criteria for 
sale online, you are ready to choose 
the sale venue. FTPPL lists most of 
its books on ABEbooks, with a small 
number listed on Amazon. Each site 
has very clear information about 
how to become a vendor and how 
to list books with them. Both use 
PayPal or offer some other option 
for taking credit card payments. 
Although the specifics of listing may 
vary between the sites, the principles 
of listing remain the same. 

When listing your description, 
you must be professional. Even 
with the seeming anonymity of the 
Internet, you will very quickly build 
a reputation. The listing is the only 
thing selling the book, so it should 

reflect well on you as a dealer and on 
the book. Be sure to:

n use industry jargon;
n check your spelling;
n follow industry conventions as 

to the order in which relevant 
information is listed in the 
description; 

n be consistent with descriptions;
n be accurate regarding the 

condition; and
n describe all defects—if you claim 

the book to be in “fine” condition, 
the more important it is that you 
mention each defect.

You may have to answer e-mails 
from customers with questions. 
Communicate with the customer 
and mail the book in a timely fash-
ion to complete the transaction.

With online book sales, you can 
place your inventory of discards 
and donations in front of millions of 
consumers and retailers, and sell at 
higher prices than would ordinarily 
be received at a regular book sale. 
Revenue can be used to fund pro-
grams and materials not covered by 
the library budget.  
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Bother the 
Librarians!
Using the library independently had been part of my life since I 

received my first library card. My mother told me in clear terms not 
to “bother the librarians” at the Albany Park branch of the Chicago 

Public Library near our apartment.
From kindergarten through eighth grade, my library at school was run by 

my stern Aunt Nora who took a dim view of those who, as she put it, “need 
books hand-delivered to them like princes on the throne.” In high school our 
kindly librarians at St. Patrick High School were more interested in keeping 
the all-male population from chewing the books to pieces than in providing 
a good working knowledge of Dewey and LC, and I was glad of my self-suf-
ficiency. 

Then in the white heat of the first days in library school, I remember a 
discussion about the challenges of providing reference services. There was a 
speaker at my school, now a librarian herself, who recalled the first time she 
approached a librarian for help. She described her heart pounding and the 
lump in her throat, afraid she’d be called stupid or simply ignored. 

The idea that people didn’t know how to use the library and were in fact 
confused, intimidated even, by using reference materials was completely 
alien to me. I really took to reading about hard-to-reach patron bases, which 
in many ways led to my interest in young adult librarianship. 

I’ll stand on tiptoes and loudly say that young adults are the most chal-
lenging reference users to wander in the library doors. Their spectrum of ref-
erence issues is so wide that it defies a single solution or strategy. 

Take for instance the vague teen, whose queries can feel more like Abbott 
and Costello routines than patron interactions.

Teen: I need a book

Librarian: OK, what’s your topic?

Teen: Uh, history.
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Librarian: All right, what time 
period are you studying? 

Teen: Um, old times. Like before 
America. 

Librarian: Roman? Greek? That 
old?

Teen: I dunno. Old.

Librarian: Caveman?

Teen: I dunno. Old as you?

When you imagine the interaction 
above with the teen speaking directly 
into his sternum and staring intently 
at his shoes as if they are about to 
begin performing “The Importance 
of Being Earnest” in Latin you can 
see the comedy potential. 

On the other end of the spectrum 
you have the omnivore who wants 
everything and anything you can pro-
vide on a topic. And they want it now. 
Paring down their topic from every-
thing to just one thing is akin to shap-
ing a bonsai tree with a chainsaw. 

Simplified hyperbole aside, 
teens usually fall somewhere in the 
middle. They’re at a point in their 
development when the peer group 
can see dependence on adults as a 
sign of weakness. Many young adults 
would rather toil away for hours 
fruitlessly scanning the stacks than 
come to the desk and admit they 
need some help. 

The reference desk itself is the 
first problem here. The typical refer-
ence desk has computer monitors 
between the patrons and the librar-

ian. This is utilitarian of course; we 
need the computers more and more 
to provide a full range of services to 
patrons. But take a look at how your 
reference desk appears from the 
patron’s side. It seems like the librar-
ian is deeply engaged, even when 
merely surfing the blogosphere for a 
daily dose of celebutant gossip.  

Young children haven’t learned 
not to interrupt adults yet, and most 
adults know how to gauge busyness. 
Teenagers are trapped between igno-
rance and manners. So it is that even 
the friendliest and most gregarious 
librarian can seem completely occu-
pied sitting at a reference desk. 

A simple and remarkably folksy 
solution to this is to greet everyone 
who passes by the reference desk. 
You don’t have to trip over yourself 
with this action either; a library asso-
ciate whom I first saw practice this 
would smile and say hello to every-
one coming into the department. It 
sounds a bit homespun, silly even, 
but I’ve seen it open up young adults 
instantly. It also has a diminishing 
effect on disciplinary issues as it 
makes a simple face-to-face connec-
tion. It’s easier to shoot spitballs at 
a stranger. Believe me, I speak upon 
this from experience on both ends of 
the straw.

Beyond the desk, well, that’s 
exactly where librarians need to be 
to engage teens. I’ve long promoted 
the idea of a roving librarian. How 
hard would it be to outfit a librar-
ian or associate with a tablet PC or 
BlackBerry and send them wander-
ing the stacks? Use the technology to 
connect to the electronic resources, 

use the librarian to connect with 
the young adults. Of course there 
are staffing questions; keeping at 
least one person at the reference 
desk is usually the rule of the day, 
but does the desk have to be a guard 
tower? With call forwarding, even 
the phones could be covered as the 
mobile librarian gets incoming calls 
on a cell, set to vibrate of course. 

A mobile librarian can seek out 
teens looking for materials, find out 
their reference needs, and give them 
a sense of connection to library ser-
vices, and the tech elements can be 
enthralling to gadget-crazed teens. 
Moreover, a sense that the librarian 
will come help you out, the moun-
tain coming to Ferris Bueller as it 
were, can even be seen as a form of 
in-house outreach.

Beyond getting the questions in 
the first place, how can we best help 
teens formulate clear questions and 
get what they need? First, it’s best to 
throw out any illusions you might 
have about a formal reference inter-
view when it comes to many teen 
reference questions. My crucible in 
this regard came at a time of year 
that young adult librarians like to 
pronounce with no small amount of 
gravitas “Science Project Time.” 

Some teachers give young adults 
in-depth, detailed, and carefully 
plotted out guidelines for science 
projects. Bless them and the earth 
they walk on for it seems that no 
small number of instructors give 
their charges a great deal of sup-
posed freedom when constructing 
their projects. While this may seem 
progressive and something to be 

“”

. . . smile and say hello to everyone coming into the 
department. It sounds a bit homespun, silly even, but I’ve 
seen it open up young adults instantly.
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encouraged, it is in fact a nightmare 
to deal with when every young adult 
in your library district wanders up 
to the reference desk and mutters, “I 
need science books.” 

Like onions, and ogres, teen ref-
erence questions have layers. The 
derma or surface is the purpose 
behind the question. Are they look-
ing for an experiment or books to 
flesh out their chosen experiment? 
These might be in completely 
separate places. If they’re still in the 
muddy grey phase of choosing a 
topic you can begin to probe deeper. 

Find out if there’s anything they can-
not do a project on (animals, bio-
logical materials, anything related to 
fire) or something scientific that fas-
cinates them. Don’t be afraid to toss 
in pop culture here. Did they see the 
latest PG-13 scream-and-toss-your-
popcorn scare flick? Maybe they’d be 
interested in learning about the sci-
ence behind the sounds that made 
them jump? Are they fiddling with 
a phone to text their friends? Show 
them books on linguistics and the 
science of language. The more you 
can make it feel informal and relaxed 

the more they’ll open up and latch 
on to some idea floating in the ether 
between you.

As I said, on tiptoes no less, serv-
ing the reference needs of young 
adults is one of the greatest chal-
lenges a librarian will face. But 
the rewards are worth the effort. 
Showing teens the usefulness of the 
library, helping them feel welcome 
and connected, will go far in retain-
ing them as patrons when their high 
school drama has been replaced 
with mortgages and car payments.  

World Book Introduces All-New World Book Kids Online: Redefines How Kids Learn from 
Reference Tools

World Book has introduced World Book Kids (www.worldbookonline.com) an entirely new approach to online 
reference tools that reinforces children’s learning through hands-on activities and helps teachers in their 
efforts to successfully teach to national standards.

Created in conjunction with noted children’s author and educational television producer Douglas Love, the 
site starts with content from World Book’s award-winning Student Discovery Encyclopedia and adds activities 
that apply to the thousands of informative, easy-to-read, and visually appealing articles to provide students 
with the active learning environment they need to best absorb and retain information.

World Book Kids was created for students in primary grades as well as special-needs learners, offering these 
students a learning environment that uses simple navigation, easy-to-read content, bright colors, and highly 
graphical presentations, including thousands of colorful illustrations and diagrams supporting the articles. 
Also, based on the understanding that all children do not learn the same way, activities throughout World Book 
Kids are presented in three categories:

n Think It! for students that respond to facts, figures, and more traditional learning environments;
n Make It! for students that learn new concepts by creating things and seeing how they work; and
n Be It!  for students that learn from role-playing and physically connecting with a concept.

World Book Kids is available as an added component of the World Book Online Reference Center (www.
worldbookonline.com) available to schools and libraries throughout the United States and Canada. 
Institutions interested in subscribing should contact their World Book representative at 1-800-975-3250 
(United States) or 1-800-837-5365 (Canada).
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Right-sizing
THE REFERENCE 

COLLECTION

Baltimore County Public Library (BCPL) is a large suburban library system in Maryland serving more 
than 750,000 people of diverse races and cultures. BCPL has no main library, but the Towson Library is 
its largest branch, both in terms of collection and physical space. It is also the only branch open seven 

days a week, year-round. The library sits in the heart of Towson, which is the seat of county government. In 
addition to office buildings, the branch is surrounded by many local businesses, some colleges, and several 
senior citizen housing units. The Towson Library’s collection is more than 195,000 volumes and includes: an 
extensive reference collection; nonprint materials; periodicals for children, young adults, and adults; several 
periodicals on microfilm; a local history collection; and foreign language collections in Korean and Spanish. 
Although BCPL has no central branch, Towson is often perceived as the “court of last resort” by its public; as 
such, it has retained more reference material than other BCPL branches. Although it is not in BCPL’s mission 
to support college curriculums, the Towson Library is heavily used by local college students.

In 2005, Towson staff decided to interfile the reference material with circulating material in the interest of 
providing better customer service, increasing exposure of reference titles, and standardizing reference with 
the rest of the system. At that time, Towson was the only BCPL branch that had not yet interfiled reference 
titles with circulating material. Having the reference material interfiled would make it easier for librarians to 
maintain their collections. New editions of items would be identified more quickly and older editions with-
drawn or converted to circulating. This was a challenge when the collections were separate, especially as 
BCPL’s centralized collection development department began to purchase material for circulation that had 
previously been purchased for reference. Staff knew that this would be the time to right-size the reference col-
lection as well, weeding outdated and little-used material. In addition, because all BCPL branches have access 
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to several licensed databases through BCPL’s Web 
page, staff realized that the branch no longer needed 
such an extensive reference collection. 

Literature Review
Staff reviewed the literature to determine what mod-
els were available to help with the task of weeding 
the reference collection. Articles were found regard-
ing general reference collection maintenance, for 
example, “Reference Collection Maintenance: Theory 
and (Mal)practice,” which provided sound theory and 
reference collection maintenance practices. 1 Majka 
states: “Reference collection maintenance is gain-
ing increasing recognition as a subject area worthy 
of study and research independent from the more 
inclusive areas of collection development and man-
agement.” 2 He then suggests various approaches and 
rationales for collection maintenance. In “Discovering 
How Information Seekers Seek: Methods of Measuring 
Reference Collection Use,” Mary Biggs describes the 
rationale and methods for measuring reference col-
lection usage.3 Towson staff also communicated with 
Jane T. Bradford, coordinator of instruction at DuPont 
Ball Library, Stetson University in Deland, Florida, 
and one of the coauthors of “Reference Services in the 
Digital Age: An Analysis of Sources Used to Answer 
Reference Questions.”4

While generically helpful, these articles and cor-
respondences did not address Towson Library’s 
particular concerns. Staff faced the challenge of 
determining customer usage in a very busy reference 
environment where in-depth reference help is gener-
ally not provided, and the level of busyness makes it 
difficult to do any formal analysis of customer infor-
mation-seeking behavior. In addition, the decision 
was made to weed and interfile the reference collec-
tion without compromising customer service or clos-
ing the library to the public. These issues required 
the development of a workable, streamlined method 
to accomplish this project. The authors hope that the 
resulting method will assist other libraries, especially 
public libraries, considering similar projects.

Method
Usage Survey
Towson created a work team of four full-time librar-
ians, including a team leader, who would see the 
project through to completion. All members of the 
team had several years of collection experience both 
at BCPL and the Towson Library. The team’s pri-
mary charge was to develop and implement a plan 

to interfile the reference and circulating nonfiction 
collections. A secondary charge was to right-size the 
reference collection to make it as useful as possible 
to the community. Staff decided to use an in-house 
usage survey to determine how often materials in the 
reference collection were used. Staff did not examine 
customer inquiries, but simply use of the material. 
Electronic reference resources made available by 
the library system were not part of the investiga-
tion. However, staff was aware that use of some print 
resources had decreased due to the availability of 
online resources.

First, the team completed a planning chart that 
showed a timeline of the project, staff responsibilities, 
and impact on the functions of the library. The team 
then consulted BCPL’s coordinator of planning and 
evaluation to determine the best way to gather data on 
in-house use of reference materials and an appropriate 
length of time for the survey. It was determined that 
automated methods to perform an in-house usage sur-
vey would adversely impact systemwide data and be 
more labor-intensive than a nonautomated method. 
The team decided to perform a manual survey based 
on a printed shelf list of the entire reference holdings 
(adult, juvenile, and business). This list was ordered 
by Dewey Decimal number and put into a binder with 
dividers marking each Dewey area. Written procedures 
were developed for both librarians and circulation staff 
to use during the survey. Staff would register a hash 
mark for each perceived usage of a title on the shelf 
list. Perceived use was defined as any time an item was 
removed from the shelf. The survey period ran from 
February through May 2005 (the heaviest period for 
school assignments), and data was gathered Monday 
through Sunday every other week, yielding fifty-six 
days of data. Once the procedures were developed, the 
branch performed a trial run for three days. This was 
very helpful because it allowed staff to fine-tune the 
method and gave the entire staff a chance to weigh in 
on the process. It also ensured that everyone involved 
was familiar with the procedures.

The team prepared and posted signs informing 
customers that a survey was in progress and ask-
ing them not to reshelve material. Staff placed carts 
at the ends of reference aisles with signs asking 
customers to place material on the carts after use. 
Empty shelves were available throughout the refer-
ence aisles so customers could easily peruse material 
while they were in the stacks. All of these shelves had 
signs posted on them as well. To increase the reli-
ability of the data, a roving librarian was assigned to 
approach customers in the stacks, reminding them 
not to reshelve material. (A librarian is regularly 
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scheduled to rove at the Towson Library to make sure 
customers are finding what they need.)

During the survey, the roving librarian was as-
signed, on an hourly basis, to collect material from 
the reference shelves and tables adjacent to the refer-
ence collection and enter the usage data on the shelf 
list. Librarians assigned to the information desk were 
instructed to call for back-up assistance, if necessary, 
rather than interrupt the roving librarian when he or 
she was entering data. Circulation staff performed 
multiple cleanups of the library throughout the day 
during the survey period. The collected reference 
material was brought back to the information desk, 
marked on the shelf list by the roving librarian and 
then immediately reshelved by circulation staff. This 
insured that additional usage data was not lost. 

Usage was indicated by a hash mark placed next to 
the title on the shelf list. For the title’s first use, staff 

highlighted the entry. This enabled 
the team to easily find the usage 
marks when tabulating the results. 
Any item used that was part of a 
multivolume work was counted as 
a usage for the entire work. If there 
were any discrepancies or questions, 
they were referred to one of the 
members of the team. Titles that did 
not appear on the printed shelf list 
were noted on a separate list so that 
usage could still be reported and the 
material returned to the shelf with-
out delay. 

Weeding
At the survey period’s completion, 
the team tabulated the number of 
uses for each title and used this 
information to establish weed-
ing criteria. The team discussed at 
length how much usage was enough 
to warrant keeping a title. It was 
decided that one usage during the 
survey period would be sufficient, 
as the team felt that one use could 
be extrapolated to three uses per 
year, the ultimate standard for mini-
mum use. Although the survey data 
did not cover an entire year, the 
team felt that the numbers would 
be reliable because the survey was 
conducted during the heaviest time 
for school assignments. Although 
one usage is not very high, the team 

wanted to keep some items of “little use” that gave a 
depth to the collection that couldn’t be gained from 
other material, either print or electronic. 

Once the minimum use was determined, the 
team developed a plan for weeding the reference 
collection. Initially, the team considered involving 
the entire staff of twelve full-time and twelve part-
time librarians in this step, but it was decided that 
working with so many people would be inefficient 
and unwieldy. In evaluating each title that received 
no usage during the survey period, the team would 
decide to keep it, change it to circulating, or discard 
it. There was only one copy of the shelf list; therefore, 
the most efficient way to weed the collection was to 
work in teams of two based on scheduling availabil-
ity. This ensured that team members would be work-
ing with different partners and had the advantage of 
combining the various ranges of expertise.
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Team members took the shelf list to the stacks 
along with a cart. Some titles were retained in the 
hope that they would get more use once the refer-
ence and circulating collections were interfiled. 
Others, such as the New York Times Index, were 
moved to the microfilm area to increase usage. 
(Towson owns this newspaper from 1923 to 2005 on 
microfilm.) Some titles were pulled from the shelf 
and designated for circulating status, either because 
the branch owned newer reference material or 
because the format and information seemed appro-
priate for circulating material. Because the collec-
tions would be interfiled, staff felt that changing the 
status of the item and having the material in a more 
accessible location would bring these items to more 
customers’ attention. Items to be discarded were 
pulled from the shelf and placed on a cart. For the 
broadest perspective, all four members of the team 
reviewed items considered for removal. In almost all 
cases, the items were deleted from the collection. The 
team was careful to be as objective as possible for 
each title evaluated. 

During the evaluation process, some team mem-
bers also investigated anomalies—items found on 
the shelf but not listed on the shelf list or items on 
the shelf list that were not found on the shelf. This 
created an added benefit to the project by improv-
ing the accuracy of the bibliographic database. Once 
evaluation of “0” usage items was completed, the 
team considered evaluating items with “1” usage. 
However, team members felt that sufficient material 
had been withdrawn and that the right size had been 
achieved for that point in time. The team had not set 
out to withdraw a set number of items or a set per-
centage of the reference collection. Rather, the team’s 
goal had been a reference collection containing 
resources that would be used by and be of use to the 
library’s community. Staff withdrew 1,261 items (14.7 
percent of the reference collection) and changed 70 
items to circulating, leaving 4,658 reference volumes.

Interfiling
The final phase of the project was to interfile the ref-
erence and circulating collections. The team decided 
to leave the business reference material separate at 
the beginning of the nonfiction section. Business 
reference covers a broad range of Dewey numbers 
and is used frequently by customers. In addition, this 
location allowed room for growth of multivolume 
sets such as the S & P Daily Stock Price Record. 

Each team member took charge of various tasks 
that had to be completed prior to interfiling the col-
lections. Because reference books were more likely to 

be confused with circulating material, staff ordered 
and applied bright orange spine labels to the refer-
ence materials to make them more visible. Shelving 
allocations were calculated because every nonfiction 
adult and juvenile item would be moved during the 
shift. (The young adult material is housed in a sepa-
rate part of the library and was not affected.) Every 
shelf was temporarily labeled with broad Dewey clas-
sification numbers so that staff would know where to 
reshelve the interfiled material. Towson had a sepa-
rate Maryland collection that the team also decided 
to interfile with the rest of nonfiction. Staff interfiled 
the Maryland material, both reference and circulat-
ing, with the rest of the nonfiction as the first step in 
the interfiling phase.

One of the main challenges of the interfiling was 
to accomplish it while the library was open to the 
public. The goal was to have the interfiling accom-
plished by the end of September 2005 in time for 
the school assignment season. Staff wanted to mini-
mize disruption for the customers and expedite the 
process for staff morale. During interfiling, signs 
were posted throughout the collection redirecting 
customers to the information desk for help finding 
material. Staff developed a procedure that involved 
two interfiling teams working in different parts of the 
collection at the same time. Two teams were required 
not only to accelerate the process, but also because 
some interfiled sections could not be reshelved in 
their new location until another team had unshelved 
a not-yet-interfiled section of the collection. The 
entire procedure required coordination of the timing 
of unshelving and reshelving of material. Confused? 
Read on.

Interfiling teams of five people (both circulation 
and librarian staff) were used for each interfiling 
session. Each team started in a different area of the 
collection so that two teams would not be in the same 
section at the same time. This was important because 
teams were both unshelving material and reshelving 
during each team’s shift. The duties of the five team 
members were divided into several tasks. Reference 
material in a particular Dewey area was taken off the 
shelves and placed on carts by two people. At the 
same time, circulating material from the same Dewey 
area was taken off the shelves and placed on carts by 
two people. These carts were wheeled to a staging 
area where one of the project team members inter-
filed the reference and circulating material from that 
Dewey area onto a new cart. One of the “unshelvers” 
then took that cart and reshelved it in its new location. 

Interfiling was scheduled in two-hour segments 
Monday through Friday as staffing permitted. Extra 
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staff was scheduled in both the librarian and circula-
tion departments during these sessions. One mem-
ber of the project team was in charge of supervising 
each interfiling session. This procedure worked so 
well that staff finished interfiling and moving 79,664 
items in two weeks. Once the interfiling was com-
pleted, end of stack signage was updated to reflect 
the changes in location.

Conclusion
Staff received many positive customer comments 
about the interfiling. Customers were pleased to 
discover that all material in a Dewey area is now in 
one place. Several items that were changed from 
reference to circulating have already gone out sev-
eral times. Anecdotally, staff now see more reference 
material on clean-up carts than they did before the 
interfiling. This leads Towson Library to believe that 
its reference material is more heavily used now. One 
of the branch’s goals of increasing exposure of refer-
ence titles to its customers has been fulfilled. 

Staff has been satisfied with the outcome of this 
project. Collection maintenance has been made eas-
ier for the librarians. It takes less time to determine if 
the library owns newer editions or circulating copies 
of reference material. In addition, staff learned that 
it is possible to perform a project of this magnitude 
with a minimum of disruption and inconvenience to 
customers. This was very important because BCPL 
prides itself on providing excellent customer service. 
By being proactive in informing customers about the 
process, answering their questions about the ratio-
nale and, as usual, providing a high level of assis-
tance, staff minimized resistance from customers to 
the changes made.

It was extremely helpful for the team members to 
discuss criteria for the usefulness of a print title. The 
team’s evaluation process considered the possibility 

of a title being superseded by an electronic resource. 
Anecdotally, staff found that students working on 
an assignment did not want to use the electronic 
databases while at the library, but preferred print 
material. While measuring the use of electronic refer-
ence sources was beyond the scope of this project, 
staff realized that its impact on the use of the print 
reference collection is significant. Staff continues to 
juggle the use of electronic resources with the print 
reference collection to balance customer access to 
requested material with the need to maximize the 
valuable real estate of shelving. 
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KnowItNow
OHIO’S VIRTUAL REFERENCE SERVICE

KnowItNow24x7 (KIN24x7) is a live Web reference service for the 11 million residents of Ohio funded by 
the State Library of Ohio through a federal Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA) grant. It is in 
its third and final year of federal funding. Two northeast Ohio public libraries and one regional library 

system administer the service: Cleveland Public Library (CPL), Cuyahoga County Public Library (CCPL), and 
NOLA Regional Library System, which is now restructured and renamed the Northeast Ohio Regional Library 
System (NEO-RLS). The statewide program is a result of the collaboration of the previously mentioned librar-
ies that were all sponsors of three of the first and most successful regional virtual reference programs in the 
country.

This article gives an overview of the local services developed by these library systems and the 2004 merger 
into one program. Current operations will be reviewed and an evaluation of the service provided. KIN24x7 
serves as a model of cooperation in which the strengths of the individual programs are brought together to 
serve the whole state. The administration of the project and the coordination of the different components 
into one seamless project have not always been easy but have certainly been rewarding.

NEO-RLS Launches AskUsQuestions
Live Web reference in Ohio was introduced in November 2000 when NEO-RLS launched AskUsQuestions. 
The service used software developed by eShare Communications and adapted for virtual reference service. 
AskUsQuestions began as an after-hours service but was soon expanded to include afternoon coverage. It was 
staffed during the day by approximately seventy librarians from participating libraries and in the evening it 
was staffed by ten librarians working from home. Librarians providing the after-hours service were  
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contracted on an hourly basis. The service was 
available from noon to midnight Monday through 
Thursday, noon–5 p.m. on Fridays, and 8 p.m–mid-
night on Sundays. The client population was drawn 
from the registered library borrowers of the twenty-
four libraries participating in the project. Users typed 
in their library card number in order to access the 
service. AskUsQuestions served approximately four 
hundred patrons a month before merging with the 
statewide KIN24x7.

Cuyahoga County’s Ask-a-Pro
In 2001, CCPL began its virtual reference service with 
a pilot project at its Independence Branch. The service 
initially used HumanClick software and was available 
only during library hours. It was soon determined 
that live Web reference was a popular, viable service, 
and it was therefore expanded in October 2002 to a 
twenty-four-hour-a-day program called Ask-a-Pro. 
The program was moved to Maple Heights Regional 
Library, where it was staffed by thirteen adult-service 
librarians during library hours. CCPL then switched 
to eGain/LSSI software and contracted with LSSI to 
provide the reference service during the hours when 
the library was closed. A total of 8,444 questions were 
answered by Ask-a-Pro October 2002–June 2004.1

KnowItNow—The CLEVNET Years
In late 2000, the staff at CPL began planning for 
live-chat reference service, which would later be 
trademarked KIN24x7. In 2001, virtual reference pio-
neer Steve Coffman led a brainstorming session and 
software demonstration to a group of staff from CPL 
and its automation consortium, CLEVNET. This day 
of planning resulted in an implementation plan, an 
administrative structure for the new service, and a 
mantra, “KnowItNow in 90 Days!” 

Early on, several objectives were established that 
still guide the statewide service today:

n	 The service would be offered twenty-four hours a 
day, seven days a week, the first 24/7 service in the 
country.

n	 Patrons would not be required to use a library card 
number but only “proof” of residency by entering 
a zip code. A zip code could easily be faked but 
convenient and accessible service was the goal. 
The zip codes also served to provide participating 
libraries with usage statistics.

n	 The subject experts at CPL’s Main Library would 
be utilized by offering customers the opportunity 
to choose from a list of available subjects.

n	 CPL refused to set concrete guidelines on the 
types of questions to be answered or the amount 
of time spent with each customer. 

The service launched in June 2001 and was quickly 
rewarded with coverage from both local and national 
media outlets. Segments on NPR, CNN, and MSNBC, 
and articles in local papers resulted in more than 
250 customers trying the service in the first twenty-
four hours. In September 2001, HomeworkNow 
was launched. Simply put, HomeworkNow and 
KnowItNow were the same service with different 
skins. HomeworkNow had its own URL and Web site 
that appealed more to children and teens, and used 
different graphics, language, and different subject 
areas that better reflected class subjects. 

In spring 2002, a partnership with the county hos-
pital, MetroHealth, resulted in adding a twenty-four-
hour “ask-a-nurse” service online. Librarians could 
direct health-related questions to the nurses so that 
the customer could chat privately and anonymously 
with a registered nurse. 

Another addition launched in time for the 2002 
school year. A relationship with Tutor.com provided 
an innovative and affordable way to offer live online 
tutoring. Librarians referred questions that could 
more effectively be answered by tutors, such as math 
problems, to the live tutoring service. The absence 
of a direct connection to the tutors kept the volume 
lower, the cost down, and assured that librarians had 
the first opportunity to serve the customer. 

ReadThisNow was introduced in 2003. This inter-
face was designed to connect customers to reader’s 
advisory specialists who would recommend the next 
good book to read. 

Know-it-now providers from medina County (ohio) district 
library, one of the original Clevnet Kin24x7 libraries that 
continues to provide service
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 Also in 2003, United Way social workers who cover 
the county’s 411 line joined the service by answer-
ing online questions about social services in the 
Cleveland area and referring customers to assistance 
agencies. Taking KnowItNow beyond the basics with 
these nonlibrary services was a relatively simple way 
to attract new audiences, establish new community 
partnerships, and put the service back in the media 
spotlight.

The three years of KIN24x7 as a service of CPL and 
the CLEVNET Consortium saw incredible growth and 
many new opportunities. KnowItNow answered more 
than 85,000 questions in its first three years. 

KIN24x7 Goes Statewide
With the advent of virtual reference services at state 
and national levels, there was strong interest within 
the Ohio library community for the development of 
a statewide service. In 2001, the state library’s LSTA 
Advisory Committee ranked it as a priority for the 
Ohio LSTA five-year plan. The Ohio Library Council’s 
Futures Initiative also advocated for a statewide 
twenty-four-hour virtual reference service stating 
that live reference had become a standard.2

In October 2002, the LSTA Advisory Council rec-
ommended that representatives from NEO-RLS 
and CPL get together to develop a plan that would 
incorporate the two services into a statewide model. 
It was later decided based on the advice of the Ohio 
Attorney General’s office that the state library make 
the process more open by issuing a request for pro-
posal (RFP) to all interested vendors and institutions. 

The proposal submitted by CPL and NEO-RLS 
included a third partner, CCPL. The services of 
AskUsQuestions and Ask-a-Pro were folded into the 
basic structure of the CLEVNET KIN24x7. CCPL would 
serve as the fiscal administrating library and develop 
a marketing plan. CPL would be responsible for tech-
nical support and daytime operation, and NEO-RLS 
would handle training and the after-hours operation. 
Of particular interest to the review task force was the 
Tutor.com live tutoring service component of the 
HomeworkNow service. On May 11, 2004, the state 
library board awarded an LSTA grant in the amount 
of $936,000 to the three partners. The new statewide 
service would include the components of the KIN24x7 
service including HomeworkNow and ReadItNow and 
the live tutoring service from Tutor.com. LSTA funds 
would be available for two more years based on review 
and approval by the state library board.

Residents in the CLEVNET service area would still 
have access to the local programs—MetroHealth’s 

Ask a Nurse and United Way’s First Call for Help. The 
KIN24x7 partners encouraged other Ohio libraries 
to develop similar local partnerships, and guidelines 
were drafted for that purpose.

In September 2005, the Spanish version of 
KIN24x7 was launched during National Hispanic 
Heritage Month. Bilingual PR materials and a media 
plan were developed to promote the service to the 
Hispanic community. Use to date has been moderate 
and efforts will be continued in year three to reach 
this growing population in the state.

Volunteer Recruitment 
With the responsibility of statewide coverage, the 
KIN24x7 partners were faced with recruiting a suf-
ficient number of librarians from throughout Ohio 
to staff the service. CPL staff encouraged the other 
large metro libraries to help staff subject queues dur-
ing library hours. Additional volunteer hours were 
needed to provide adequate coverage during daytime 
hours currently covered by CPL and CLEVNET staff. 
CLEVNET libraries maintained their current schedule 
of evening hour coverage with several volunteering 
for additional time slots. Recruitment of new libraries 
to participate in KIN24x7 is ongoing, and there is a 
real need for participation from more libraries across 
the state. From the moment the project went live 
statewide, the number of questions asked stretched 
the capacity to answer all questions in a timely  
fashion. (See figures 1 and 2.)

Two methods to increase staffing have been 
explored. The first is simply to ask for more hours 
from libraries that are already contributing to the 
project. This request was answered in late 2005 when 
additional staffing on Sundays was offered by four 
libraries that agreed to add one Sunday a month 

figure 1. September 7, 2004–August 
2006 KnowItNow/HomeworkNow/
ReadThisNow Questions
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to their schedule. The second method is to recruit 
libraries that are not currently part of the project. 
This has been only partially successful. Reasons 
libraries cite for not choosing to participate include 
fiscal problems, staff shortages, and leadership 
change due to a new or retiring director. Some do not 
consider virtual reference to be a service that they 
should provide.

The Virtual Reference Advisory Committee, the 
KIN24x7 advisory committee to the state library, has 
identified recruitment as a key issue. Several mem-
bers of the council contacted libraries that were iden-
tified as possible candidates based on geographic 
location, population served, and staffing levels. In 
2006, a KIN24x7 provider task force was formed, 
comprised of high-profile directors from participat-
ing libraries. A letter was drafted describing benefits 
of participation and follow-up phone calls were 
made with the net result of six new libraries coming 
on board to date. Recruitment remains a concern 
with only fifty-six libraries currently contributing 
staff hours to the daytime service.

Communication 
Communicating to more than fifty participating 
libraries, each with different schedules, policies, 
and styles, is not an easy thing to accomplish. Early 
attempts included an electronic discussion list to 
facilitate communication, a monthly newsletter to 
recap events, and a provider Web site to serve as 
an archive and a place to post current news. The 
KnowItNow Webmail was used to post important 
announcements. These first methods of communica-
tion were one-sided with information coming from 
the KIN24x7 administrators. There was no way to fur-

ther engage the providing libraries in a dialog either 
with KIN24x7 staff or among themselves.

A new open source product, phplist, was installed 
in 2005 to improve information among the KIN24x7 
librarians. This software allows the creation of mul-
tiple lists and allows users to signup and signoff 
through a Web interface and set their preferences 
(HTML versus text e-mail, for example). KIN24x7 has 
used phplist to send messages for more than a year 
now to more than 190 providers.

There was still a need to improve communication 
between the daytime librarians and KIN24x7 admin-
istrators. The AfterDark librarians, since the project’s 
inception, had been using instant messaging to com-
municate with each other. An instant messaging cli-
ent seemed to be the natural course for the daytime 
librarians as well. The software had to meet two cri-
teria to be a successful tool for the operators and to 
ensure privacy of chat sessions: no software installa-
tion for the participating libraries and encrypted chat 
sessions for privacy. Two open-source products met 
the criteria. For the server, Wildfire from Jive software 
fit the bill, and for the client side, JWChat was identi-
fied. The end result is a fully functioning chat system, 
which even includes group chat functionality.

A final update to the KIN24x7 communication 
system was the installation of Drupal, an open source 
content management system. Drupal replaces the 
aforementioned provider page that was showing 
its age as a static page with little flexibility. Drupal 
offers RSS feeds, forums, a calendar component, and 
numerous plug-ins that can be used to extend its 
functionality.

How has all of this worked? The implementation 
of phplist has been successful. Use of the KnowItNow 
provider list with more than 190 subscribers far 

exceeds the number of subscribers to 
the electronic discussion list. The chat 
client to date has had minimal usage, 
though extensive numbers of librarians 
have subscribed and with some pro-
motion will become more widely used. 
The provider page is heavily used.

Software Upgrade 
In 2005 Tutor.com asked Cleveland 
Public Library to participate in a beta 
test of its replacement for Virtual 
Reference Toolkit (VRT), the software 
used for KnowItNow since its inception 
as a CLEVNET service. VRT, in many 
ways a flexible and powerful package, 
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was hampered by its dependence on an eGain plugin 
and on the Microsoft Virtual Machine (VM). Support 
for Microsoft’s VM had ended in September 2004, 
and, while it was still available to download, many 
system administrators were hesitant to do so because 
of its lack of support. Hand-in-hand with this was the 
fact that VRT’s development has been stagnant for a 
long time. Faced with these shortcomings, Tutor.com 
decided to develop an in-house product that would 
no longer be dependent on third-party solutions.

In testing the product, KnowItNow partners 
expressed concern about the “on” default setting for 
cobrowsing. This meant that the customer was just 
as able to send a Web page to the librarian as the 
librarian was to them. This was not a popular deci-
sion among the KnowItNow librarians. After discus-
sion with the Tutor.com staff, they agreed to turn 
cobrowsing off by default, with an option for the 
operator to use the on setting as needed.

A January 2006 transition date was scheduled but 
further beta testing revealed more functional prob-
lems with the software. KIN24x7 managers identified 
three key areas that needed to be addressed: a one-
push send; an audible cue to signal that customers 
were waiting; and additional information about the 
customer, such as the IP address. Tutor.com agreed 
to address these three main points, and a new 
launch date of August 2006 was set. The new AAL 
2.0 software that was introduced on August 12, 2006, 
included the three enhancements as requested.

The software transition has been mostly success-
ful. It uses Microsoft’s .NET framework, and it is 
updated on a regular basis. It does not rely on plugins 
that require installation. The software is more stable 
on the server side. The look of the application to 
many (not everyone) is cleaner, and the interface is 
the same for both public and librarian sides, making 
it easier to communicate between the two. The mate-
rial sharing (the ability to upload files to the user) is 
more like a traditional Webmail attachment system.

The administrative interface is more limited than 
VRT and does not allow an administrator to create 
new subject queues. There are also the usual odd 
glitches that come with any new software. Tutor.com, 
to its credit, has been working diligently with the 
KnowItNow partners to resolve identified problems 

KnowItNow—AfterDark
When provider libraries are closed, KnowItNow is 
staffed by librarians working from home, contracted 
through NEO-RLS. A first call for applications in 2004 
netted more than 250 applicants for the 60 original 

positions. Qualifications included an MLS plus three 
years of reference experience or a bachelor’s and six 
years experience. Based on a points system, about 
one hundred candidates were invited to attend train-
ing, and then to take tests on reference skills and 
use of the software. Sixty-two librarians were then 
hired. Going into year three, fifty-three of those origi-
nal librarians remain with the service. They receive 
$20 per hour, plus $1 per hour toward broadband 
Internet service. 

AfterDark librarians cover midnight to 9:30 a.m. 
and 8:30 p.m. to midnight on weekdays; midnight to 
9 a.m. and 5 p.m. to midnight on Saturdays; and mid-
night to 1 p.m.  and 4:30 p.m. to midnight on Sundays. 
They also cover holidays when libraries are closed, 
Sunday afternoons in the summer, and periodically fill 
in on daytime hours as needed. They cover approxi-
mately 24 percent of the entire volume of the service.

The AfterDark service and operator training is man-
aged by two full-time persons, the AfterDark project 
coordinator and AfterDark project specialist. Both are 
based at the NEO-RLS office. AfterDark librarians are 
constantly evaluated by the project coordinator, who 
reads their transcripts. While they may never see her 
in person, the AfterDark librarians are in regular com-
munication with the coordinator via phone conver-
sations, e-mail, and instant messaging. Both project 
coordinator and project specialist log on to help with 
shifts several times a week, partly to share the call vol-
ume, but also to interact with the AfterDark librarians.

Training
One challenge of running a statewide service such 
as KIN24x7 is training the more than six hundred 
librarians at fifty-six provider libraries around the 
state. Although training options such as videoconfer-
encing or training-the-trainer were considered, in-
house training by the AfterDark project coordinator 
and project specialist was determined to be the best 
course. This decision was made for two reasons. First, 
an initial attempt at train-the-trainer instruction was 
unsuccessful. While the librarians quickly picked up 
the technical skills needed to work the software, they 
did not receive training in necessary best practices 
for virtual reference service. After a few months, it 
was obvious that many librarians needed remedial 
training focusing on virtual reference service. In-per-
son training was arranged after which the librarians 
felt much more confident.

The second reason for in-house training was to 
make training as convenient as possible for provider 
libraries that volunteer staff time. In addition,  
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personal contact time between KIN24x7 manag-
ers and the front-line librarians proved very help-
ful. After initial training, many KIN24x7 librarians 
worked for more than a year without seeing or talking 
in person with a KIN24x7 manager. However, most 
KIN24x7 librarians feel very comfortable contacting 
KIN24x7 managers with questions and suggestions, 
partly because of the personal training opportunities. 

Basic training is a three-hour, hands-on session, 
usually taking place in a provider library. The coordi-
nator or the specialist will demonstrate the software 
and provide ample practice time for the librarians. In 
addition to technical skills, the class includes discus-
sion of best practices, including effective chat com-
munication, use of proprietary databases, evaluation 
of Web sites, policy and guidelines, and working 
through difficult situations.

The coordinator and the specialist offered an 
advanced training workshop during year two, which 
used peer review activities to foster discussion of 
virtual reference issues and best practices. This 
workshop was offered at five Ohio Library Council 
Chapter Conferences around the state and also at 
many provider libraries. Another advanced workshop 
is being designed for year three.

KnowItNow Marketing Efforts
One thing that sets KnowItNow apart from many 
other services of its kind is the investment made 
in marketing. From the beginning, it was acknowl-
edged that if the service was worth offering, it was 
worth promoting. The managing partners’ belief in 
the importance of marketing was embraced by the 
state library that has provided generous funds for 
promotion of the service. The marketing budget has 
doubled from eighty thousand dollars in year one to 
approximately one hundred sixty thousand dollars in 
years two and three. 

The CCPL is responsible for marketing the service, 
and efforts can be divided into five areas: the launch, 
a grassroots campaign to build local library support, 
media purchasing, outreach to library and school 
professionals, and promotional items.

The statewide KIN24x7 service launched on 
September 7, 2004, at the Northwest branch of the 
Worthington and Columbus Metro libraries with 
approximately seventy-five people in attendance. 
Live demonstrations and promotional materials were 
offered and dignitaries from the library and educa-
tion arenas spoke. Columbus television stations as 
well as the state bureau of National Public Radio cov-
ered the event. 

A grassroots campaign was the focus for the first 
year during which the public libraries in the state 
received the necessary tools to promote the service 
themselves. Prior to the launch, every library direc-
tor in the state received a KIN24x7 media kit com-
plete with a CD of all the media in electronic format. 
It included posters, bookmarks, template press 
releases, promotional tips, Web-ready graphics, talk-
ing points, PowerPoint slide shows, and information 
on how to purchase discounted promotional items. 
These materials were also made available online for 
downloading along with B-roll video clips (video 
without sound) for distribution to the media. 

Media buying has been a priority for the service’s 
marketing dollars. A local media consultant worked 
with the partners to study the media markets and 
promotional opportunities around the state  
including print, radio, and online advertising. In 
the first year, efforts were limited due to funding 
restrictions. 

In year two, advertising targeted young people, 
Spanish speakers, small business owners, and poten-
tial late-night users. Ads were purchased in Spanish 
magazines and newspapers around the state and 
bookmarks were translated into Spanish for distribu-
tion to the Hispanic community. Commercials were 
run on Hispanic radio stations. Banner ads were 
purchased on the Internet to reach nighttime users, 
and we purchased Google search terms in the hope 
of reaching small business persons. Regular com-
mercials were run on radio stations around the state 
in order to reach the general population, especially 
young people. As the service enters its third year, 
many of the same strategies used in the second year 
will continue with a focus on promoting the service 
to the general population. 

Old-fashioned outreach has been critical to the 
success of KnowItNow. Attending both library and 
school conferences as speakers and exhibitors gives 
the partners the opportunity to get the word out 
to thousands of librarians and teachers. The Ohio 
Library Council (OLC) featured KIN24x7 in a special 
edition of Ohio Libraries and the State Librarian pro-
motes the service in the monthly state library news-
letter and through e-mail blasts.

An abundance of promotional materials has been 
distributed. There might not be a teacher or student 
left in the state who doesn’t have a HomeworkNow 
color-changing mood pencil. Mousepads, pens, 
bookmarks, posters, highlighters, pins, and lanyards 
are amongst the many items dispersed. These items 
serve as a constant reminder of the Web address and 
to help keep the service in the minds of the patron. 
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Two lessons were learned from the efforts to 
market and promote the KnowItNow service. First, 
be flexible. The first-year strategy of relying on the 
local library to market the service resulted in very 
inconsistent promotion throughout the state. In year 
two, the partners reassessed the situation and boldly 
asked for twice the marketing budget for media buys 
to target audiences. Despite a 14 percent increase in 
KIN24x7 use from year one to year two, the use by 
targeted audiences was difficult to measure.  
Year three will focus media efforts on the general 
population. 

Second, schools are absolutely critical to the suc-
cess of KIN24x7. Promoting directly to teachers, 
school library and media specialists, and students 
has resulted in steady growth and no doubt, a num-
ber of happy parents. 

Evaluation
An accurate and ongoing evaluation of the statewide 
project has been a priority for both the state library 
and the partners since the inception of KIN24x7. 
The KIN24x7 managers meet once a month to moni-
tor use and review statistics and program activities. 
A Virtual Reference Advisory Council (VRAC) was 
established by the state library to review policies 
and provide feedback and recommendations. This 
group, comprising representatives from a cross sec-
tion of Ohio libraries, meets twice a year. Key issues 
discussed during the first two years have been 
recruitment of additional libraries to provide daytime 
service and securing funding for the project after the 
expiration of LSTA funding. 

The LSTA grant also included funding for the for-
mal evaluation of the project, to be conducted by 
the Kent (Ohio) State University School of Library 
and Information Science (KSU). The evaluation was 
based on an analysis of data collected from years one 
and two of the project. Data sources included survey 
data, interview data, transaction data, and external 
data sources. 

The stated goal of KIN24x7 is “to be the best vir-
tual reference service to the citizens of the state of 
Ohio.”3 Based on the simplicity of the goal, the evalu-
ators decided that the analysis would include mea-
sures of patron satisfaction and cost of the service 
to determine the meaning of best. Access to Ohioans 
would be analyzed by the distribution of use across 
the state and demographic variables related to access 
and use of Internet services. The support and promo-
tion of public libraries in the state was also deter-
mined to be a critical component of the evaluation.4

The results of the evaluated data show that the 
use of KIN24x7 is consistent and at capacity during 
the day and early evening hours. Peak usage occurs 
between 1–4 p.m. Statistics for 2005 show that 81 per-
cent of all contacts were made during the partner 
library hours of staffing, while 19 percent of con-
tacts were made during AfterDark evening hours. 
AfterDark librarians also cover weekend hours, holi-
days, Sundays during summer, and emergency cover-
age during the day. When these additional hours are 
factored in, AfterDark operators provide 24 percent of 
all coverage. The service is busiest during the school 
year and on weekdays, indicative of the tremendous 
use by K–12 students. Data reveals that 57 percent of 
the users of KIN24x7 are younger than eighteen. K–8 
students represent 40 percent of all student usage, 
with high school students coming in at 19 percent 
and college students at 9 percent. 

The KSU evaluation determined that use is dis-
tributed among all income levels with higher income 
individuals showing a slight edge in use. Sixty-nine 
percent of users are Caucasian and 19 percent 
African American. English is the primary language of 
93 percent of all users. Forty-three percent of users 
live in suburban areas, however 33 percent of all 
users represent urban areas, and 25 percent of use 
is from rural areas. Factors utilized to compare use 
among the eighty-eight Ohio counties were afflu-
ence as determined by poverty levels, broadband 
Internet accessibility, population density, educational 
attainment, and percentage of FTE public library 
employees per population. The only relationship that 
was drawn from this county-by-county comparison 
was population density. Use increases directly with 
county population density with the exceptions of 
Hamilton (Cincinnati) and Lucas (Toledo) counties.5

By far the greatest use of the service is for school 
assignments (48 to 67 percent) followed by personal 
interests, and information for work. Users reported 
that their impetus to use KIN24x7 was lack of access 
to the library due to distance, travel time, need for 
information after library hours, and the desire to use 
online information.

Patron satisfaction with KIN24x7 was evaluated 
in terms of general rating of service, ease of use, 
and satisfaction with the KIN24x7 librarians. The 
service was rated excellent or very good by 59 to 65 
percent of users, but 25 percent of users rated the 
service poor or very poor. Dissatisfaction seems to 
be primarily with technical problems encountered 
during time of transaction. Eighty-one percent of 
survey respondents found the service easy to use, 
and another 56 percent found it to be very fast or 
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fast. Two-thirds of the survey respondents rated the 
KIN24x7 librarians as helpful. 

The final factor for evaluative purposes is cost, 
both tangible and intangible. Tangible costs are those 
identified in the proposal’s budget, and intangible 
costs can be defined as those in-kind costs borne by 
the KIN24x7 partner institutions and participating 
libraries providing daytime staffing of the service. 
Tangible costs for KIN24x7 include software fees, 
salaries and benefits of staff from partner institu-
tions, after-hour reference staff, and marketing 
expenses. The KSU study used year two budgetary 
figures and determined that the tangible cost per 
daytime transactions for year two was $3.66 with staff 
expenses borne primarily by partner libraries. The 
nighttime tangible costs are significantly higher due 
to the expense of contract librarians. The KSU evalu-
ation determined that nighttime transaction costs to 
be much higher than $20 per question.6 This figure, 
however, factored in all costs associated with training 
and therefore a more accurate tangible cost, minus 
training expenses, is $14.15.

An analysis of cost per transaction based on the 
total grant amount may be a more useful measure-
ment when determining transactional costs. Using 
this formula cost per transaction in year two would 
be $8.48 and the estimated cost per transaction for 
year three based on a 14 percent increase in volume 
would be $7.29. 

Intangible costs are presented by the in-kind 
contributions of staff time. A total of 1,120 hours 
per week of staff time are given by partner librar-
ies with libraries in Cuyahoga County the dominant 
providers. CPL alone contributes 550 hours per week. 
Significant staff hours are also provided by some of 
the large metropolitan libraries, including Cincinnati 
(eighty-six hours per week), Columbus (fifty-nine 
hours per week), and Dayton (thirty-one hours per 
week). Furthermore, the distribu-
tion of service based on questions 
answered per county and questions 
asked is disproportionate, with some 
counties, such as Cuyahoga and 
Hamilton, serving as “net answerers” 
and other counties such as Franklin 
and Summit serving as “net askers.”7

The KSU Evaluation Report for 
KIN24x7 made ten specific recom-
mendations. Of particular note was 
the recommendation to streamline the 
service to control costs by reducing 
the cost of the AfterDark service and 
by improving coordination of services 

among the KIN24x7 managers. Concern was also 
expressed about the capacity of partner libraries to 
provide the daytime and early evening service and the 
overreliance on some of these libraries. It recognized 
the significant use of the service by K–12 students and 
suggested further marketing to this audience. Also 
recommended was further training to participating 
libraries to increase patron satisfaction.8 

The Future
The future of KIN24x7 as a statewide service funded 
by the state library is uncertain. LSTA funding for 
KIN24x7 at its current level will end June 30, 2007. 
LSTA funds in Ohio are allocated for statewide proj-
ects and granted to individual libraries and consor-
tiums on a competitive basis and are not generally 
used for ongoing programs. The LSTA Advisory 
Council recommended that funding for KIN24x7 be 
available for three years to allow the program to grow 
and prosper. An alternative funding model would 
be developed during the life of the grant. Options 
considered by VRAC include state or private funding, 
a reduced level of LSTA funding, and support from 
participating libraries based on usage and service 
population. No one strategy has been fully embraced, 
but the discussion is taking place in many corners of 
the Ohio library community. 

The one certainty is that KnowItNow 24x7 is a 
popular program and remains the busiest and most 
extensive virtual reference service in the country. 
With more than 176,548 questions answered since 
September 2004 (figure 3), Ohio sets the bar for all 
other virtual reference programs. Its continued suc-
cess depends of the commitment of all institutions 
involved and in the belief of equity of access to infor-
mation that KIN24x7 brings to the 11 million resi-
dents of Ohio.  

figure 3. Monthly Use by Year
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GOING

Mobile
THE KCLS ROVING REFERENCE MODEL 

Who ever knew The Who got it right way back in 1971? “Goin’ mobile,” wrote Pete Townshend, 
“Keep me moving.” Everyone is thinking about doing it, everyone is talking about doing it, and 
some of us are experimenting with it. But what exactly is “it?” Besides being a two-letter word, 

“it” is offering help in the nonfiction stacks to a dad trying to juggle three separate homework assignments. 
“It” is bringing a basket to the children’s area for a grandmother selecting picture books for her grandchildren. 
“It” is finding a line at the print release station and fixing the balky printer. “It” is meeting our patrons wher-
ever and whenever they need help in our buildings.

If we are honest with ourselves, our physical spaces and our services are not necessarily transparent to our 
patrons. While we try to design our new buildings or remodel our old ones to maximize our patrons’ ability to 
find what they need using a variety of concepts and techniques, we often fall short. Do your own experiment. 
Walk into a branch in your own library system or visit a neighboring library you haven’t visited before. Find 
the copy machine. Or better yet, find the oversized books collection. How long did you wander through the 
building before you found what you needed? Or did you give up and ask a staff member? Now, try this experi-
ment in a retail setting. Visit a new store with the goal of buying a product that you actually need. Did you 
find the product? Did you need help finding the right aisle? How long did it take you to find a sales person to 
ask for help? If you were lucky (and you happened to be shopping in Nordstrom), you probably found a sales 
associate quickly or the sales associate found you first. However, in most retail settings, you might have to 
search for assistance, and all too frequently, the only sales assistance available might be a cashier at the end of 
a long check-out line. Did you wait to ask for help or did you leave the store, frustrated and empty-handed?

King County (Wash.) Library System (KCLS) posed these same types of service and way-finding ques-
tions to our patrons.1 Even though we pride ourselves on our customer service ethos, and our patrons over-
whelmingly agree, we still feel it is important to look carefully at their needs. We know the trends in declining 
reference statistics, yet we still have plenty of folks in our buildings. Yes, our computer stations are always 
occupied. Yes, the story times are filled. Yes, our circulation and door counts keep rising. Nevertheless, we 
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wanted to know if patrons with informational needs 
left our libraries empty-handed. So we decided to 
find our patrons and ask if they needed help.

Through a pilot project in 2003, with four 
branches ranging in physical size from 6,500 square 
feet to more than 22,600 square feet, KCLS got clear 
answers on both an experiential and a statistical 
level. Our patrons, contacted by library staff out on 
the public floor, needed ready reference help, in-
depth help, and machine assistance. We also discov-
ered that roving staff regularly attended to behavior 
and security issues. 

Statistics gave us the breakdown of types of ques-
tions and the number of patrons contacted (see  
figure 1). 

These four categories taken together, in addi-
tion to a category we identified as “Hand-Offs,” 
accounted for more than 60 percent of the questions 
we addressed as rovers. Hand-offs refer to a situation 
in which rovers need to hand a patron to another 
staff person, who then completes the interaction. 
Situations that may result in a rover needing to hand 
off a patron include:

n	 the need to use a computer to consult databases 
or Web sites to answer a question;

n	 it may require more time to answer a question 
than a rover can devote; or

n	 the question is circulation-related.

About 40 percent of our con-
tacts involved interacting with 
patrons who did not need assis-
tance. This category was labeled 
“Contact/No Help.” The number 
of contacts was surprising. During 
a three-month period, rovers in 
the four branches contacted a 
whopping 4,098 patrons. Of that 
total number, roving staff pro-
vided direct help or some kind of 
assistance to 2,522 patrons. 

These numbers were compel-
ling. Roving clearly identified a 
subset of patrons that we had 
not been serving effectively. 
Therefore, the pilot project 
staff recommended that rov-
ing become a public services 
expectation in all KCLS branches. 
During the following three years 
(including a second pilot project 
phase for developing guidelines, 

definitions, and forms; please see appendixes 1 and 
2), branches developed roving plans and took the 
initial steps of scheduling staff to rove. The branches 
also worked with staff to implement a transition 
from seeing themselves as being scheduled “at the 
desk” to being scheduled “on the floor.”2 Obviously, 
we continue to keep statistics. What’s most striking 
about our statistics is that the percentages of types 
of questions have remained consistent throughout 
our statistical survey periods. In our most recent sur-
vey week (March/April 2006), 38 branches reported 
4,127 contacts, while roving staff provided help to 
2,140 patrons (Reference, Hand-Offs, and Machine 
Assistance; see figure 2). 

But statistics don’t tell the full story. Roving creates 
an enormous change for staff as it calls for a different 
perspective on staff roles on the public floor. It often 
requires staff to move outside their personal comfort 
zones to assist patrons. It may also require additional 
public service face time for staff, depending on the 
specific roving model adopted and the number of 
staff scheduled to rove. If staff increase their public 
face time, staff and supervisors must review off-desk 
projects and responsibilities to create a successful 
balance of public and backroom staff time.

Roving Scheduling Models 
The four pilot libraries experimented with a variety of 
roving scheduling models, which the rest of the sys-

figure 1. KCLS Roving Pilot Project, October–December 
2003

Total encounters:  4,098
Number of Branches:  4

Ready Reference
Machine
Hand-Off
In-Depth
Contact/No Help
Ambience/Behavior

Reference
1,039

25.35%

Machine Assistance
882

21.52%

Contact/No Help
1,576

38.46%

Ambience/Behavior
295

7.2%

In-Depth
217

5.3%

Hand Offs
89

2.17%
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tem’s branches adopted with some variations in the 
intervening years. In the branches larger than 10,000 
square feet, where our information desks are gener-
ally staffed with two librarians, one person is identi-
fied as the “rover.” Initially, the goal for the rover was 
to rove as much as possible during a one-hour shift, 
while still attending to the activities at the informa-
tion desk. While this was a lofty goal, it was simply 
not practical or effective. Staff need-
ed more concrete goals. After all, 
roving for most staff involved chang-
ing long-standing patterns of patron 
interaction. Traditionally, staff have 
comfortably sat behind a desk or 
counter and waited for patrons to 
come to them. Roving requires a dif-
ferent world view.

We modified our goals by ask-
ing staff to rove, at a minimum, for 
a total of fifteen to twenty minutes 
during a one-hour shift. If a staff 
member consciously leaves the desk 
four times an hour, it is relatively 
easy to document the roving time 
and for staff to account for that time. 
From the earliest ventures into rov-
ing, we asked staff to record their 
contacts with patrons and quickly 
developed a standardized form, 
known as the “pink slip,” to record 
types of contacts (see figure 3). 

We use these slips, both for gath-
ering systemwide statistics and as 
helpful prompts for roving. One 
branch, for example, asks staff to fill 
in a pink slip for one hour each day. 

Some of the larger branches also 
schedule a dedicated third-person 
rover during selected hours. This 
usually happens after school or in 
the early evening when the branch is 
buzzing with students, the after-work 
crowd, evening programs, and story 
times. The goal for this dedicated 
third-person rover is to stay out on 
the floor for an entire hour. When a 
building is truly busy, the dedicated 
rover is essential for assisting patrons 
throughout the branch and often 
helps in preventing lines from form-
ing at the information desk.

KCLS’ smaller branches adopted 
a number of different roving mod-

els and schedules. These branches generally have 
a single service point with two work positions, 
an accounts position and a reference position. 
During the pilot project, the staff in our two smaller 
branches made the following observations: (1) staff 
often had a panoramic view of the building from the 
service point, and (2) both the librarian and library 
assistant naturally found themselves out on the floor 

figure 3. KCLS Roving Reference Tally Form

figure 2. KCLS Roving Activity, March 27–April 2, 2006

Total roving encounters:  4,127
Total number of branches that roved:  38

Total roving hours:  246.25 hrs./14,775 mins.
Total branch staff that roved:  358

Reference
Hand Offs
Machine Assistance
Behavioral Issues
Help Declined

Reference
1,151

27.89%

Machine Assistance
936

22.68%

Behavioral Issues
312

7.56%

Hand Offs
89

2.16%

Help Declined
1,639

39.71%
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because they had multiple responsibili-
ties and cross-training. A library assistant 
scheduled at the accounts position, for 
example, could easily be on the floor for a 
few minutes helping with the computers 
while the back-up staff member covered 
the service point. 

What Do I Do Now  
That I’m on the Floor?
The art of roving is to make yourself avail-
able to patrons at their point of need, or 
in the words of one KCLS patron, at their 
“point of puzzlement.” Does this mean 
that we need to ask every patron if he or 
she needs help? The question of “Who do 
I approach” is, in fact, the most discussed 
issue raised by roving. It underscores dif-
ferences in our basic personalities. For 
introverts, approaching patrons in the 
stacks to initiate a conversation about their 
information needs often stretches their 
personal comfort zone. For extroverts, the 
very same action is probably part of the 
pleasure of working with the public. At the 
same time, whether we’re introverts, extro-
verts, or somewhere in between, many of 
us are sensitive about invading a patron’s 
personal space. As consumers ourselves, 
we know what it’s like to walk into a gro-
cery store or any other retail business and 
be asked by a succession of sales staff, 
“Are you finding what you need?” or some 
variation thereof. We all have different tolerances for 
that type of interaction; however, our own experi-
ences affect our attitudes towards our own patrons. 
Whether the patron will welcome the question or 
be annoyed at the interruption is a concern all of us 
share. Contacting and assisting patrons requires us 
to learn how to approach patrons and to extend our-
selves comfortably. 

Experienced rovers develop their own sixth sense 
about identifying patrons to approach. Common 
sense tells us to approach the patron peering intently 
at the Dewey chart hanging on a nonfiction end 
panel. Common sense also tells us to walk past the 
patron working intently on a laptop in the magazine 
area. But what about the murky area in between? 
Perhaps the best advice comes from Cole Porter: 
“Anything goes.” Some rovers approach nearly every-
one in the building, while others are more selective. 
At KCLS, we have, however, identified certain situa-

tions and locations where patrons usually need and 
welcome the attention. Adults with children in tow 
in the nonfiction stacks most likely signals “home-
work assignments.” Patrons wandering circuitously 
through the fiction ranges may well need some help 
finding a specific genre. And, as you would expect, 
computer users regularly need assistance with a 
range of issues, from the most basic, “How do I get 
on the computer?” to the time-consuming, “I need to 
buy an airline ticket but I don’t have e-mail,” to the 
most frustrating, “I just lost all of my work because 
the computer shut down.” Schedule time at your staff 
meetings to discuss experiences and to identify com-
mon situations. These discussions on roving must be 
an ongoing part of staff meetings to build confidence 
for an activity that is inherently subjective but can be 
improved by sharing experiences and strategies. 

Rovers develop many different verbal opening 
lines to ask patrons. We regularly use, “Are you find-
ing what you need?” and its many variations. Another 
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favorite is the generic, “How are you doing?” One line 
that regularly results in a laugh is, “I’m the roving 
librarian. May I help with anything?” At any time, a 
smile, a nod, or a simple “hello” is more than enough 
to start the interaction. Basic welcoming behavior is 
the key to the rovers’ effectiveness on the floor. We 
need to let our patrons know that we’re available. 
We can do that proactively by approaching patrons 
and asking them directly if they need assistance, or 
we can let the patrons know we are only a few steps 
away. A smile is an amazingly powerful tool—one 
that can be utilized by those rovers who feel uncom-
fortable with a more direct approach to patrons. One 
staff member shared a story recently about smil-
ing at a patron as she walked into the library and 
passed by the information desk on her way to the 
computers. Fifteen minutes later, the same patron 
sought out that staff member, who had been rov-
ing and was currently at the far end of the building. 
The patron passed by a second, closer, and available 
staff member at the information desk to find the first 
staff member who had originally smiled at her as she 
came into the library. That’s smile power!

We have all probably been called “busy bees” at 
one time or another in our lives, and it’s true that 
staff want to know how to keep busy in between 
patrons. We want to be doing something after we 
help those patrons who need it, because our instinct 
is to return to a service desk. The question is: “How 
can we stay out on the floor, make ourselves avail-
able, and feel useful? Roving provides many opportu-
nities from merchandizing the collection to silencing 
cell phones. Over time, we have developed a simple 
checklist of floor activities for our roving staff: 

n	 restock new book and paperback displays;
n	 restock display books in stacks and on range ends;
n	 restock flyers;
n	 weed on condition;
n	 push in book ends and straighten shelves;
n	 reshelve nonoversize books placed on bottom 

shelves; 
n	 reset catalog-only computer screens to fresh 

search screens;
n	 reset Internet computers to log-in screens;
n	 pick-up trash and push in chairs;

n	 reshelve reference items from reference cart; 
n	 help patrons with self-checkout;
n	 address noise and behavior issues; and
n	 remain available.

The key is to find activities that fit the particular 
physical configuration of the building and the spe-
cific roving model adopted by the branch. In one 
larger KCLS branch, the staff decided a rover, who 
was the second person assigned to the information 
desk, should stay within visual contact of the desk 
after completing a circuit of the entire building. This 
allows the rover to focus on restocking the new book 
displays as well as assisting patrons at self-checkout 
and at the public computers. These are additional 
roving activities that keep the rover on the floor and 
available to the public. All of these activities create 
opportunities to interact with patrons in a different 
way from the traditional interaction at a fixed service 
point. While restocking new books and paperbacks, 
the effective rover has a built-in opportunity to start 
a conversation with a patron about books. Even the 
line, “Let me get out of your way,” may open the door 
for further interaction. Offering the same patron the 
newly arrived paperbacks on the shelving cart cre-
ates an even more appreciative patron and limitless 
opportunities for readers’ advisory. 

Training
In many ways, roving is simply an extension of the 
public service skills we use every day at the desk but 
in a slightly different context. We’ve come to appreci-
ate this insight throughout the years, but not before 
we thought carefully about the need for develop-
ing formal training. As with any training, we first 
needed to identify the skills that needed developing. 
We came to the conclusion after hundreds of hours 
of roving that roving skills boiled down to exhibit-
ing excellent customer service skills. A smile is a 
smile is a smile, whether the staff member is stand-
ing at the information desk or walking in the stacks. 
KCLS had been providing customer service skills 
training through its class known as “SMART about 
Customer Service.” An earlier iteration of “SMART,” 
which stands for Skills for More Adept Reference 

“”

Common sense tells us to approach the patron 
peering intently at the Dewey chart hanging  
on a nonfiction end panel.
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Transactions, had been offered to all librarians since 
1996. The refined, half-day “SMART about Customer 
Service” class is now required for all public services 
staff including librarians, library associates, and 
library assistants. Its objectives are: (1) to model four 
behaviors that demonstrate approachability, listen-
ing, informing, and closure,  (2) to learn when and 
how to make referrals, as appropriate, and (3) to 
develop a personal plan to help improve customer 
interactions. 

That last objective, to develop a personal plan 
to help improve customer interactions, may be the 
key to instituting a successful roving service. We’ve 
learned that roving requires a personal commitment 
by staff to extend themselves to patrons throughout 
the library. The goal is to move seamlessly from ser-
vice points in our buildings to the public floor. While 
scheduling models may help give structure and set 
parameters for roving, staff must be willing to moni-
tor their own behavior and change it. At KCLS, roving 
is now a public services expectation, and as such, 
roving will become part of our staff performance 
review process. One effective tool is for supervisors 
and staff to sit down regularly to develop and review 
roving behaviors and goals. It’s a truism that chang-
ing behavior patterns is difficult, but we also know 
that setting small goals is a tried-and-true method 
for developing new behaviors. A staff member tied 
to checking e-mail at the information desk may start 
with five-minute periods on the floor. Another staff 
member, who finds it difficult to approach patrons, 

may focus roving time in the computer area where 
patrons will most likely find the staff member. 
Gradually, staff can learn to extend themselves and 
become more comfortable in these newer roles on 
the public floor. 

Group dynamics may also be useful for energiz-
ing staff. Identify a core group of staff that is already 
excited about roving. Use the core group as training 
buddies. Develop teams of both committed rovers 
and those who are reluctant or resistant and schedule 
these teams to work together at the desk. Make sure 
each team identifies the rover for that hour, and ask 
the team to debrief each other at the end of the shift. 
Post a roving “moment of the week.” By all means, give 
staff an opportunity to share successful roving experi-
ences. Is there anything more powerful than hearing 
about helping a non-English speaker find English as a 
Second Language materials after the rover found the 
patron wandering through adult fiction? 

One issue we did not anticipate as a function of 
roving was the need for security and personal safety 
training. Rovers, simply by being out on the floor, 
discover more behavior and security issues in some 
of our buildings. Staff requested additional training, 
which KCLS offers as “Prepare Training.” This class 
provides models and strategies for managing poten-
tially disruptive or even dangerous situations. In 
other branches, monitoring behavior has become a 
selling point for roving. The staff members’ presence 
on the floor helps to control behavior before it esca-
lates into a more serious problem.

the traditional reference desk at the lake Hills Branch, before it was remodeled.
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Infrastructure Changes
We know that personal interaction with patrons is 
the heart of the roving experience, and we know 
that each staff member’s individual commitment to 
leaving the information desk is the critical factor in 
successful roving. We have also experimented with a 
number of infrastructure changes that have helped 
support roving by making it easier and more conve-
nient for staff to be on the floor and away from their 
desks. These infrastructure changes include redesign-
ing our reference desks, adding OPAC access in our 
stacks, integrating our reference collections (in our 
smaller branches) with the nonfiction collection, and 
finding ways to use wireless communication devices. 

Desks As Barriers
We have always suspected that our traditional ref-
erence desks might be a barrier to service. Some 
patrons may be reluctant to seek help at our desks 
because they don’t want to appear ignorant. Others 
are embarrassed to talk about medical or legal con-
cerns in such a public arena, and some may feel 
unable to adequately communicate. Of course, we’ve 
all had the experience of the impatient patron who 
doesn’t like waiting in lines. But, our experiences with 
roving have allowed us to identify the most signifi-
cant barrier of traditional desks: presenting ourselves 
at the desk.

Sitting behind the desk, responding to e-mail, 
and working on schedules or any number of other 
projects prevents staff from exhibiting such welcom-
ing behaviors as smiling, making eye contact, or 
saying hello. Our desk behavior often gives patrons 
the impression they would be interrupting our work 
should they ask a question. 

To make our branches and staff appear more 
customer friendly, KCLS is redesigning its reference 
desks. The goals for our redesigns are: 

n	 reduce the amount of work surface available to 
limit the amount of staff work being done at our 
desks;

n	 minimize storage space so the desk areas look 
neater;

n	 create a more friendly, interactive environment for 
patrons

n	 provide staff with easy egress from behind a desk 
to the floor; and

n	 provide staff with height-adjustable desks that 
would be ergonomically beneficial to staff while 
accommodating children and those patrons 
needing to sit.

KCLS first attempted to redesign reference desks 
at the Lake Hills branch, using commercially avail-
able products. 

The components selected for Lake Hills allowed 
us to accomplish several goals. We reduced the 
amount of available work surface along with storage 
space. Each desk component was height-adjust-
able. In addition, this design enabled staff to work 
side-by-side with patrons—no longer did the patron 
or librarian have to crane their neck or stretch over 
a countertop to see a computer screen. This design 
optimized egress to the public floor and enhanced 
staffs’ ability to rove. The design, however, presented 
several difficulties. Patrons regularly walked behind 
staff, tapping them on the shoulder for help, distress-
ing the staff member. The design also caused confu-
sion for patrons on where to queue for assistance.

Our search continues for the perfect reference 
desk—a design that would support both staff’s abil-
ity to rove as well as create a welcoming environ-
ment for patrons. KCLS now uses kidney-shaped 
desks, designed as accounts desks, in remodeled 
branches. In larger branches, several desks are 
placed together. 

The goal of remodeling has been to open up our 
entrance areas, allowing patrons a feeling of spa-
ciousness and giving a more intimate, friendly feeling 
to our assistance points. 

As part of our redesign efforts, KCLS no longer 
refers to our desks as “reference desks” but rather as 
“assistance” or “service points.” KCLS changed the 
terminology to help staff navigate the substantive 
behavioral changes in the transition to roving.

How Do Reference Providers  
Get All Their Work Done If They 
Can’t Take Work to the Desk? 
Librarians
As service on the public floor becomes the primary 
focus of the typical work day, it is critical to evaluate 
off-desk responsibilities for projects and programs. 
As a system, KCLS looked at a number of backroom 
activities and developed more efficient ways to 
accomplish them. For example, in the area of collec-
tion development, KCLS continued to reduce local 
branch responsibilities and increase centralized 
selection. 

While local staff continue to have some selec-
tion responsibilities, the discretionary selection lists 
have been reduced in number and in size. KCLS also 
looked at scheduling, a time-consuming activity at 
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best, and decided to implement a new scheduling 
software called When to Work at our branches. The 
software allows us to quickly see gaps in the schedule 
and to keep track of staff vacations, sick leave, and 
meetings. Other efforts to reduce off-desk responsi-
bilities include limiting storytime planning through 
program-preparation sharing among children’s 
librarians in one cluster of libraries, setting guide-
lines for local labeling of materials, and increasing 
the centralized materials processing.

The Team Weeding process is another way KCLS 
tried to free up librarians to be more proactive with 
patrons. KCLS traditionally assigns branch librarians 
Dewey sections to evaluate and weed on an ongoing 
basis. More often than not, librarians give this activ-
ity low priority; however, regular weeding at KCLS is 
critical to the integrity of the collection.

To develop a systemwide weeding program, KCLS 
piloted the Team Weeding concept in 2002. Team 
Weeding is a substantial half-day weed for a specific 

the new kidney-shaped desk at the newport Way Branch allows staff and patrons to work side by side.

the reconfigured reference area at the Bothell regional library gives a more friendly feeling to assistance points and 
provides a sense of spaciousness to our entrance area.
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branch, focusing on collection areas that local staff 
identify as needing targeted attention. Combined 
with a budget commitment to subject gap replace-
ment, each weed brings together staff from various 
branches as well as central collection management 
staff. This team process contributed to local staff 
learning to trust each other in their weeding choices, 
and branch staff now see Team Weeding as a success-
ful investment of time and energy. 

Library Assistants
KCLS also devoted substantial time and energy to 
reducing library assistants’ backroom workload, aim-
ing to reduce the number of repetitive work-related 
injuries and allow staff to keep up with the ever-
increasing amount of circulation. 

To accomplish these goals, KCLS relied on new 
technologies and utilized old technologies in creative 
ways. We started with self-checkout stations and plac-
ing holds on the public floor for patrons to pick up. 

KCLS now has 147 self-checkout stations; in 
June 2006 they accounted for 74 percent of the total 
monthly circulation. From January to June 2006, self-
checkout stations were used for 77 percent of check-
outs, which represents 6,001,084 checkouts.

We followed self-checkout stations with tote 
check-in, which allowed a box of materials to be 
checked in by scanning a single barcode, both for 
materials returning to their home branches and for 
filled holds. KCLS invested an enormous amount of 
development time and financial resources to bring 

the technologies together to support tote check-in. 
While self-checkout for patrons and tote check-in 
certainly increased our efficiency in handling our 
backroom work, our expectations for roving for 
library assistants in larger buildings have not yet 
been met. This is the result of the increased workload 
generated by a continual rise in circulation activity.

Wireless Communication Devices
An ongoing activity at the reference desks is answer-
ing phone-in reference questions. KCLS considered 
channeling all branch reference questions to a cen-
tralized queue based on a telephone menu option. 
A centralized telephone reference queue created the 
need to find ways to seamlessly refer some patron 
phone calls back to their home branches. Using wire-
less communication devices would enable staff to 
answer these types of referrals anywhere they were in 
their buildings. No longer would they need to be tied 
to a desk telephone. Unfortunately, the cost analysis 
for such a centralized phone reference queue proved 
both cost- and staffing-prohibitive. 

However, the idea of using wireless communica-
tion devices in the branches persisted. In 2004, KCLS 
piloted the use of such devices in eleven branches 
involved in phase II of the roving pilot project. Our 
goals for wireless communication were to:

n	 turn off the auto-attendant during open hours;
n	 create a hands-free, ergonomically friendly work 

environment;

team weeders at the Kingsgate Branch focus on evaluating 
materials in specific dewey areas.

the newport Way Branch’s height-adjustable self check-out 
stations provide convenient work surfaces for patrons.
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n	 give staff the ability to answer their phones from 
anywhere within their buildings;

n	 give backroom staff the ability to transfer calls to a 
rover;

n	 place calls on hold from a headset; and 
n	 call a rover back to the desk.

Using headsets came with a few obstacles. The 
unit needed to be “married” to a deskset phone to 
place calls on hold, thus not allowing roving staff to 
place calls on hold using their headsets. The system 
did not allow patrons and staff to know when a staff 
person was “on a call.” Staff developed a number 
of signing techniques to let both patrons and their 
colleagues know they were on a phone call, but 
the inability to place calls on hold with the headset 
ended use of this device for roving purposes.

KCLS will reexamine using wireless communica-
tion devices in our buildings. In July 2006, KCLS 
banned cell phone usage in all of the branches, and 
the use of walkie-talkies or other communication 
devices might be incompatible with the new build-
ing ambiance. We are currently exploring the use of 
a chime or buzzer system to call rovers back to the 
information desk. 

What Else Can Be  
Done to Support Roving? 
OPAC Access
KCLS consists of forty-three branches grouped into 
sixteen clusters. Our branches range in size from 
80,000 square feet to 1,053 square feet of rental space. 
KCLS has 1,100 computers in these branches for 
patron use, however, very few are in close proximity 
to the stacks. Most public computers are clustered 
into groups near the service desks. 

The lack of catalog access in the stacks proved to 
be a significant hindrance to our roving staff in their 
efforts to provide patrons with seamless reference 
assistance at their point of need. Too frequently, staff 
must accompany patrons to a fixed service point 
containing an OPAC station just to look up a book 
title or Dewey number. The need for more customer-
friendly technology was evident. 

We tried many different ways to provide catalog 
access in stack areas during our two pilot phases, 
including portable tablets and Palm devices, but 
staff found them difficult to use. They were too awk-
ward to hold, and staff worried about losing them 
or someone stealing the devices. Many staff forgot 
to recharge the devices, too. We even tried attach-
ing the devices to carts that staff pushed around as 
they roved! In desperation, we mounted a tablet with 

security brackets to a cement column; however, in 
less than a week, this tablet (clearly labeled “not a 
laptop”) was stolen.

A tour of the newly opened Ballard Branch of 
the Seattle Public Library (SPL) helped solve the 
problem. Based on SPL’s stack-end OPAC units, our 
facilities department developed a prototype OPAC 
end-panel unit that would meet our needs. In addi-
tion to usability, the successful unit had to meet a 
number of safety and design concerns. The design 
needed to have no sharp corners, a minimum exten-
sion beyond the end panel, and had to fit on a num-
ber of different size end panels. 

KCLS now has forty-five stack-end OPAC units 
installed in thirteen regional and resource branches. 
The largest regional branch, Bellevue, received eight 
while the smallest resource size branch received two. 
In 2007, KCLS anticipates installing fifty-four more 
units in twenty-two additional branches. The units 
give patrons and staff access to both the catalog and 
databases; KCLS designed the units for use from a 
standing position, which discourages patrons from 
monopolizing the unit for long periods of time.

Anecdotally, we know that both staff and patrons 
have taken to these units as ducks to water; however, 
a more in-depth evaluation is necessary. A survey 
form has been created (see appendix 3), and staff 
will be asked to complete it as part of a fall reference 
survey. Information compiled from this OPAC survey 
will allow KCLS to decide how best to incorporate 
future catalog access into the stack areas, especially 
in the design of several new branches scheduled for 
construction in 2007–2008. 

Reference Integration
To meet our goal of giving staff the necessary tools, 
training, and resources to provide seamless reference 
service in a roving environment, we also needed to 
evaluate the collections and their locations in the 
branches.

As we all know, books on the same subject can 
be located in several different areas in a library. 
Information on the same topic may be found in adult 
nonfiction, in juvenile collections, in reference, and 
even in media collections. Information on a sub-
ject may be located in two different call numbers, 
depending on when the material was purchased 
and processed. How many times do staff members, 
familiar with the library, take patrons from one point 
to another in our stacks, trying to find the right infor-
mation to answer their questions? How often do we 
turn to databases or Google rather than our print  
collections to answer patron questions?
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At KCLS, we know that print reference materi-
als use declines in favor of using databases or the 
Internet. KCLS currently subscribes to more than 
seventy-five databases, and the library recently pur-
chased the Gale Virtual Reference Library (GVRL), 
which contains more than 360 reference titles. 
Purchasing GVRL significantly impacted the number 
of reference titles we normally purchase in print for-
mat. It should not come as a surprise that use of our 
print reference collections continues to decline. It is 
also likely that the segregation of reference collec-
tions from adult nonfiction collections contributes to 
decreased use.

Therefore, in a roving environment, it made sense 
to examine the relationship between print reference 
collections and adult nonfiction collections. At KCLS, 
reference collections contain adult, teen, and juve-
nile titles and sets. For the past several years, KCLS 
refocused its reference collections from being “just in 
case” collections to being “just in time” collections. 
This change enabled staff to incorporate a number 
of reference titles into the circulating collections, 
particularly in some of the smaller branches. KCLS 
gave branches that wanted to integrate their refer-
ence books three options to do so for each item. Staff 
could: 

n	 change the status of a reference book to 
circulating;

n	 shelve the item with the circulating collection 
but have the status remain reference (with an “In 
Library Use Only” spine label); and

n	 shelve the item separately near the reference desk 
as a ready reference item.

Do patrons really check out titles that were previ-
ously reference only? Circulation statistics tell us they 
do. From a roving standpoint, reference integration 
enabled staff to provide our patrons with the percep-
tion of seamless service. In these branches, no longer 
do staff and patrons have to walk hither and yonder 
looking for books on a particular subject since they 
are now shelved in one location.

Another benefit of reference integration is the abil-
ity to provide patrons with the most current informa-
tion on a subject. In the past, when a new edition of 
a standing order item arrived, KCLS placed it in refer-
ence, with the older edition placed in the circulating 
collection. It became apparent that we might be pro-
viding outdated information to patrons for checkout. 
Now it is easy for staff to weed outdated editions of 
a title since all copies of that title appear together on 

a shelf. If branches choose to keep older editions on 
their shelves, then patrons at least have the option of 
deciding which one they want to checkout or to use 
in the library. Staff at branches with integrated collec-
tions report an enhanced ability to rove. 

What We Learned: A Summary
We learned that we were not serving a significant 
number of patrons in our buildings, and that refer-
ence staff could identify and assist patrons by roving 
the public floor.

We learned that effective roving was an extension 
of such classic welcoming behavior as smiles, nods, 
and eye contact. 

We learned that staff viewed roving as a significant 
change in the way they did their jobs.

We learned that roving needed to be scheduled 
and to be part of staff performance reviews.

We learned that to provide patrons with seamless 
assistance, we needed to have OPAC access in our 
stacks. 

We learned that staff needed to be able to call 
rovers back to a fixed service point to handle patron 
lines and telephone calls.

We learned that seamless service meant rethinking 
how we display and use our collections. 

We learned we needed to free staff from many of 
their daily routines so they could provide patrons 
with prompt, customer-friendly service at the point 
of need.

We learned that traditional reference desks are 
seen by some patrons as barriers to their informa-
tional needs. 

We learned that staff needs to have easy egress 
from behind their desks to provide an effective roving 
service. 

We learned that the end result of roving is being 
able to provide patrons with assistance when it is 
needed in a prompt, customer-friendly way at the 
patrons’ “point of puzzlement.”  

Notes
 1. In 2006, Lisa Fernow of Fernow Consulting 

defined “way-finding” for KCLS “as ranging from 
the more narrow, the orderly structuring and 
presenting of information” to the more general, 
helping people find their way. Way-finding 
includes signage, posted announcements, 
merchandising and permanent display of the 
collection, general library layout.” Fernow also 
noted, “That it is visual, audio and tactile.” 
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Further Reading

 2. Presently, roving is scheduled in thirty-eight of 
KCLS’ forty-three branches. We excluded two 
branches situated in shopping malls, which have 
no reference services available on site as well as 

three of our smallest branches, those with  
fewer than 2,500 square feet and with limited 
service hours.
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Appendix 1. KCLS Roving Guidelines 
Roving is a scheduled activity. It requires that a staff person be on the floor moving throughout the building 
actively looking for patrons to assist. The purpose of roving is to identify and help people with informational 
needs or those needing computer and technical assistance who might not seek assistance from a fixed service 
point but will respond to an open invitation from a rover when asked, “Are you finding what you need?” 

Who Should Rove?
In Small and Medium branches, it is expected that Librarians (Teen, Children’s, and Adult librarians) as well 
as Library Assistants will be scheduled as rovers. In most Large, Resource, and Regional branches only Teen, 
Children’s, and Adult librarians are currently being scheduled as rovers. Pages are not to be scheduled as rov-
ers. No Page activity should be counted as roving activity. 

Count As Roving Time:

n Roving is a scheduled activity. Count as roving activity only the actual amount of time spent “on the floor” 
roving which means making yourself available to help patrons.

n When two people are scheduled to work at a fixed service point, the person designated/scheduled as the 
rover is expected to leave the desk during quiet times to circulate either in/near the desk or throughout the 
building. This type of roving is expected to take place two or more times each hour and should total about 
twenty minutes per hour. 

n Desk staff walking back to a fixed service point after helping a patron whose question originated at a 
service desk and is proactively/consciously looking for patrons to help or is approached by patrons  
seeking help.

n Remember to count only the actual time spent roving and not the amount of time scheduled. (You may 
be scheduled to rove one-half hour but are only able to be “on the floor” roving for fifteen minutes. Count 
fifteen minutes as roving time not the half hour.)

Do Not Count As Roving Time:

n Questions asked and answered at a fixed service point;
n Questions asked at a fixed service desk that require staff to work with the patrons in the stacks;
n Library Assistants shelving holds or showing patrons how to use Self Checkout since this is not scheduled 

roving time but part of their regular floor activity. 

What to Count?
Each staff person involved in roving needs to complete a pink tally form for each time period they rove. Any 
kind of reference interaction, regardless of length of time involved, should be tallied in the Reference column. 
Tally as a “Hand Off” those times when a rover needs to give (hand off) a patron to another staff person for 
more in-depth assistance regardless of reason.

What to Count As Behavioral Issues?
If a rover’s attention is attracted to an area due to noise, or other types of distractions it should be tallied as 
“Behavioral” regardless if staff has to issue a verbal warning or not. Therefore, count as Behavioral Issues giv-
ing that “infamous” warning look to patrons.
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Appendix 2. KCLS Tally Definitions
Roving is a scheduled activity. When roving, staff should be proactively looking for patrons to help. Staff is 
expected to roam throughout their buildings and not limit themselves to a particular area, section or  
department.

Reference
Count those questions that can be quickly answered that involve a reference interview and the locating of 
resources to answer the question. Count questions that are directional in nature that involves taking a patron 
to a different location within the building. 

Questions requiring the use of databases or OPAC may be time consuming and, therefore, make you 
unavailable to rove. Rovers have the choice of handing the question off to desk staff or answering the ques-
tion. Count as Hand Offs those questions referred to desk staff. Count as Reference those questions you 
answer by using a database or OPAC. Answering such questions may take you “off the floor” so you need to 
consider if you can: 

n leave the floor for a short period of time 
n how busy desk staff is at the time 
n is a computer available
n how soon can you return to roving

If desk staff is not busy, then hand off the question. If desk staff is busy but a computer is available you may 
decide to answer the question and then return to your roving activities. Remember to return to your roving 
activities as quickly as possible. 

Hand Offs
Count as Hand Offs only those interactions where the rover actually needs to leave a patron with another staff 
person who then works with the patron. Count as Hand Offs those interactions that may: 

n require more time to answer
n require use of databases
n require checking holds or My Account information 
n require circulation related questions
n need help placing holds or locating holds (applies to Large, Resource, and Regional libraries)

Machine Assistance 
Count as Machine Assistance helping patrons with computer/printer problems; Self-Checkout; Telus; Print 
Management problems; photocopier; or microfilm reader/printer problems. 

Behavioral Issues 
Reference staff has traditionally been involved in maintaining discipline and order in a building.  Rovers are 
also expected to be involved in maintaining order and discipline. Rovers may experience/encounter more 
behavioral problems during their time on the floor since they are “on the floor” and roaming throughout the 
building. Therefore count as Behavioral Issues those times when a rover’s attention is attracted to an area due 
to noise or other types of distractions since an “official” presence is required regardless if a verbal warning is 
needed. Also count as Behavioral Issues giving that “infamous” warning look to patrons. 

Help Offered/Declined
In a proactive roving environment staff will approach a number of patrons who will decline the “May I 
help you” offer of assistance. Count each of these offers of assistance. Experience shows that after being 
approached, some patrons will later ask for help from a rover.  An offer of assistance is part of the roving  
experience.
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Appendix 3. Stack End OPAC Survey

1. How are you using the stack end OPAC units?
 a. Catalog (author/title/subject)
 b. Databases
 c. Call number search
 d. Other (Please explain)

2. How often are you using the stack end OPAC units?
 a. Just when roving
 b. Whenever I happen to be “on the floor” and helping a patron
 c. Other (Please explain)

3. How have the stack end OPAC units improved your roving experience?

4. Have you seen patrons using the stack end OPAC units?  Yes [  ]     No [  ]

 If yes, did you stop to ask if assistance was needed?  Yes [  ]     No [  ]

5. How have stack end OPAC units improved your ability to provide quality library service to your patrons?

6. Do you feel there are enough stack end OPAC units in your branch?

7. What technical problems have you encountered with the stack end OPAC units?

8. Any comments/suggestions/testimonials you would like to share?

The New Planning for Results Online Course

Are you thinking about working on a strategic plan for your library, or is it time to update your old stra-
tegic plan? Get the information you need to do it right in PLA’s newest e-learning course. In this course, 
you will work with the staff of the Anytown Public Library as they develop a new library strategic plan. 
The self-paced curriculum features interactive exercises, collaborative work, threaded discussions, and 
online chats with June Garcia, an experienced library administrator and consultant, to discuss library 
planning issues. The course can be completed in an average of six hours of online work and five hours 
of offline work (assignments, chats, and the like.) in four to six weeks. You also will be able to access the 
course materials for six months from the start date of your class. This course is based on the best-sell-
ing American Library Association (ALA) publication, The New Planning for Results by Sandra Nelson, 
who also designed the course. Class start dates available in 2007 are: February 5, March 5, and April 2, 
2007 

Registration closes one week before each start date. Cost for the course is $195 for PLA Members, 
$250 for ALA Members; $295 for Nonmembers. Group discounts for state libraries, consortia, systems 
or regions, and registrants from the same library are available. Visit www.pla.org to register or contact 
the PLA Office for more information at pla@ala.org or 1-800-545-2433, ext. 5PLA.



REFERENCE DESK

Realities

Whether your preparation for working a public library reference desk was library school, undergradu-
ate school, community college, or just an interest in a particular job in a particular library, we can 
assure you that there are many things that you haven’t been taught. If you’re lucky, you figure most 

of them out over the course of your career. If you’re not, you stumble into one situation after another that 
either teaches them to you the hard way, or drives you out of the job you thought you’d like. And if you’re 
really lucky, you are reading this and will get to the end as a person much better equipped to face the realities 
of public library reference work.

Who Are You? Who Do You Want to Be?
Are you a librarian? In some libraries, if you do not have an MLS, you are a wonderful contributor to the team, 
but you are not a librarian. In others, if you’re not a shelver, you’re a librarian. You could also be a paraprofes-
sional, an information assistant, a member of the support staff, or a clerk. In some places, pages regularly staff 
a reference desk. But we will assume for the moment that you know what your job title is, whatever it may 
be. Are you also a Microsoft wizard, a copier fixer, shelver, freedom-of-speech advocate, teacher, or study hall 
monitor? There are many roles that fall under that “other duties as assigned” umbrella on your job descrip-
tion. Some will be assigned, all right, but some are just there, and you are the person who has to do them. Few 
job descriptions include requirements to help small children find missing parents, interrupt an adolescent 
sing-along, unjam a copier, or sharpen a pencil for a shaky senior. But if you get though a year at the reference 
desk without doing at least one of these, your library is truly one-of-a-kind.

You probably enjoy some of these roles and resent others, but all are a part of your job. Does the patron 
care? Only if your feelings about whatever role the patron needs is so blatant that they notice. And does that 
matter? Well, yes, because . . . 

Sally deCKer SmitH is Head of Adult services at Indian 

Trails Public Library in Wheeling, Ill., and author of the Sally 

In Libraryland column for the Illinois Library Association 

Reporter; ssmith@itpld.lib.il.us. She is currently reading 

Everyone’s Dead But Us by Mark Richard Zubro and, eerily, 

Rumspringa: To Be or Not to Be Amish by Tom Shachtman. 

And they didn’t even talk about it ahead of time. 

roBerta JoHnSon is Readers’ Services Manager at Des 

Plaines (Ill.) Public Library; rjohnson@dppl.org She just fin-

ished The Fourth Bear by Jasper Fforde and Rumspringa: To 

Be or Not to Be Amish by Tom Shachtman. Rebecca’s library 

claim to fame is creating the mailing list Fiction_L, now in its 

tenth decade! 
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What Do You Represent to the Patrons?
Every other experience patrons have had in any 
library or with government officialdom of any sort 
colors their perception of who you are when you 
are at the reference desk. Are you a civil servant, 
an information goddess, a secretary, office supply 
source, Guardian of the Fortress of Knowledge, or an 
agent of the government? Friend, enemy, or co- 
conspirator? Every person who approaches the desk 
has a different version of you in his or her head.

And think for a moment about what it takes for a 
patron to approach you for the first time. They have 
to admit, albeit usually subconsciously, that you 
know something they do not, and that’s very diffi-
cult for a lot of people. So they have to be brave. Or 
they have a problem that they have not been able 
to solve any other way—so even if they are not at all 
brave, they are desperate. Or they had such wonder-
ful youth librarians when they were small that even 
though they haven’t set foot in a library since eighth 
grade, they still think all librarians are wonderful. Or 
they are just accustomed to demanding what they 
want. But take a breath, no matter what the patron’s 
approach is, and remember that you are there to help 
them, and it’s often much harder for them to ask for 
that help than it is for you to provide it.

Job Stress, Positive and Negative
Any job has positive and negative stressors, and this 
reference business is no exception. Even if you put 
aside all the issues of library philosophies, budgets, 
management, and everything else, the simple fact of 
being the person responsible for handling reference 
questions in a public library has plenty of plusses 
and minuses of its own. 

Positives include: 

 1. Librarians are “people” people and like 
interacting with other humans.

 2. Reference work is rarely boring. 
 3. You learn a lot—you can’t help it! 
 4. You can feel good about contributing mightily to 

the communities you serve.
 5. And there are few jobs with such immediate 

gratification: at least once a day—usually more 
often—you can be sure that someone will thank 
you for what you did to help them and know that 
they mean it.

Negatives include:

 1. Some of those people are difficult.
 2. You have to answer challenging and sometimes 

scary questions.

 3. You may have to work nights and weekends.
 4. You will probably work alone some, if not much, 

of the time.
 5. You feel you’re expected to know everything

Beyond the stressors we share, everyone has per-
sonal stress points. As reference generalists, mostly 
we know a little about a lot, and what we know about 
differs widely. What one of us regards as an interest-
ing challenge, another can easily see as something 
that makes us want to run and hide. Know what your 
personal stressors are; it makes it easier to find ways 
to deal with them. If genealogy, business reference, 
legal questions, or readers’ advisory make you feel 
like a deer in headlights, find yourself some training 
or a trusty guidebook. Or find some backup. Have a 
list of people you can call on for help, whether they’re 
inside your building or out. Patrons generally react 
positively to being told “Wow—what a great question. 
And it’s beyond me, so if you can wait just a minute 
I’m going to consult an expert.”

Medical and legal questions scare a lot of us, and 
really, they should. We are not doctors or lawyers and 
misunderstood information in those areas can have 
dire consequences, physical or financial. Know what 
your library’s policy on answering these kinds of 
questions is, and follow it faithfully.

No discussion about reference desk realities is 
complete without a mention of disturbed—or dis-
turbing—patrons. While part of the charm of working 
reference is never knowing who will approach you 
next with what question, part of the vulnerability is 
. . . never knowing who will approach you next with 
what question. It’s important to keep in mind that 
while there are always members of the general public 
who need professional help, it’s not necessarily our 
profession. Be nice, but be secure. Again, know your 
library’s policies, know who and where your backup 
is, and know how to work the panic button (if you 
have one). 

The USA PATRIOT Act has brought into sharp 
focus for us all the importance of knowing who in 
your building is responsible for dealing with outside 
authorities. If you are brand-new to the reference 
desk, odds are it isn’t you—but at night or on week-
ends, it might be. Find out. And if it ever is you, be 
sure you know ahead of time what you are supposed 
to do. 

Know what your library’s rules and policies are, 
but also know how far you can go in bending them. 
Saying “No/We can’t do that/YOU can’t do that” may 
be easier, but using your judgment is also part of the 
job. You are not in the Army now.
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Challenging Patrons
As well as providing technical help (absolutely 
expected these days), we are increasingly called 
on to be social workers and counselors, experts on 
human behavior, which is something we’re not usu-
ally trained for. But if you work in a public place, the 
public keeps showing up. So you have to look for 
opportunities to improve those skills or suggest easy 
ways to administration to improve them. Suggest 
the police pay regular visits to the library, talk to 
staff, and reassure them about their presence. Have 
the city social worker or nurse come to department 
meetings to talk about helping people with disabili-
ties, the elderly, the mentally ill, and the homeless. 
How do you feel about calling 911? The sooner you 
sort that question out in your head, the easier it will 
be to handle when it comes up.

Obviously, helping the difficult, meaning cranky, 
patron is something different. Also, it’s very valuable 
to really, really understand that this isn’t personal;  
the annoying patron will walk down the street and 
annoy the people at the White Hen too. 

There were bullies in kindergarten, there will 
probably be bullies in the home for elderly library 
staff, and there are assuredly bullies approaching our 
desks. Again, know your policies and your backup, 
and be firm. When a patron huffs that he’s going to 
go over your head because you tell him he can’t take 
a nap on the couch in the high school area, help him. 
Giving a bullying patron your name and your boss’ 
name and extension often takes the wind out of the 
sails of people whose goal was to reduce you to doing 
what they want out of fear that they’d tell. (We’re 
grownups now—“I’m telling” shouldn’t affect you 
the way it did when you were eight.) In these cases, 
always warn your boss, just in case. Of all the things 
bosses don’t appreciate, surprises are near the top of 
the list.

Reassurance
Remember: They’re asking you for help (no mat-
ter how impatient or preemptory they are). You 
were hired because you are intelligent, flexible, and 
friendly (or you should be). The bottom line is that 
you’re a library person, not a doctor or a lawyer, 
police officer or social worker. Better to do your job 
well than theirs badly.

How Are You Doing?
You can’t see yourself at the desk, but there are ways 
to know. First, even on the busiest day, you control 
your behavior. Always be welcoming and approach-

able, at least as much as you can be without attract-
ing more than your fair share of crazy people. Why? 
Because patrons deserve a positive experience, 
because people like being treated that way, and—the 
biggest reason—because that’s the job you took.

Watch your body language—rolling your eyes or 
shaking your head at any time at a public service 
desk sends exactly the wrong message. Look up, 
smile, and greet everyone who walks by. Ask “Can I 
help you find anything?” as they approach and “Did 
you find what you needed?” as they leave. A patron 
who gets a negative response—or who sees you giv-
ing a negative response to another patron—will think 
twice about approaching the desk again.

In addition to a certain generosity of spirit, bound-
aries are an important part of your approach to life at 
the desk, too. If you share details about your personal 
life with patrons willy-nilly, you can be fairly sure 
it will eventually come back to bite you. You can be 
their helpful, friendly library staffer without sharing 
details of your surgery or listening to theirs.

Managing Traffic
A steady but manageable stream of patrons—in per-
son, on the phone, or electronically—is the traffic 
pattern that most of us find enjoyable. You can make 
friendly eye contact with the person who approaches 
the desk as you’re finishing up a phone call. If anoth-
er call comes in while you’re engaged with a patron, 
you can let it go to voicemail (if you’re lucky enough 
to have that option) or quickly answer it, get a phone 
number, and promise a callback. You can say things 
to patrons like “Would you like me to look it up for 
you, or show you how?” and have time to do either 
one. You get into the “reference zone” and time flies 
by in a way that feels very productive.

This traffic pattern is, of course, rare. And if you 
have many other things you need to accomplish 
while you’re at the desk, this is the one that leaves 
you in most danger of resenting the patrons who 
“interrupt” whatever you’re trying to get done. As 
soon as you notice you’re feeling that way, stop 
whatever it is you’re doing that is not directly helping 
patrons. Unless there’s a way you can be relieved at 
the desk, accept the fact that that report, journal, or 
whatever it is, will have to wait. 

Overwhelmingly busy times can be predictable 
(Monday and Tuesday evenings for us) or sneak up 
on you out of the blue for no apparent reason. The 
good news about them is that you have no illusion 
of getting anything else done, and the best way to 
handle them is to get your brain into triage mode as 
quickly as possible. A mob at the desk gets smaller 
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quickly when you have started one person searching 
a database, given another three books to check the 
indexes of, directed two more to the copier and rest-
room, told another where the audio books are, and 
called for backup (if you’re lucky enough to have that 
option). And then, of course, you need to go back to 
the first patron, and on and on. It’s like that old vari-
ety show act where someone put plates up on sticks 
and started them spinning and had to keep dashing 
from one to another to keep them all spinning. It’s 
just what we do.

Very quiet times are a mixed blessing. Yes, you can 
get something done. You can also get so thoroughly 
engrossed in whatever it is you’re doing that when 
a patron does approach the desk, you might not 
notice, and a lot of patrons are hesitant to interrupt 
what they see as something more important than 
their question. So even if there’s not a single person 
on the floor, look up from time to time. You might see 
someone coming, and at the very least it’s better for 
your eyes! You may want to think about walking the 
floor. People who would never dream of bothering 
you at the desk will often be happy to see you head-
ing down the aisle to where they are because they 
can’t figure out which way the numbers go. Offer to 
help people at the catalog—even patrons who have 
mastered basic searches are delighted to learn short-
cuts or advanced searches that will get them to what 
they need faster.

Listen to Patron Responses, Verbal and 
Otherwise
Do patrons look pleased or doubtful of your answers? 
Did you ask if that was everything they needed? Did 
you turn the computer screen so they could see 
what you were doing as you searched? The reference 
interview is a different—and vital—part of working 
at the desk, but what we’re talking about here is basic 
human interaction!

And here is as good a place as any to remind you 
to never, ever answer a question from your head. If 
you know an answer, it makes it a lot easier to look it 
up, but look it up we must. The longer you work ref-
erence the more you will know—and the less you will 
trust your own head! 

Listen to Staff Responses
How often do you ask for help—and how do you 

feel about that? No one –it bears repeating—no one 
knows it all. Reference work in public libraries is 
about the most collegial work there is. Do you feel 
inadequate when you have to ask for help and avoid 
doing it? You may be doing your patrons a great dis-

service. Do you ask for help on everything because 
you don’t trust your own knowledge? You’re probably 
doing yourself a disservice and likely annoying your 
colleagues if you’ve been doing the job for more than 
a month. Acknowledge your gaps in information and 
fill as many of them as you can, as quickly as  
possible. And then remember: it’s okay if someone 
else knows.

The Good News Sandwich
There’s a helpful way to deal with having to tell a 
patron what would be bad news if it were delivered 
point blank. Sandwich it in between two positives: 

 I’m sure we can answer that question (positive), 
but maybe not by myself, or in five minutes, or 
even at this library (negative). I know who to ask, 
or who to refer you to outside the library (ends on 
a positive note). 

Our goal is always to end transactions on a posi-
tive note, for our sake and that of our patrons.

Do I Belong Here?
So how is your job going? Maybe you’re learning 
that you’re not such a public library person after 
all. Or maybe you love libraries, but your heart and 
soul are in cataloging. Or maybe the philosophy and 
public service values practiced at the library in the 
next town over are more in tune with yours. None of 
you are shackled to a job for life —and if the fit is no 
good, you do yourself and your patrons a favor if you 
make a move into something that suits you better. 

Public service is not for everyone. A good rule of 
thumb is that if you deal with three crabby patrons in 
a row, it’s probably not them. It’s you. Your challenge 
is to decide whether you’re having a bad day because 
your teenager just took the car out of town for the 
first time and your brain is otherwise occupied or if 
this is part of a larger pattern and an indication that 
public service is simply not for you. It’s not a charac-
ter flaw to admit it.

Supporting Your Library
An unwritten part of every job description in the 
world is “Make your boss look good.” This includes 
making it clear by the way you do your job and your 
general attitude toward patrons and staff that hiring 
you was a great move on your boss’ part. It’s impor-
tant to make our libraries look good, too. Never criti-
cize policy to patrons. If you cannot support a policy 
or at the very least be neutral about it, unless you’re 
in a position to change it, either keep quiet, or find 
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a new job more in line with your values. Whoever is 
signing your paycheck gets the last word—it’s prob-
ably not you.

Stupid Patron Stories
Because we deal with so many people and sub-
jects, some of those interactions are going to be 
more entertaining than others. But does that make 
the patron who came to us with a question stupid? 
Absolutely not. Many do not know what we know—
that’s why they come to us, and that’s pretty smart. 
Do you really want to think that your lawyer goes 
home at night laughing at her stupid client because 
you weren’t sure whether you wanted to draft a will or 
a living trust? Or that your doctor entertains at din-
ner with the “stupid patient” story of how you didn’t 
know why the sciatic nerve in your back could make 
your foot hurt? This is another example of treating 
people as we’d want to be treated. Further, every 
time you talk about “stupid patrons,” you hear your-
self. That’s just not a concept we want in our brains. 
Human comedy? Sure. Stupid? Emphatically not.

Five Things to Remember

 1. Tenacity is not always a virtue. (If patrons’ eyes 
glaze over and they edge toward the door while 
you’re enthusiastically looking at one more Web 
site, trust us: that question is over.)

 2. Don’t overexplain (the history of the DVD 
collection in 500 words or less . . . ).

 3. Don’t get sucked in or take things personally. 
(Remember what you represent to the patron—
that’s who they’re talking to.)

 4. Don’t get defensive. (It just escalates whatever 
situation you’re in.)

 5. Don’t blame the computer, the city, or  
anyone else.

And our final piece of advice: ask what they 
want—maybe you can give it to them. Now go forth, 
head held high, welcoming smile in place, and make 
the library world proud to have you in it!  

Creating Policies for Results Online Course

In this PLA e-learning course, based on the popular American Library Association (ALA) publication, 
Creating Policies for Results: From Chaos to Clarity, you will work with the staff of the Tree County 
Library to evaluate the library’s existing policies, determine what additional policies are needed, revise 
and develop policies, and establish a process to implement the new or revised policies. At the same 
time, you will be planning how you will use the skills you gain during the training to review and revise 
the policies in your own library.

The self-paced curriculum has been revised and streamlined based on the input of dozens of peo-
ple who have taken the course in the past year. The curriculum features interactive exercises, threaded 
discussions, and online chats with June Garcia, one of the authors of Creating Policies for Results. The 
streamlined course can be completed in an average of six hours of online work and three to six hours 
of offline work (optional assignments, chats, and the like) over six weeks. You also will be able to access 
the course for six months from the class start date. 

Class start dates available in 2007 are: February 5, 2007, March 5, and April 2, 2007 
Registration closes one week before the class start date. Cost for the course is $195 for PLA 

Members; $250 for ALA Members; $295 for Nonmembers. Group discounts for state libraries, consor-
tia, systems or regions, and registrants from the same library are available. Visit www.pla.org to register 
or contact the PLA Office for more information at pla@ala.org or 1-800-545-2433, ext. 5PLA.
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“By the Book” reviews professional development materials of potential 
interest to public librarians, trustees, and others involved in library ser-
vice. Public Library Association policy dictates that PLA publications not 
be reviewed in this column. Notice of new publications from PLA will 
generally be found in the “News from PLA” section of Public Libraries. 
A description of books written by the editors or contributing editors of 
Public Libraries may appear in this column but no evaluative review will 
be included for these titles.

Selecting and Managing 
Electronic Resources 

By Vicki L. Gregory and Ardis Hanson. 
New York: Neal-Schuman, 2006. 
139p. $65 (ISBN 1-55570-548-0) LC 
2005027888

Neal-Schuman is hands-down 
one of the best publishers of how-to 
materials in library and informa-
tion science, especially with regard 
to technology. Their resources are 
much more palatable (and sans 
inane humor) than the Dummies 
and Complete Idiot’s series. The 
revision of the classic Selecting 
and Managing Electronic Resources 
continues in the vein of offering 
practical advice on one of twenty-
first–century libraries’ most impor-
tant assets: digital information. 

“To meet user needs today, librar-
ies must now purchase and maintain 
significant electronic resources” (vii). 
These e-resources include: abstract-
ing and indexing (A&I) services, 
e-books and e-serials, e-databases 
(provided by information aggrega-
tors), document delivery services 
(DDS), and Web sites. Without a 
doubt, the many issues surrounding 
the lifecycle of e-resources is a full-
time job and then some. 

This book’s eight chapters cover 
such topics as collection develop-
ment, budgeting, digital rights man-
agement (DRM), preservation, and 

more. Particularly helpful is Chapter 
6 (“Digital Rights Management 
and Intellectual Property”), which 
provides an overview and tips on 
conducting license negotiations. See 
especially the resources listed under 
best practices with respect to stan-
dards for contracts between vendors 
and libraries (92–93). Also, the intro-
duction to the functions and compo-
nents of DRM systems is extremely 
educational. Be forewarned, though, 
that “Digital rights management is a 
technological area that remains very 
much in its infancy . . .” (94).

Enhanced with charts and fig-
ures, this book includes a helpful 
bibliography for each section or 
subject area. It even features sample 
work forms (for example, electronic 
resources evaluation projects, licens-
ing, and negotiation). 

Bottomline: recommended—
without qualms—for any library 
and information provider.—C. Brian 
Smith, Reference/Electronic Resources 
Librarian, Arlington Heights (Ill.) 
Memorial Library.

The Librarian’s Guide to 
Developing Christian Fiction 
Collections for Adults 

By Barbara J. Walker. New York: Neal-
Schuman, 2005. 363p. $65 (ISBN 1-
55570-522-7) LC 2005004978

If you are interested in 

reviewing or submitting 

materials for “By the Book,” 

contact the contributing 

editor, Julie elliott, 

Assistant Librarian, 

Reference/Coordinator 

of Public Relations 

and Outreach, Indiana 

University South Bend, 

1700 Mishawaka Ave., P.O. 

Box 7111, South Bend, IN 

46634-7111; jmfelli@iusb.

edu. 

Julie is currently reading 

I Love You More Than You 

Know by Jonathan Ames.
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This book is an updated and 
substantially expanded version of 
Walker’s 1998 Developing Christian 
Fiction Collections for Children 
and Adults. This volume addresses 
Christian fiction for adults; there are 
two separate volumes addressing 
Christian fiction for young adults 
and children. 

Librarians may use this book in 
a number of different ways: for pro-
fessional development (increasing 
librarians’ knowledge of this popular 
genre), readers’ advisory (helping 
librarians guide readers to similar 
authors) and collection development 
(guiding librarians in their search for 
materials and reviews for Christian 
fiction titles).

The Librarian’s Guide to 
Developing Christian Fiction 

Collections for Adults is divided into 
three sections. Part one provides 
essential background for under-
standing the genre, as well as infor-
mation on collection development 
and marketing. 

The meat of the book is in part 
two, where Walker substantially 
expands the recommended core col-
lection lists from the earlier version. 
The chapter on key book titles for 
adults is now three times as long as 
that found in the previous edition, 
and now covers more than four hun-
dred adult Christian fiction titles. 
The chapter on recommended vid-
eos and DVDs for adults also grew, 
from fifteen to forty titles. The fiction 
lists are divided by genre (apocalyp-
tic, Biblical stories, contemporary 
fiction, fantasy and science fic-

tion, historical fiction, mysteries, 
romance, thrillers, westerns, and 
“must-haves”). Each entry includes 
bibliographic information, a brief 
synopsis, and excerpts from reviews 
when available. New to this edition is 
a guide to some of the most popular 
series in Christian fiction. 

Part three includes expanded 
collection development resources: 
lists of award winners, the top 
fifty authors in Christian fiction, 
prominent publishers, and print and 
online review sources for books—
something that librarians who do 
book selection will want to keep 
handy.

This book is highly recommended 
for public libraries.—Vicki Nesting, 
Assistant Director, St. Charles Parish 
Library, Luling, La.  

The Certifi ed Public Library Administrator Program (CPLA) has begun and encourages you to 
be the fi rst to provide courses (with evaluation) for motivated candidates to fulfi ll the follow-
ing competencies/standards for public library administration:

Core
� Budget and Finance
� Management of Technology
� Organization and Personnel Administration
� Planning and Management of Buildings

Electives
� Current Issues
� Fundraising
� Marketing
� Politics and Networking
� Service to Diverse Populations

Applications are reviewed on a quarterly basis by the CPLA Certifi cation Review Committee.  
Send proposals to the American Library Association-Allied Professional Association 
(ALA-APA), 50 East Huron, Chicago, IL 60611. For more information, visit www.ala-apa.org/
certifi cation/cplaproviders.html or call 1-800-545-2433, ext. 2424.

Library Schools, Library Associations, 
Library Consortia, State Libraries,  
Consultants—What’s Next? 
CERTIFICATION!

Why Become 
a Provider?

� It is an opportunity to 
participate in a national 
certifi cation program in a 
library specialty.  

� If you are already offer-
ing a course that meets 
the standard, approval 
provides you with an ad-
ditional audience for your 
courses.  

� Finally, if you are already 
offering a course that 
meets the standard, you 
may receive approval 
for two previous years 
of offering the course, 
meaning your students 
from those years will 
qualify for completion of 
one standard even before 
they apply to become a 
CPLA candidate. 



New EBSCO  
Eldercare Database

www.ebsco.com

EBSCO Publishing has partnered 
with CareScout to offer the EBSCO 
Eldercare database. This product pro-
vides a reliable source of eldercare-
related information; databases; and 
local, state, and national resources 
that can be used to empower 
Americans to make informed deci-
sions about long-term care.

CareScout’s national senior care 
database is the underlying founda-
tion of the product. Consumers will 
be able to use a sophisticated search 
environment to gain access to pro-
prietary, comprehensive reports to 
more than 90,000 eldercare facilities 
and services throughout the United 
States, including: 

n	 17,000 reports on nursing homes;
n	 45,000 assisted living facilities;
n	 23,000 home health care 

programs;
n	 3,500 adult day care centers; and 
n	 3,000 hospice organizations.

The reports are each approxi-
mately three to fifteen pages in 
length, and many include ratings 
and rankings, as well as demographic 
information about the facilities.

The database also includes more 
than five hundred original articles 
that provide easy-to-understand 
information about long-term care, 

including articles on paying for care, 
care-giving tips, long-term care 
insurance, and articles for those who 
need information immediately. 

The product also includes a  
community review feature. 
Consumers can read or post reviews 
to share their experience about a 
given long-term care site, service, 
or institution with other EBSCO 
Eldercare customers.

CareerCruising: Online 
Career Guidance Tool 

www.careercruising.com

CareerCruising was designed with 
one goal in mind: to help people 
of all ages plan their future. With 
assessment tools, detailed occupa-
tion profiles, and comprehensive 
post-secondary education informa-
tion, users move seamlessly through 
the career exploration and planning 
process. 

CareerCruising’s intuitive assess-
ment tools are a good place for users 
to begin their career exploration.

n	 Career Matchmaker is based on 
an interest assessment that is 
used and respected around the 
world.

n	 The My Skills component matches 
students’ skills to careers.

n	 Personalized feedback helps 
students understand how careers 
relate to their skills and interests.

The contributing editor 

of this column is viCKi 

neSting, Assistant 

Director at the St. Charles 

Parish Library, Louisiana. 

Submissions may be sent 

to her at 21 River Park Dr., 

Hahnville, LA 70057;  

vnestin@bellsouth.net.

Vicki is currently reading Hit 

Parade by Lawrence Block, 

Bone Mountain by Eliot 

Pattison, Coronado: Stories 

by Dennis Lehane, and Year 

of Wonders by Geraldine 

Brooks.
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The following are extracted from press releases and vendor announce-
ments and are intended for reader information only. The appearance of 
such notices herein does not constitute an evaluation or an endorse-
ment of the products or services by the Public Library Association or the 
editors of this magazine.
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Hundreds of detailed occupation 
profiles can be easily accessed—
everything from actuary to zoolo-
gist—including job descriptions, 
working conditions, education and 
training, earnings, and job outlook.

The product includes a national 
database of post-secondary schools 
and detailed information on col-
leges, universities, and other training 
opportunities.

It also includes an online portfo-
lio tool that leads users effortlessly 
through the steps of preparing for 
the world of work:

n	 save careers and schools of 
interest;

n	 create a personalized four-year 
high school education plan;

n	 document career preparation 
plans and activities;

n	 record extracurricular activities, 
awards, and work and volunteer 
experiences;

n	 store career and education related 
documents online; and

n	 create professional looking 
resumes.

Disney Offers Free Access  
to Playhouse Disney 
Preschool Time Online

www.preschooltime.com/library

Disney Online announced that it will 
offer public libraries free subscrip-
tions to Playhouse Disney Preschool 
Time Online, an ad-free interactive 
learning experience for preschool-
ers. Developed in conjunction with 
education experts, Playhouse Disney 
Preschool Time Online offers enter-
taining, story-driven games and 
activities that teach skills in crucial 
areas such as letter and number rec-
ognition, shape and color identifica-
tion, and counting. 

Playhouse Disney Preschool Time 
Online is hosted by Bear from Disney 
Channel’s Bear in the Big Blue House. 
Bear and other Disney characters 
lead activities that focus on eight 
key skill areas including reading 
readiness, thinking skills, daily liv-
ing skills, social skills, imagination 
and self-expression, motor skills, 
and computer skills. Lessons auto-
matically adjust to each individual 
child’s skill level, keeping preschool-
ers engaged and challenged. New 
content is introduced every two 
weeks, letting each child continue to 
advance at his or her natural pace.

Librarians can e-mail library@dis-
ney.com to request a free subscrip-
tion or visit www.preschooltime. 
com/library for a guide on how to 
use Playhouse Disney Preschool 
Time Online in the library. 

WorldCat.org Offers  
Search Access to Library 
Collections Worldwide

www.worldcat.org

Web users can now search the cata-
logs of more than 10,000 libraries 
worldwide through WorldCat.org. 
WorldCat connects libraries of all 
types and sizes, from giant research 
libraries to small public libraries 
around the world. It enables people 
to find what they’re looking for in 
library collections irrespective of 
where they are located. WorldCat 
contains more than 70 million 
entries for books and other materials 
and more than 1 billion location list-
ings for these materials in libraries 
around the world.

Worldcat.org also offers a down-
loadable search box to allow access 
to the world’s largest database and 
resource for discovery of materials 
held in libraries. The search box can 

be downloaded from the WorldCat.
org site to library Web sites, museum 
sites, genealogy sites, book club 
sites, blogs, or any other site where 
Web searchers would benefit from 
access to the collections of the 
world’s libraries.

Reference Desk  
Scheduling Software  
Available from Schedule3W

www.schedule3w.com

Schedule3W is a feature-rich prod-
uct that can be used to schedule 
staff (full-time and part-time), as 
well as substitutes and volunteers. 
Schedule3W allows managers to 
schedule who should work, when 
and where.

Key features include:

n	 supports any number of locations 
(for example, libraries have circ 
desk, first floor reference desk, 
and so on);

n	 easy entry of schedules;
n	 two-level scheduling option 

allows managers to first schedule 
someone in to work (for example, 
9–5) and then schedule periods 
at specific service points (for 
example, 10–noon and 2–4 at the 
reference desk);

n	 allocate assignments such as 
supervisor or lockup;

n	 tracks when people want to work 
or can’t work for each location 
whether they are part of the 
primary, secondary, or third-level 
group of employees to work that 
location (or shouldn’t work there 
at all);

n	 shows key information when 
picking a person: total hours 
scheduled to work that week and 
the person’s next and previous 
shift times, total hours scheduled 
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on service desks that week, 
and priority for working in this 
location;

n	 provides various options for 
communicating the schedule, 
including: e-mail each person 
individual schedules and the total 
schedule, post the total schedule 
on a shared drive or the library’s 
Intranet or wall, and the Web 
view add-on module gives staff 
and supervisors browser access 
to the live schedule from any 
workstation, all with a password-
protection option; and

n	 easy to read, at-a-glance 
schedules with option to highlight 
changes made since a specific 
date and time.

Online Learning  
Platform and Practice Tests

www.learningexpresslibrary.com

LearningExpress Library provides a 
completely interactive online learn-
ing platform of practice tests and 
tutorial course series designed to 
help patrons, students, and adult 
learners succeed on the academic or 
licensing tests they must pass. Users 
get immediate scoring, complete 
answer explanations, and an indi-
vidualized analysis of test results.

Librarians can now provide 
patrons hundreds of practice 
tests and online tutorials with the 
LearningExpress library site license 
program. This program will enable 
librarians to offer patrons a more 
convenient way to prepare for 
academic or professional exams—
online. The library site license pro-
gram offers:

n	 online practice tests that are true 
previews of the official exams;

n	 instant scoring and individual 
analysis that can help users 
improve their test scores;

n	 explanations of both right and 
wrong answers to promote 
understanding and retention;

n	 access to exams for an 
unlimited number of patrons 
simultaneously;

n	 the ability for patrons to proceed 
at their own pace; and

n	 reports for the library system that 
detail monthly usage by patrons 
and individual exam.

Google Book Search  
Offers Free Downloads  
of Public Domain Books

http://books.google.com

Discovering Dante, Isaac Newton, 
and Victor Hugo just became a little 
easier. Now readers can find new, 
and free, downloadable versions of 
some of the world’s greatest books 
on Google Book Search.

Working with its library partners, 
Google is expanding access to books 
that are out of copyright and have 
become public domain material. 
Users can search and read these 
books on Google Book Search as 
always, but now they can also down-
load and print them to enjoy at their 
own pace.

To easily find books to download, 
readers can select the “Full view” 
button when searching on Google 
Book Search, and then click on the 
“Download” button shown on public 
domain books. They can then down-
load a PDF file to their computers to 
read when they are offline, save for 
later, or print a paper version. 

Google’s library partners include 
Harvard University, New York 
Public Library, University of Oxford, 

Stanford University, University 
of Michigan, and, most recently, 
University of California.

H. W. Wilson  
Announces Biography  
Index: Past & Present

www.hwwilson.com

H. W. Wilson has introduced a new 
version of Biography Index that 
combines the resource’s full six-
decade history of in-depth article 
indexing with coverage up to the 
present. Biography Index: Past & 
Present delivers the complete con-
tent of Biography Index from its 1946 
inception, and continues its timely 
indexing of current articles with 
daily updates. Versatile WilsonWeb 
searching helps researchers find 
information about notable figures 
throughout history, right up to 
today’s newsmakers.

The database covers people from 
across all disciplines and areas of 
endeavor. Approximately 22,000 new 
citations per year are picked up from 
biographical content appearing in 
more than 8,000 journals and maga-
zines covered by other WilsonWeb 
specialty databases, plus indexing of 
some 2,000 books annually.

Updated terms for professions 
allow users to search using famil-
iar, contemporary vocabulary. 
Names used as subject headings 
are standardized throughout the 
years of coverage to ensure retrieval 
of all records about an individual. 
Citations for new articles about his-
torical figures can be called up with 
historical coverage, for all-in-one 
research.  
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instrctions to athors

Instructions to Authors
Public Libraries, the official journal of the Public Library 
Association, is always eager to publish quality work of 
interest to public librarians. The following are options 
available to prospective authors:

n Feature articles. These are usually ten to twenty 
manuscript pages double-spaced. (Contact Kathleen 
Hughes at khughes@ala.org.)

n Verso pieces. These express opinions or present 
viewpoints and are not to be longer than six 
manuscript pages. (Contact Kathleen Hughes at 
khughes@ala.org.)

n Library news for Tales from the Front (Contact 
Jennifer Ries-Taggart at jtaggart@libraryweb.org)

n Vendor announcements for New Product News 
(Contact Vicki Nesting at vnestin@bellsouth.net.)

n Reviews of professional literature. (Contact Julie Elliott 
at jmfelli@iusb.edu)

n Announcements of grants and other funding 
opportunities for Bringing in the Money. (Contact 
Kathleen Hughes at khughes@ala.org.)

n Items for News from PLA (Contact Kathleen Hughes at 
khughes@ala.org.)

Please follow the procedures outlined below when 
preparing manuscripts to be submitted to Public 
Libraries.

Mechanics
Because Public Libraries is composed using desktop pub-
lishing software, all manuscripts should be submitted as 
an e-mail attachment (preferably in Word format). Please 
include YOUR NAME and the TYPE of word processing 
program (including VERSION) in the text of the  e-mail. 

n Do not use automatic formatting templates. Make 
the manuscript format as streamlined and simple as 
possible. Complicated formatting creates problems for 
our desktop publishing software.

n Justify text on the left margin only.
n Double-space the entire manuscript, including quotes 

and references.
n Number all pages

n Add two hard returns between paragraphs to delineate 
them. Do not indent at the start of a new paragraph.

n Do not use the automatic footnote/endnote feature 
on your word processing program. Create endnotes 
manually at the end of the article.

n Do not use any characters that do not appear on the 
standard keyboard, such as bullets or arrows. These 
are embedded during the desktop publishing process.

Style

n Cover page. Submit a separate cover page stating the 
author’s name, address, telephone and e-mail, and 
a brief, descriptive title of the proposed article. The 
author’s name should not appear anywhere else on 
the manuscript.

n Abstract. Include two or three sentences summarizing 
the content of the article before the first paragraph of 
the text. 

n References. Public Libraries uses numbered endnotes. 
References should appear at the end of the paper 
in the order in which they are cited in the text. 
Bibliographic references should not include works not 
cited in the text. See past issues of the journal for the 
preferred form for citations.

n Spelling and use. Consult the Random House Webster’s 
College Dictionary for spelling and usage.

n Style. Consult the Chicago Manual of Style, 15th 
edition (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Pr., 2003) for 
capitalization, abbreviations, and the like.

n Presentation. Write in a clear, simple style. Use the 
active voice whenever possible. Avoid overly long 
sentences.

n Subheadings. Break up long sections of text with 
subheadings. All nouns, pronouns, modifiers, and 
verbs in the subhead should be capitalized. 

n Illustrations. Photographs enhancing the content 
of the manuscript are welcomed. Hard copies are 
preferred over digital copies, unless digital copies are 
prepared at high resolution, suitable for magazine 
printing. Web-quality files, such as gifs, cannot be 
used. Please include captions for all photos submitted.

n Revision. Articles are edited for clarity and space. 
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When extensive revision is 
required, the manuscript is 
returned to the author for revision 
and approval of editorial changes.

Tables and Graphs

n Tables and graphs should be 
prepared using a spreadsheet 
program such as Lotus or Excel, if 
possible.

n Number tables and graphs 
consecutively and save each one 
as a separate file. Indicate their 
placement within the text with the 
note [insert table 00 here].

n Give each table or graph a brief, 
descriptive caption.

n Use tables and graphs sparingly. 
Consider the relationship of the 
tables and graphs to the text in 
light of the appearance on the 
printed page.

n For complicated graphic 
materials such as maps or 

illustrations of Web pages, 
prepare separate TIF or PDF 
files, named [author table 00] 
or [author figure 00]. Save the 
graphics in a size similar to the 
size on the printed journal page; 
generally this should be 2.8 
inches wide and not more than 
5.5 inches deep. Saving to fit the 
size of the graphic on the printed 
page improves the quality of the 
printed graphic.

n You need not provide graphs 
in final form. If you prefer, you 
may provide a rough version. If 
so, please mark all data points 
clearly. We will create the graphic. 
You will have a chance to review 
the graphic when you review 
your typeset pages during the 
proofing stage. 

If you have any questions about 
manuscript preparation or submis-
sion, please contact Kathleen Hughes, 
Editor, 50 E. Huron, Chicago, IL 60611 
or khughes@ala.org.

Submission and After
Manuscripts are evaluated by per-
sons knowledgeable about the topic 
of the work and the editor. The 
evaluation process generally takes 
eight to twelve weeks for feature 
articles and less than eight weeks 
for Versos. Articles are scheduled 
for publication mostly in the order 
of acceptance, except where space 
considerations dictate.  For exam-
ple, the number of pages available 
might require a longer or shorter 
article to complete the issue’s allot-
ted pages.

Send an electronic copy, as an 
e-mail attachment along with your 
name, address, telephone, fax, and  
e-mail address to Kathleen Hughes at 
khughes@ala.org. Queries may also 
be addressed to khughes@ala.org.

Receipt of all manuscripts is 
acknowledged. Please feel free to 
contact Kathleen Hughes at the PLA 
office, 1-800-545-2433, ext. 4028 for 
more information. Your queries and 
suggestions are welcomed. 
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